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Abstract
Research in the field of music information retrieval (MIR) is concerned with methods to effectively
retrieve a piece of music based on a user’s query. An important goal in MIR research is the ability to
successfully retrieve music stored as recorded audio using note-based queries.
In this work, we consider the searching of musical audio using symbolic queries. We first ex-
amined the effectiveness of using a relative pitch approach to represent queries and pieces. Our
experimental results revealed that this technique, while effective, is optimal when the whole tune is
used as a query. We then suggested an algorithm involving the use of pitch classes in conjunction
with the longest common subsequence algorithm between a query and target, also using the whole
tune as a query. We also proposed an algorithm that works effectively when only a small part of a
tune is used as a query. The algorithm makes use of a sliding window in addition to pitch classes and
the longest common subsequence algorithm between a query and target. We examined the algorithm
using queries based on the beginning, middle, and ending parts of pieces.
We performed experiments on an audio collection and manually-constructed symbolic queries.
Our experimental evaluation revealed that our techniques are highly effective, with most queries used
in our experiments being able to retrieve a correct answer in the first rank position.
In addition, we examined the effectiveness of duration-based features for improving retrieval
effectiveness over the use of pitch only. We investigated note durations and inter-onset intervals. For
this purpose, we used solely symbolic music so that we could focus on the core of the problem. A
relative pitch approach alongside a relative duration representation were used in our experiments.
Our experimental results showed that durations fail to significantly improve retrieval effectiveness,
whereas inter-onset intervals significantly improve retrieval effectiveness.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Research in the field of music information retrieval (MIR) is concerned with methods to effectively
retrieve a piece of music based on a user’s query. Some attempts at this problem employed text
retrieval techniques, by attaching some associated text to a particular piece of music, such as the
text in a defined structure such that relational database operations can be applied. Such text is called
metadata [4, pages 141–144]. It is also possible to associate songs with unstructured text, such as
lyrics, and retrieve songs with such text. Metadata-based music search is also offered by some web
search engines and online media services such as AlltheWeb1, Altavista2, Last.fm3, and the iTunes
Store.4
Using metadata as the sole means of retrieval suffers from the major drawback that a user can
only search based on the metadata text. While this can be done quickly, it has limited application and
effectiveness. Consider the case where the user has no idea about a particular song other than what a
small portion of the song sounds like. A metadata-based MIR system is unable to do anything in such
a case, as no query can be issued. Further problems are that musical pieces can be associated with
the wrong metadata, and also many musical pieces can share similar metadata. Consider how many
songs contain the word “love” in the titles, or lyrics. Moreover, metadata-based MIR systems do not
facilitate the issue of content-related queries, such as “find solo piano performances of ‘Cantaloupe
Island.’” However, as shown in a study by Bainbridge et al. [5] on 502 queries submitted to Google
Answers,5 the vast majority of people (81.3%) still use metadata to describe their information need.
The problems with metadata-based MIR are addressed by content-based MIR. Music experts are
undoubtedly the best MIR “machines” as they are able to produce high-quality answers. However,
1See http://www.alltheweb.com/?cat=mp3.
2See http://www.altavista.com/audio/.
3See http://www.last.fm.
4See http://www.itunes.com.
5See http://answers.google.com. This website no longer accepts new queries.
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they do not generally possess the processing speed of computers. On the other hand, while computers
have been used as fast devices for automatic retrieval, their musical “skill” cannot match that of
human experts.
Many people would benefit from the use of content-based MIR. Music shops can provide their
customers with a catalogue system that enables them to hum the music they are looking for and pick
from the matches suggested by the system. Songwriters can avoid the embarassment of writing and
publishing a song that resembles a pre-existing one, thus avoiding music plagiarism. Jazz students
can learn improvisation patterns from various renditions of a song. These are just a few of many
practical examples. Although it was mentioned previously that most people use metadata to express
their musical information need, a large proportion of people also use content-related queries. In
Bainbridge et al. [5], 32.7% of the queries describe genre or style, 4.6% refer to other pieces that
users perceive as similar, 4.4% provide representations of the desired pieces (such as by specifying
links to the music), and 2.4% specify the speed or rhythm of the desired pieces. In a more recent study
by Lee et al. [75] on 2208 queries submitted to Google Answers, 35.5% of the queries describe genre,
16.7% illustrate the instrumentations used, 10.8% provide representations of the desired pieces, 9.2%
refer to other pieces that users perceive as similar, and 7.6% specify the speed or rhythm of the desired
pieces.
There is currently a “dichotomy” in music retrieval with respect to the collection media domain,
that is symbolic (for example, MIDI,6 Humdrum [60], and MuseData [54]) or audio (for example,
MP3,7 Ogg Vorbis,8 and WavPack9). Symbolic data specify how music should be rendered. For
example, in MIDI, there are events specifying what pitch should sound, when, and for how long.
There are also events specifying which instruments should be used. When one particular MIDI file
is fed into sound card X and digital piano Y , it is not surprising that we hear two slightly different
renditions. On the other hand, audio data contain the waveform signals of the precise sounding of
the music. Rendering a MIDI file produces audio. However, this is not a reversible process, that
is, given an audio file, obtaining a perfect MIDI file from typical performances, that is, a perfect
transcription, is currently not possible. Broadly speaking, transcription is the process of converting
audio to symbolic sequences. See Section 3.7 for further explanation.
1.1 Content-based MIR Issues
There are a number of issues that make content-based MIR a hard problem. They are mostly due to
the natural differences between music and other media types, such as text or images. Some of the
6Musical Instrument Digital Interface. See http://www.midi.org.
7See Part 3 in http://www.chiariglione.org/mpeg/standards/mpeg-1/mpeg-1.htm.
8See http://xiph.org/vorbis/.
9See http://wavpack.com.
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issues are:
• Music is temporal. Every musical note has time attributes associated with it. A note starts
sounding at a particular onset time for a certain duration. Looking on a larger scale, a musical
piece generally has a tempo (in some cases, multiple tempi; tempo is the speed of music, usually
expressed in beats per minute). Two different arrangements of a song may have different tempi,
thus making the onset times and durations of the notes different when expressed as real time
values. At the notes level, two different performers may play a certain note with slightly
different onset times and durations. To complicate things more, some notes are meant to be
played simultaneously, to form chords. Music containing chords is said to be polyphonic.
Otherwise, it is said to be monophonic. Notes can also be played almost simultaneously (to
form arpeggios). Chords and arpeggios are also subject to temporal alterations applied against
single notes. These all mean that in general, musical pieces are not “transformed” linearly.
Heuristics are therefore needed to identify similar pieces.
• Music may undergo transposition (defined in Section 2.2.1). In MIR, it is possible that the MIR
system has the piece the user needs, however the piece in the collection and the query differ in
keys. People do not generally perceive two pieces of music to be different just because both
pieces start on different notes.
• The rendition of a music score (“blueprint”) depends on the “rendering device.” Even though
two performers refer to the same sheet music, the performances are likely to be different.
Musicians may add or alter notes, either intentionally (for improvisations in jazz music, for
example) or accidentally. Even so, people are still able to recognise that they are playing the
same repertoire.
• A piece of music generally conforms to one or more tuning systems. A tuning system defines
the vocabulary of pitches available for a piece of music. In the same way that English is not the
only language, the commonly used equal-tempered Western twelve-tone system is not the only
tuning system. The geographical area or culture of a composer may influence the composer’s
choice of tuning system.
• Like content-based information processing of other media types, exhaustive search is not prac-
tical for large collections due to its lack of efficiency. For music, its usefulness is even more
questionable, as one does not always recall specific music precisely.
• Not all users understand music. People without musical training have difficulties issuing
queries. A study on the usability of a simple text-based music representation has shown that
they are not suitable for people without musical skills [151]. See Chapter 3 for discussion
about music representations.
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This thesis deals with the issue of representation domain mismatch: a collection of music is
available as audio, queries are encoded symbolically, and they are to be matched. This is a difficult
problem, as shown in related work surveyed in Section 3.8. This is also a common problem, as
commercial music is typically distributed as audio and is polyphonic, while it is a great burden for a
user to generate high-quality audio for queries. In this thesis, we assume that a user has a polyphonic
symbolic version of the audio to be searched, and devise matching techniques for this kind of cross-
domain search task.
1.2 Thesis Scope and Research Questions
To develop a content-based MIR system, there are many factors that need to be considered, including
music representation, user interface, indexing, similarity evaluation, and compression. However,
this thesis focuses on music representation and similarity evaluation to support effective retrieval.
Effectiveness in this context means how well a user’s information need can be satisfied. Efficiency,
that is the cost in terms of processing speed and the space requirement to perform retrieval, is outside
the scope of this thesis.
This thesis addresses the following research questions:
1. Is it possible to effectively retrieve audio versions of a song using a full score?
One important question in cross-domain MIR is whether a specific audio recording can be
correlated with its symbolic version in a way that it is equivalent or closely equivalent to its
autocorrelation. In the mathematical sense, autocorrelation is a technique to measure how well
a function matches with a parameter-lagged version of itself [107, page 383]. For audio, the
lagged parameter is usually time. For non-temporal media, it can be anything else relevant to
the problem. For example, position can be the lagged parameter for image analysis.
While we do not employ the standard mathematical autocorrelation technique to address this
task, there is a common objective, that is, we wish to identify pieces of audio that are musically
similar to a given query, despite the pieces differing in starting times and/or tempi. Two pieces
of music that are highly similar should have a high matching score, while two largely dissimilar
pieces should match with a low score. If this requirement is satisfied, highly similar audio can
be ranked in top positions. In other words, effective retrieval can be achieved.
This question is addressed in Chapters 4 and 5.
2. Is it possible to effectively retrieve audio versions of a song using only the first few notes as a
query?
5
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In this question, we wish to minimise users’ effort in formulating queries. This is simulated by
truncating the symbolic query piece to only its first few notes. This question is addressed in
Chapter 6.
3. Is it possible to effectively retrieve audio versions of a song using only a few notes picked from
any section of the song?
This question takes the problem coined in Question 2 further. Specifically, in Question 2, users
are constrained to only the first few notes. In this question, we extend the problem by removing
such a constraint, so that users can issue any section of the songs they wish to search as their
queries. We simulate this by taking the middle and ending sections of the original queries used
to address the previous questions. This question is addressed in Chapter 6.
4. Is it possible to effectively retrieve audio versions of a song using their pitch class statistical
frequency distributions?
While this question sounds similar to Question 1, there is a subtle difference. In this question,
no temporal information is used, whereas a score has temporal information embedded in it.
The pitch class statistical frequency distribution of a song acts as a summary value for that
song. We wish to see whether pitch class statistical frequency distributions are able to facilitate
effective retrieval. This question is addressed in Chapter 7.
5. Does using duration-based information in addition to pitch improve retrieval effectiveness?
According to Selfridge-Field [123], there are two musical features that are directly repre-
sentable: pitch and duration. In this question, we wish to explore the possibility of using
duration-based information in melodies to improve retrieval effectiveness. Two features are
examined: duration and inter-onset interval. This question is addressed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Music and Acoustics
Music is “an art form consisting of sequences of sounds in time, [especially] tones of definite pitch
organized melodically, harmonically, rhythmically and according to tone colour” [11, page 1074]. As
music is organised sound, there are things that separate music from disorganised sound. As such, the
perception of sound as music is subjective. A “piece” of sound can be perceived as music to a cohort
of listeners, while others may perceive it as noise. In the context of this thesis, we do not deal with
the debate around what is music and what is not. We restrict our focus to music involving tuning
systems (see Section 2.2).
In nature, sound itself is produced by vibrations. Vibrations cause mechanical waves to be prop-
agated through a medium such as air [45, page 329]. A brief introduction to wave theory is discussed
in Section 2.1. The understanding of wave theory is essential to further understand the fundamentals
of the generation of sound, particularly music (discussed in Section 2.2). This, in turn, is essential to
appreciate why automatic audio transcription is a difficult problem (see Section 3.7), and thus why
retrieval through audio music transcriptions is also difficult.
2.1 Introduction to Wave Theory
We begin the discussion of waves with a natural phenomenon called simple harmonic motion (SHM).
An example of a SHM is the spring motion. It obeys the following equation, known as Hooke’s Law:
F =−kx (2.1)
where F is the force acting on the spring, x is the displacement of the spring from the equillibrium
(see Figure 2.1), and k is the spring stiffness constant [45, page 147].
According to the Newton’s second law of motion, the force acting on a body (F) is proportional
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Figure 2.1: Spring motion. The upper shows a stretched spring. The force causes the spring to swing
towards the equillibrium. The bottom shows a compressed spring.
to the acceleration (a) of its motion and inversely proportional to its mass (m) [45, page 75]:
F = ma (2.2)
Acceleration itself is defined as the change of velocity v over time t, and velocity is defined as the
change of displacement over time [45, page 23]:
a=
dv
dt
=
d
dt
dx
dt
=
d2x
dt2
(2.3)
So, substituting Equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 yields:
m
d2x
dt2
=−kx (2.4)
Solving Equation 2.4 for x gives:
x= Asin
(√
k
m
t+φ
)
(2.5)
where km in Equation 2.5 is the angular frequency (ω) and A is the amplitude (the maximum displace-
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Figure 2.2: A sine wave y= Asin(2pi f t+φ) with A= 1 m, f = 0.5 Hz, and φ = 0.
ment). This leads to the general SHM equation:1
x= Asin(ωt+φ) (2.6)
Equation 2.6 is also the wavefunction for a sine wave where ω = 2pi f , f is the frequency and φ is
the phase. (However, it would be more convenient to rewrite the equation as a 2D function with its
return value typically plotted as the y axis: y= Asin(2pi f t+φ)). See Figure 2.2 for an example plot
of the equation.
A wave has a wavelength and travels at a certain velocity. The two measures relate with fre-
quency:
λ =
v
f
(2.7)
where λ is the wavelength, v is the speed,2 and f is the frequency. A wave takes one period to
complete a cycle. Mathematically, period (T ) is the inverse of frequency: T = 1/ f . In Figure 2.2, the
period of the sine wave is 2 s.
1ω itself varies from one system to another, for example, in a simple pendulum ω =
√
g
l where g is the gravitational
acceleration and l is the cord length [96, page 2].
2Velocity is a vector. Its magnitude is called speed.
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Figure 2.3: Superposition of two waves y1 and y2.
Two or more waves can interfere with each other, causing them to collide and form a superposi-
tion of those waves. For N waves, where the wavefunction of the n-th wave is yn(t), the superposition
of the waves is:
Y (t) =
N
∑
n=1
yn(t) (2.8)
For example, if yn = An sin(2pi fnt+φn), A1 = 3 m, A2 = 2 m, f1 = 10 Hz, f2 = 4.5 Hz, φ1 = 0, and
φ2 = pi , the superposition of y1 and y2 is depicted as Y in Figure 2.3.
2.2 Music Generation
A musical sound has three characteristics: intensity, pitch, and quality [124, pages 181–182]. Inten-
sity (J) indicates the loudness of a sound. It is a measure proportional to amplitude squared (J ∼ A2).
Pitch indicates the perceived frequency. This is discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.1. Quality
is the property that distinguishes one musical instrument from others [45, page 334]. It is known as
timbre or tone colour to musicians. Timbre is discussed in Section 2.2.2.
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2.2.1 Pitch and Tuning System
The “vocabulary” of a piece of music is defined by one or more tuning systems. A tuning sys-
tem specifies which frequencies can be used in music. In other words, a tuning system determines
which frequencies are considered “on pitch” and which are “off pitch.” Pitch names are mapped with
frequencies in tuning systems. A transcription system assumes a certain tuning system to identify
pitches that occur in a musical piece.
In the equal-tempered Western twelve-tone system—the most commonly used tuning system—
the pitch A4 in concert tuning is set to 440 Hz. The Western twelve tone-system is assumed in
many computer-based music representations (see, for example, Selfridge-Field [122]) and is also the
standard tuning for many musical instruments such as the piano.
Suppose that there are two notes, the frequency of each is H and L respectively. For the Western
twelve tone system, the ratio between two adjacent notes is 2
1
12 . Therefore, H is adjacently higher
than L if and only if H = 2
1
12L. Alternatively, the difference between two notes can be linearly ex-
pressed in cents. A cent is equivalent to the frequency ratio of 2
1
1200 : 1 [24, page 39]. Mathematically,
the conversion of frequency ratio R f to interval in cents (dc) is given by using the following formula:
dc = 1200log2R f (2.9)
This means that in the equal-tempered Western twelve-tone system, the smallest possible magnitude
of dc is 100. This smallest interval is also called a semitone.
For two notes with frequencies N and n respectively, N = 2n (or the first note is 1200 cents higher
than the latter) if and only if the first note is an octave higher than the latter. The term pitch class is
used to denote the set of pitches with the same names yet different octaves. The pitch classes in this
tuning system are C, C]/D[, D, D]/E[, E/F[, F/E], F]/G[, G, G]/A[, A, A]/B[, and B/C[.
Music can be transposed. To transpose is to shift by t semitones. For example, transposing a
piece of music in C down by 2 semitones would cause it to be in B[.
Table 2.1 shows the frequencies of some pitches in the equal-tempered Western twelve-tone sys-
tem. Table 2.2 shows their intervals with respect to A4.
Much Western music actually uses a slightly different tuning system, where the ratios of note
frequencies can be expressed as fractions of integers. See Table 2.3. There are slight distortions
in the equal-tempered tuning from the frequencies given in the table. However, the distortions are
minor, and transcription systems for the tuning system will put the transcribed notes in the correct
bin.
There are other tuning systems besides the equal-tempered Western twelve-tone system, for ex-
ample, the Sundanese slendro padantara tuning [134, pages 11–12], which is a five-tone system. This
is not discussed further as this is outside the scope of this thesis. Interested readers can refer to, for
11
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Table 2.1: Frequencies in the equal-tempered Western twelve-tone system.
Pitch class Frequency (Hz)
· · · Octave 3 Octave 4 Octave 5 · · ·
C · · · 130.81 261.63 523.25 · · ·
C]/D[ · · · 138.59 277.18 523.25 · · ·
D · · · 146.83 293.66 554.37 · · ·
D]/E[ · · · 155.56 311.13 587.33 · · ·
E/F[ · · · 164.81 329.63 622.25 · · ·
F · · · 174.61 349.23 659.26 · · ·
F]/G[ · · · 185.00 369.99 698.46 · · ·
G · · · 196.00 392.00 739.99 · · ·
G]/A[ · · · 207.65 415.30 830.61 · · ·
A · · · 220.00 440.00 880.00 · · ·
A]/B[ · · · 233.08 466.16 932.33 · · ·
B · · · 246.94 493.88 987.77 · · ·
Table 2.2: Intervals in the equal-tempered Western twelve-tone system.
Pitch class Interval (cents) relative to A4 (440 Hz).
· · · Octave 3 Octave 4 Octave 5 · · ·
C · · · −2100 −900 300 · · ·
C]/D[ · · · −2000 −800 400 · · ·
D · · · −1900 −700 500 · · ·
D]/E[ · · · −1800 −600 600 · · ·
E/F[ · · · −1700 −500 700 · · ·
F · · · −1600 −400 800 · · ·
F]/G[ · · · −1500 −300 900 · · ·
G · · · −1400 −200 1000 · · ·
G]/A[ · · · −1300 −100 1100 · · ·
A · · · −1200 0 1200 · · ·
A]/B[ · · · −1100 100 1300 · · ·
B · · · −1000 200 1400 · · ·
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Table 2.3: Frequency ratios.
Note Frequency Ratio to C4 Frequency (Hz)
C4 16 : 16 261.63
C]4 17 : 16 277.98
D4 18 : 16 294.33
D]4 19 : 16 310.69
E4 20 : 16 327.04
F4 21 : 16 343.39
F]4 22 : 16 359.74
G4 24 : 16 392.45
G]4 26 : 16 425.15
A4 27 : 16 441.50
A]4 28 : 16 457.85
B4 30 : 16 490.56
C5 32 : 16 523.26
example, Suyoto and Uitdenbogerd [136] and Uitdenbogerd and Suyoto [150].
2.2.2 Harmonics and Timbre
The discussion of timbre cannot be separated from an acoustic concept called harmonics. When a
sound production event such as string plucking or horn blowing occurs, not only is the intended fun-
damental frequency associated with the pitch generated, but additional frequencies as well. These
additional frequencies are known as harmonics, and are integral multiples of the fundamental. [24,
page 35]. For a particular pitch, the wavelength of the fundamental frequency varies from one instru-
ment class to another. Harmonics are produced in various systems and different instrument classes
differ in the way they produce harmonics [45, page 335].3
A simple sine wave only has a single frequency which is also its fundamental frequency [105,
page 4]. On the other hand, music is generally comprised of complex waves, the superposition of
waves of different frequencies where the frequencies have harmonic relationships [108, page 33].
The equation for wave superposition is given as Equation 2.8. However, since this is a special case,
that is, the frequencies are harmonically related, a more precise equation is [108, page 34]:
Y (t) =
N
∑
n=1
An sin(2pin f t+φn) (2.10)
3Actually, harmonics are not the only overtones, that is the additional frequencies above the fundamental frequency.
Harmonics are used to indicate only the frequencies which are integral multiples of the fundamental frequency [45,
page 330].
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Figure 2.4: An example complex wave. Referring to Equation 2.10, N = 4, An = A1/n, f = 1 Hz, and
φn = 0.
Here, n = 1 denotes the wave component having the fundamental frequency, whereas n > 1 denotes
the harmonic components. As an example of a complex wave conforming to Equation 2.10, see
Figure 2.4. There, we use N = 4, An = A1/n, f = 1 Hz, and φn = 0.
Complex waves can interfere with each other even further and create another superposition which
is another complex wave. This is the typical scenario in multi-instrument music. Suppose that we
have a complex wave ψ1 which is equal to the one given in Figure 2.4 and another complex wave
ψ2 = 1.2sin(3.5pit+pi/3)+0.9sin(7pit+pi/3).
Referring to Figure 2.5, if we only look at the superposition result, it is hard to identify the fun-
damental frequencies of the two complex waves. To find the periodicities of the overlapping waves,
there is an analysis tool called the Fourier transform (FT). It is useful to map the wave equations from
the time domain to the frequency domain. In principle, we can “reverse engineer” a complex wave
into components, in particular the frequency of each component and its corresponding amplitude.
In the analogue domain, to transform a function of time f (t) to a function of frequency F(ω), the
following transform is used [108, page 194]:
F(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f (t)e−iωtdt (2.11)
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Figure 2.5: An example superposition of two complex waves.
In the digital domain, t becomes t ′, which now means the sampling point. The discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) is defined as [108, page 194]:
F(ω ′) =
1
N
N−1
∑
t ′=0
f (t ′)e−iωt
′/N (2.12)
The calculation of DFT can be made efficient for digital computers by using the fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). For comparison, a naive DFT implementation computes in O(n2) while DFT
can efficiently be computed in O(n logn) using FFT. There are many FFT algorithms. See Press
et al. [107, pages 390–407] for a thorough discussion of FFT. The Fourier transform for the wave
shown in Figure 2.4 is shown in Figure 2.6.
A weakness of the “standard” FT (DFT and FFT included) is that we can only obtain one set of
frequency components that appear over time [22]. For the purpose of automatic audio transcription,
we need time-frequency representations instead. This task requires capturing frequencies that occur
in short time frames. To generate time-frequency representations, the basic idea is to divide an audio
signal into short time frames; for every time frame, obtain the frequencies that appear in the frame.
This is the underlying idea in the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) which is discussed further in
relation to automatic audio transcription in Section 3.7.
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Figure 2.6: The Fourier transform of the wave shown in Figure 2.4. Frequency and amplitude use arbi-
trary units.
Different musical instruments have different timbres caused by the difference in the harmonics
generated by different sound-generation events. The harmonics generated by plucking a guitar string
are different to those generated by playing a note on a clarinet. We discuss the following as examples.
For a stringed instrument such as guitar, the possible frequencies generated by plucking a string of
length L are:
fn = n f1 = n
√
FT/(m/L)
2L
;n= 1,2,3, . . . (2.13)
where FT is the tension applied to the string (higher tension results in higher pitch) and m is the string
mass [45, page 330], and f1 is the fundamental frequency. For wind instruments, a difference exists
between open tube instruments such as flutes and closed tube instruments such as clarinets4 [45,
pages 334–335]. The harmonics generated by an open tube instrument are:
fn = n f1 = n
v
2L
;n= 1,2,3, . . . (2.14)
where v is the speed of sound in air (typically 343 ms−1) and L is the tube length [45, page 332].
4Actually, the clarinet is a closed tube instrument for lower frequencies, but behaves like an open tube instrument for
higher frequencies [45, page 335].
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This is very similar to stringed instruments. Closed tube instruments only generate odd harmonics:
fn = n f1 = n
v
4L
;n= 1,3,5, . . . (2.15)
For many unpitched percussive instruments such as cymbals, the frequencies generated are not
harmonics. As a result, listeners do not perceive pitch when hearing those instruments [45,
page 335]. For more details on sound generation by various instruments, see, for example Fletcher
and Rossing [40, Chapters 9–21].
Obtaining integral multiples of the fundamental frequency as overtones occurs in ideal conditions.
However, deviations happen in reality. For example, for a solid string such as in the piano:
fn ≈ n f1
√
1+n2B
1+B
(2.16)
where B is an inharmonicity constant [40, page 363]. The parameters that cause the inharmonicity
are not visible by just looking at the generated waves. This in turn causes difficulty in determining
the harmonics. This would cause difficulty for an automatic music transcriber. As such, heuristics
are required for the determination of the fundamental frequency that is crucial in automatic music
transcription. This is discussed further in Section 3.7.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we explained about the basic theory of sound generation. Music is a form of sound,
and therefore, from the physics point of view is a mixture of complex waveforms. Some music obeys
tuning systems (the sets of acceptable frequencies).
Various musical instruments have different tone colours, which are caused by different ways
of sound generation. Every sound generation event produces not only the intended pitch, but also
additional frequency components called harmonics. The ways harmonics are produced are different
from one musical instrument to others, not to mention how the instrument is specifically played by a
musician.
To obtain the frequency components, the Fourier transform can be used. It is possible to perform
the transform computationally using the discrete Fourier transform. The Fourier transform (or a
related technique) is an essential building block in automatic audio music transcription. This is
discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
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Digital Music Storage and Retrieval
People encode music in various ways, for many different purposes. Each of these purposes may
need different kinds of information. Thus, this has caused a large variety of representations to be
developed.
One major purpose is preservation, which requires music to be encoded in some form. For this
task, people use representations, some of which preserve the composition of music allowing ambigu-
ity. This means different people may reproduce the music from the encoded form differently. Some
of the representations preserve the intended rendition of music. This is usually done for playback
purposes.
Music preservation is not the only purpose of music representation. Another purpose is peda-
gogy. Solfe`ge is a well-known technique for this purpose [122], in which a note is represented as a
transposition-invariant syllable. For the major scale (C-D-E-F-G-A-B-C and its transpositions), the
syllables are “do”, “re”, “mi”, “fa”, “so” (or “sol”), “la”, and “ti”.
Visual reproduction/transcription is also a possible purpose of music representation. This type
of representation involves the use of notations. The most commonly used notation nowadays is the
common musical notation (CMN) for the Western twelve-tone system [122]. CMN provides visual
symbols to represent most elements of music, some of which are are pitch (C, B[, E, and so on),
duration (full note, minim/half note, crotchet/quarter note, and so on), articulation (legato/smooth,
staccato/shortened length, and so on), dynamics or loudness (piano/soft, crescendo/loudening, and
so on), and speed (rubato/flexible tempo, accelerando/tempo increasing gradually, and so on). More-
over, it is easy to produce music sheets using CMN nowadays, as many software packages to typeset
music in CMN are available. To mention a few examples, Lilypond,1 Mup,2 and MusixTEX.3 For
visually impaired people, the Braille musical notation has also been developed [38, 72].
1See http://lilypond.org.
2See http://www.arkkra.com.
3See http://ctan.org/tex-archive/macros/musixtex/taupin/.
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Another purpose of music representations is sound reproduction [122]. This class of represen-
tations encode music as sound events. A widely-used format in this class is the Musical Instrument
Digital Interface (MIDI) format. Other formats include Csound and Music Macro Language.
With the need of retrieving music, a few retrieval-oriented representations have been developed.
Two notable examples are Humdrum and MuseData [122]. For our experiments, we use MIDI files
generated from those formats. However, we do not use them for retrieval itself. We instead choose
more compact (lossy) representations to simplify the matching process (see Section 3.4).
In addition, there are also approaches taken as adaptations of non-music-related paradigms to rep-
resent music for retrieval purposes. Two well-known examples are relational databases (for example,
Eaglestone [32] and Lane and Punch [73]) and Extensible Markup Language (XML; for example,
Dovey [26], Good [48], Roland [113], and Schimmelpfennig and Kurth [120]). However, those ap-
proaches suffer from inherent deficiencies. For example, with the relational database approach, notes
are represented as tuples [32, 73]. By definition (in a relational database), tuples are not ordered
and relational database management systems are not enforced to order tuples by their values [35,
pages 129–130] (for efficiency considerations, tuples may not be ordered at all, such as when a
hashed file organisation is used to facilitate fast equality search [44, pages 171–174]). However, the
order of notes is important in music. An additional attribute can be added to encode the order, but
this unnecessary overhead can be avoided altogether by not using the relational database model at
all. XML documents are known to be verbose, and thus inefficient (although compression can be
applied). For more detailed explanations, see Suyoto [135, pages 11–13].
The representations mentioned above belong to the symbolic domain of music representations. At
the lowest level, music can be perceived as a form of sound, and thus, consists of waveforms. These
waveforms can be recorded “verbatim” for future playback. Hence, these waveforms also serve as
music representation. These raw waveforms belong to the audio domain of music representations.
The following sections contain introductory information about existing music formats: Sec-
tion 3.1 for symbolic formats, Section 3.2 for audio formats, and Section 3.3 for hybrid formats.
More compact representations have been designed for retrieval and are discussed in Section 3.4. The
process by which music is retrieved is explained in Section 3.5, and the evaluation of the retrieval
process is explained in Section 3.6.
3.1 Symbolic Music Formats
Symbolically encoded musical data store the “blueprints” of musical pieces. The term “score”, orig-
inating from the music field, is occasionally used to describe symbolic music. A musical score is
an example of music encoded symbolically. It still remains a popular means of music exchange.
Songwriters often publish the scores of their compositions after the performances hit the market.
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3.1.1 Piano Roll
The reproducing piano (also called player piano), a special kind of piano that can play music like
a human player, but using a special medium as input, was invented and patented by Welte [156].
As the music storage media, a reproducing piano uses “a traveling sheet of perforated paper” [156],
commonly known as piano roll.
A piano roll stores precisely how a piece is performed using the reproducing piano. The perfora-
tions on a piano roll encode the onset times and durations of notes. On both sides of a roll, there are
wiggles that encode dynamics and articulation controls (such as pedal events). Refer to Sitsky [129,
pages 3–4] for more details.
Nowadays, the piano roll representation is still used to visualise a score, either as an alterna-
tive to CMN (minus all musical features but pitch, onset time, and duration) or as a replacement to
CMN when the latter is considered adequate. See Figure 4.1 as an example of how a music score is
represented as piano roll.
3.1.2 MIDI
MIDI is a popular music format based on a standard published by the MIDI Manufacturers Asso-
ciation.4 This format is capable of storing polyphonic music (see Section 1.1 for the definition of
polyphonic) and is designed for playback. As the de facto standard, MIDI is implemented in various
electronic music instruments. Interfaces to convert digital audio signals to MIDI data (called events)
have also been created. This makes producing a MIDI file by playing an acoustic instrument possible.
For example, with the Roland GR-20 guitar synthesiser, it is possible for a guitarist to create MIDI
data by just playing a guitar normally.
In a MIDI file, information about how a song approximately sounds is stored, for example, “play
A in the third octave using instrument 4 at time 0” (this is called a MIDI event). How this sounds
in one MIDI device is not necessarily identical to other MIDI devices. The voices for instrument
number 4 in those devices vary, depending on the sampled audio assigned to the instrument. It is
however, possible to produce highly portable MIDI files by obeying the Standard MIDI File (SMF)
format5 and the General MIDI (GM) standard.6 As the name reflects, SMF is a file format used
by MIDI devices. The standard voices are defined by GM. For example, “Acoustic Grand Piano”
is represented by 1, “Accordion” by 22, and “Sitar” by 22 [55]. Even with these specifications,
slight differences still exist because the specific audio samples are not dictated. The current industry
standard format to store the audio samples is SoundFont.7 It is used heavily in sound cards produced
4See http://www.midi.org.
5See http://www.midi.org/techspecs/smf.php.
6See http://www.midi.org/techspecs/gm.php.
7See http://www.soundfont.com.
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Figure 3.1: A written score (top) versus two possible MIDI encodings of it (middle and bottom).
by Creative Labs8 and E-MU Systems,9 who are the creators of SoundFont. Although Creative Labs
is probably the predominant sound card vendor, as the usage of SoundFont is not dictated by the MIDI
standard, and music instrument manufacturers prefer to promote their own samples, slight differences
in MIDI renditions are common.
MIDI can be used to store a music score. For this purpose, the MIDI file stores exactly when
notes are played, not necessarily how songwriters wish their songs to sound (see Figure 3.1). Time
information is quantised, therefore transcriptions of performances to MIDI can vary depending on the
quantisation effect. See the note E in the second bars of the MIDI encodings shown in Figure 3.1).
In the first encoding, it is quantised as a semiquaver (sixteenth) note, whereas in the second encoding
it is quantised as a demisemiquaver (thirty-second) note. Although the MIDI format is far from ideal
for publishing printed sheet music, it is useful for the task concerned in this thesis.
SMF files can be formatted as three types: Type 0, Type 1, and Type 2. An SMF is divided into
chunks [90, page 187], of which there are two types: header (called MThd) and track (MTrk). See
Figure 3.2 for the structure of an SMF. A Type-0 SMF starts with a header containing the information
about the SMF type and other parameters. This header is followed by a track containing events and
meta-events (to be explained later). More tracks may exist in SMFs of other types, which allow better
organisation. For example, an author can assign one track for piano, one for bass, and one for drums.
Events are divided into three types: MIDI events, meta-events, and System Exclusive (SysEx)
events [55]. A MIDI event deals with note playback; time signatures (44 ,
3
8 , and so on), keys (C
major, D minor, and so on), tempi (130 beats per minute, 60 beats per minute, and so on), and various
other music features are stored as meta-events. SysEx messages are used to control specific devices.
MIDI events also include Note On, Note Off, time clock, and so on. To encode a MIDI event, a status
byte is used and a sequence following the format 〈D,O,T,P,V 〉 is specified. D is the delta time (the
8See http://www.creative.com.
9See http://www.emu.com.
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MThd
Contains information about the SMF type, number of
tracks, time units, and others.
MTrk
Track 0. This track mandatorily exists in all SMF types.
MTrk
Track 1. Optionally exists in SMF Type 1 and Type 2.
MTrk
Track 2. Optionally exists in SMF Type 1 and Type 2.
...
Figure 3.2: The structure of an SMF.
duration of the event), O is the note on/off status, T is the track number, P is the pitch, and V is the
dynamics/attack velocity [55]. While each of the events has their own use, not all of them are useful
for our purposes. As explained in Sections 4.1.4 and 5.1.1, we are only interested in the pitch and
timing of notes (that means, most MIDI events are ignored).
MIDI is often used for music exchange over the Internet. There are many websites serving MIDI
files for free download. The MIDI files used in our experiments were obtained from such websites
(see Section 4.2).
3.1.3 Humdrum and MuseData
The Humdrum Toolkit is a set of utilities written to process music stored in the Humdrum lan-
guage [60]. Humdrum itself is only a syntax which is inadequate to represent any music on its
own. The representations useful for that purpose are defined by users. Humdrum is not confined to
any particular tuning system, hence can be used for non-Western traditional music. For the West-
ern twelve-tone tuning system, a representation called **kern has been suggested. Our experiments
incorporated MIDI files generated from **kern-encoded Humdrum files (see Section 4.2).
Humdrum enables writing polyphonic scores by using concurrent attributes to indicate notes
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m p s
n q t
o r u
Figure 3.3: Polyphonic representation in Humdrum.
sounding at the same time [60]. In Figure 3.3, there are three sets of concurrent attributes: {m, p,s},
{n,q, t}, and {o,r,u}. {m,n,o} sounds sequentially. So do {p,q,r} and {s, t,u}.
MuseData is similar to Humdrum in features. However, MuseData only supports the Western
twelve-tone system. There is a set of utilities for MuseData which enable conversion of MuseData
files to SMFs, print scores and parts, search musical data, and others [54]. Our experiments include
MIDI files generated from MuseData files (see Section 4.2).
3.2 Audio Music Formats
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, audio music formats store the raw signals of music.
These analogue signals may be converted to digital signals by pulse code modulation (PCM) [24,
page 62], a technique that is also used in data communication [133, pages 149–151]. The conversion
is simply done by quantising signal magnitudes at sampling points. As a simple example, suppose
that we use 4 bits to represent a sample and the sampling frequency of 10 Hz (meaning that we only
take the magnitudes at 0 s, 0.1 s, 0.2 s, 0.3 s, and so on), and that the allowed signal magnitude (s)
is in the range of [0 V . . .8 V]. Using 4 bits means that only 24 = 16 possible values can be stored.
Suppose that s is an analogue signal, and s′ is the quantised sample, assuming linear quantisation
is used, (0 ≤ s < 0.5 V → s′ = 00002, (0.5 V ≤ s < 1 V → s′ = 00012), (1 V ≤ s < 1.5 V →
s′ = 00102), . . . , (s ≥ 7.5 V→ s′ = 11112). If this sampling scheme is used on the signal function
y(t) = 8sin2(0.6pit) V, the digital signals for the first 2 s are shown in Table 3.1. Once digital signals
are obtained, they can be stored for use by digital computers. For more information on PCM, see
Couch [17, pages 136–148].
The term quantisation error is used to describe the rounding error between the analogue and
quantised signal magnitudes. For example, using Table 3.1 and assuming that 00002 corresponds to
0 V, the quantisation error at t = 0 is 0 while that at t = 0.1 is 0.28 V or |0.28−0|0.5 = 56%.
The PCM format is used widely. For example, standard audio CDs sold in the market use PCM
to store audio. The WAV file format introduced by Microsoft with Windows 3.1 (the format itself
was proposed by Microsoft and IBM) can include audio data formatted as PCM [105, page 566]. The
European Broadcasting Union developed an open-source format based on WAV called the Broadcast
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Table 3.1: Example of analogue to digital conversion. The input signal is y(t) = 8sin2(0.6pit) V and 4-bit
linear sampling at 10 Hz is used. y′(t) is the quantised signal.
t (s) y(t) (V) y′(t) (V) Binary code
0.0 0.00 0.0 0000
0.1 0.28 0.0 0000
0.2 1.08 1.0 0010
0.3 2.30 2.0 0100
0.4 3.75 3.5 0111
0.5 5.24 5.0 1010
0.6 6.55 6.5 1101
0.7 7.51 7.5 1111
0.8 7.97 7.5 1111
0.9 7.87 7.5 1111
1.0 7.24 7.0 1110
1.1 6.14 6.0 1100
1.2 4.75 4.5 1001
1.3 3.25 3.0 0110
1.4 1.86 1.5 0011
1.5 0.76 0.5 0001
1.6 0.13 0.0 0000
1.7 0.03 0.0 0000
1.8 0.49 0.0 0000
1.9 1.45 1.0 0010
2.0 2.76 2.5 0101
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Wave Format (BWF) and it can also contain digital audio formatted as PCM [105, page 568].
However, the cost of storing audio signals in their uncompressed10 state is expensive. For ex-
ample, 3-minute stereo audio sampled at 44.1 kHz with 16-bit storage per sampling point requires
approximately 30 MB. This is problematic for file transfers over the Internet. Transferring a file
containing the audio over a dial-up connection (56 kbps) requires more than 1 hour.
To reduce storage cost, digital audio data needs to be compressed. In general, data compression
can be either lossless or lossy [157, page 17]. Using lossless compression (discussed further in
Section 3.2.2), data are represented more compactly and all information is retained. On the other
hand, lossy compression (discussed further in Section 3.2.1) removes some information, supposedly
the least important. Even so, as our experimental results show (see Chapters 4, 5, and 6), it is possible
to successfully retrieve songs encoded using lossy compressed audio.
3.2.1 Lossy Compression Formats
Lossy compression reduces the space requirement for digital audio by degrading the audio signal,
thus reducing the amount of information [105, page 463]. The information discarded depends on
what algorithm is used.
Perceptual coding uses the least perceptible information using human auditory perception as the
model [105, page 330] to discard information. This is achieved by exploiting the limitations of the
human auditory system. When multiple tones sound simultaneously, louder tones can obscure softer
ones. This phenomenon is called amplitude masking [105, page 324]. The louder tones are maskers
and the softer ones are maskees. Another type of masking is called temporal masking, where when
tones sounded not (but almost) simultaneously, the louder ones mask the softer ones. By exploiting
masking, frequencies that are not audible (or close to inaudible) can be represented with fewer bits.
Hopefully, the loss of information is imperceptible by the listeners. A consequence of omitting part
of the information is that the original signal cannot be reconstructed perfectly.
Perhaps the most frequently used format that employs perceptual coding is MPEG-1 Audio
Layer III (MP3). This format gained its popularity in the 1990s, probably because of the freeware
Winamp for Windows and mpg123 for Unix and Unix-like operating systems. MP3 soon became a
popular format for audio exchange over the Internet. A peer-to-peer system Napster was then used
for illegal music exchange, causing record companies to file a lawsuit against Napster. Today, this
format still remains popular for audio exchange over the Web. Magnatune11 (a music label), Multi-
10The term compression in audio means either audio level compression or audio data compression. Audio level com-
pression is a process of reducing the volume level difference between the softest and loudest sounds, whereas audio data
compression is a process of reducing the space to store audio data.
11See http://www.magnatune.com.
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ply12 (a social networking website), and MP3.com.au13 are just a few example websites that serve
MP3 files. Moreover, portable MP3 players, such as iPod and Zune are abundantly available. This
format is also supported by many application programming interfaces, such as Ming [66, page 72].
As an improvement to MP3, the MPEG-2 Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) format has been designed.
Like MP3, AAC is also lossy and uses perceptual coding [105, page 382].
Companding algorithms reduce the storage cost by two stages: (audio level) compression and
expansion14 [112, page 395]. In the digital domain, this reduces the number of values that are used
to store signal. This, in turn, reduces the number of bits needed to represent values, thus reducing
the data size. However, this is at the expense of increasing quantisation error [105, page 112]. As a
simple example, let us use Table 3.1 again. Suppose now that at the compression stage, the volume
range is halved so that the compressed signal is ψ(t) = by
′(t)c
2 (essentially, y
′(t) is rounded down to
the nearest 0.5) and after expansion, the signal becomes Ψ(t) = 2ψ(t). Now, as there are only 8
discrete levels, only 3 bits are required to store a sample (see Table 3.2).
A long-time popular format that supports a companding scheme is the AU format, introduced by
Sun Microsystems. To be more specific, it supports both µ-law and A-law algorithms among other
compression algorithms [67, page 180]. µ-law and A-law are most suitable for speech encoding.
µ-law is used in telecommunications in North America and Japan while A-law is used in Europe
and the rest of the world [105, page 116]. In the digital domain, µ-law uses 8-bit quantisation and
logarithmic companding. For a sample s (normalised to the range −1≤ s≤ 1), the µ-law value is:
sµ = sgn(s)
log(1+µ|s|)
log(1+µ)
where µ is an arbritrary positive value [67, page 109]; µ = 255 is used for telecommunications. The
formula for A-law also incorporates logarithm: for a sample s (normalised to the range 0 ≤ s ≤ 1),
the A-law value is:
sA =
{
As
(1+lnA) ; s≤ 1A
(1+ln(As))
(1+lnA) ; s>
1
A
where A is an arbritrary positive value [67, page 112]; A = 87.56 is often used. However, for dig-
ital applications, computing logarithm and power (the inverse of logarithm, required to convert the
µ-law value back to the sample value) is known to be an expensive process. Lookup tables and
approximation of the formula are two efficient alternatives. The ITU G.711 standard specifies the
latter approach for µ-law [67, page 109]. For an example implementation of µ-law and A-law, see
Kientzle [67, Chapter 11].
12See http://www.multiply.com.
13See http://www.mp3.com.au.
14the term “compand” is a contraction of “compress” and “expand.”
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Table 3.2: Example of companding. The input signal is y(t) = 8sin2(0.6pit) V, quantised into y′(t),
compressed into ψ(t) = by
′(t)c
2 , and expanded into Ψ(t) = 2ψ(t).
t (s) y(t) (V) y′(t) (V) ψ(t) (V) Ψ(t) (V) Binary code
0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 0 000
0.1 0.28 0.0 0.0 0 000
0.2 1.08 1.0 0.5 1 001
0.3 2.30 2.0 1.0 2 010
0.4 3.75 3.5 1.5 3 011
0.5 5.24 5.0 2.5 5 101
0.6 6.55 6.5 3.0 6 110
0.7 7.51 7.5 3.5 7 111
0.8 7.97 7.5 3.5 7 111
0.9 7.87 7.5 3.5 7 111
1.0 7.24 7.0 3.5 7 111
1.1 6.14 6.0 3.0 6 110
1.2 4.75 4.5 2.0 4 100
1.3 3.25 3.0 1.5 3 011
1.4 1.86 1.5 0.5 1 001
1.5 0.76 0.5 0.0 0 000
1.6 0.13 0.0 0.0 0 000
1.7 0.03 0.0 0.0 0 000
1.8 0.49 0.0 0.0 0 000
1.9 1.45 1.0 0.5 1 001
2.0 2.76 2.5 1.0 2 010
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3.2.2 Lossless Compression Formats
Unlike lossy compression, lossless compression does not reduce the entropy of input data when
producing a compressed output. In other words, all information is retained and the compressed
output can be decompressed, obtaining exactly the input for compression. This means that there is
no loss of audio quality post-compression.
Many general-purpose lossless compression algorithms have been developed. Examples include
Huffman coding [59], LZ77 [160], and PPM [16]. This kind of algorithm works very well with tex-
tual data. Although they can be used for audio to a certain extent, the general-purpose algorithms
are generally not optimal if applied to audio [117, page 732] (except, for example, arithmetic cod-
ing [117, pages 112–127].) As a result, some algorithms designed specifically to compress audio
have been suggested. For example, WavPack was written to compress WAV files. It supports lossless
compression. In addition, it supports lossy compression and the combination of both lossless and
lossy [117, page 772]. However, it is well-known for its support for lossless compression as this is
its default mode. Bitwise compression algorithms, in particular Golomb coding and Rice coding are
used [117, page 777].
3.3 Hybrid Music Formats
Nowadays, digital audio workstation software offers the ability to mix MIDI data with audio. A
few software packages fall into this genre. To mention a few examples, SONAR,15 Audition,16 and
Cubase17 are popular digital audio workstation software packages. In the past, this kind of software
only offered MIDI sequencing.18 When there was a need to incorporate, for example, human voices,
the MIDI data needed to be synthesised to obtain audio, and later it was mixed with the human voices.
Today, audio can be mixed together with MIDI, giving a hybrid format, mixing symbolic data with
audio. The digital audio workstation applications mentioned previously use their own formats to store
music projects, such as .cpr for Cubase.
3.4 Representations for Retrieval
An information retrieval system should be able to return correct answers effectively [49, page 1]. This
means that the ability of matching a query and answering correctly—in accordance to the problem
15See http://www.cakewalk.com/Products/SONAR/.
16See http://www.adobe.com/products/audition/.
17See http://www.steinberg.net/983+M52087573ab0.html.
18As an example, SONAR was preceded by Cakewalk Pro Audio, which was preceded by Cakewalk Pro and Cakewalk.
Cakewalk and Cakewalk Pro only offered MIDI sequencing, whereas Cakewalk Pro Audio and SONAR can incorporate
audio into a project.
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domain the information retrieval system is confined to—is essential. In the data retrieval context,
matching is based on conditions specified in queries expressed in a non-ambiguous algebraic lan-
guage [4, page 2]. However, in the information retrieval context, queries are often vague. Thus,
the notion of a match becomes a relative measure. Approximate matches are then acceptable, and
can be regarded as correct. As such, answers are ranked with respect to their relevance to a given
query [109, page 929]. To determine how relevant an answer is for a particular query, a similarity
measure is used. A variety of such measures exist, as what is regarded as relevant varies from one
problem to another, and from one user to another, as different users from different backgrounds have
different information needs [118, pages 7–8].
In the text retrieval domain, textual data may undergo one or more transformations (case folding,
stemming, and stopping [157, pages 105–106]) to improve retrieval performance, in terms of both
effectiveness and efficiency. Similarly, in MIR, music data may also undergo one or more transforma-
tions for the same purpose. Standardisation is a technique that is used to match different renditions
of the same piece of music [136, 137, 138, 140, 147, 150]. In particular, a musical piece is converted
into a string (or strings, for example in the case of having multiple features extracted from the musical
data such as shown in Suyoto and Uitdenbogerd [137]). This is done to support approximate match-
ing, by not representing music precisely as it sounds. Various standardisations have been developed.
We present standardisations that are relevant to our experiments in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
3.5 Retrieval Techniques
Section 3.4 explains that string representations are generated through standardisation. After standard-
isation, approximate string matching techniques can be applied. There are many approximate string
matching algorithms, but not all of them are suitable for content-based MIR.19
Mongeau and Sankoff [92], Uitdenbogerd and Zobel [147], Guo and Siegelmann [50], Suyoto and
Uitdenbogerd [136], and Uitdenbogerd and Suyoto [150] proposed the use of dynamic programming.
In particular, they use approximate string matching algorithms. One popular algorithm that falls
in this category is Levenshtein distance or edit distance. In the “standard” edit distance, a score
of 1 is assigned to an edit operation, which can be one of mismatch, 20 insertion, and deletion [51,
pages 215–216]. The distance between two strings is the minimal number of operations. For example,
suppose that we have two strings “PIANO” and “STRING”. The minimal number of operations to
alter “PIANO” into “STRING” is 5: insert (“S”), insert (“T”), replace (“P” with R), delete (“A”), and
replace (“O” with “G”). Hence, the edit distance between “PIANO” and “STRING” is 5. See Navarro
19Approximate string matching is a topic large enough to have books dedicated to it. See, for example, Gusfield [51] or
Navarro and Raffinot [95].
20Also called change, for example, in Crochemore and Rytter [18, page 238], or replacement, for example, in
Gusfield [51, page 215].
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Algorithm 3.1 Global alignment between two strings q and a. The base index is 0.
Require: input strings q and a, match reward M, mismatch penalty X , insertion/deletion penalty I.
Construct a matrix with (|q|+1) rows and (|a|+1) columns. Let us call a cell Di, j.
D0,0← 0
Di,0← iI; i ∈ {1 . . . |q|}
D0, j← jI; j ∈ {1 . . . |a|}
for i= 1 . . . |q| do
for j = 1 . . . |a| do
Di, j←max

Di−1, j+ I
Di, j−1+ I
Di−1, j−1+M(qi−1,a j−1)
[ M(x,x) =M,M(x,y)|x 6=y = X ]
end for
end for
return D|q|,|a|
and Raffinot [95, pages 146–147] for details of the algorithm. Our retrieval methods use dynamic
programming techniques, namely global alignment (Chapter 4), local alignment (Chapter 4), and
longest common subsequence (Chapters 5 and 6).
The longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm identifies the common symbols in two strings
that appear in the same sequence, without an adjacency requirement [51, pages 227–228]. This
algorithm is very similar to edit distance, except that a match is rewarded by a score of 1 and the edit
operations are worth nothing. The LCS between “PIANO” and “STRING” is then “IN”, the length of
which is 2. Edit distance can be used to measure how different two strings are whereas LCS measures
their similarity. For example, the (edit) distance between “PIANO” and “STRING” (5) is smaller than
that between “PIANIST” and “STRING” (7), whereas the LCS length between “PIANO” and “STRING”
(2) is the same as that between “PIANIST” and “STRING”.
In Chapter 4, we use global alignment with custom operation weights [51, pages 216–217, 224].
In this algorithm, custom values are assigned for all operations (including matches), instead of 0 for
matches and 1 for mismatches and insertions/deletions. While the standard edit distance indicates the
difference between two strings and the LCS length indicates the similarity between two strings, global
alignment rewarding matches (positive scores) and penalising mismatches and insertions/deletions
(negative scores) combines both. For example, we can assign +1 for a match, −1 for a mismatch,
and−2 for an insertion/deletion (used in Suyoto and Uitdenbogerd [137]). Thus, we can infer that the
standard edit distance and LCS are special cases of this variation of global alignment. Algorithm 3.1
outlines the global alignment algorithm.
Global alignment is useful to determine the overall similarity of two strings. However, some-
times we are only interested in a short region. For example, suppose that we have the strings
a1 = “THE NINTH ANNUAL WORKSHOP”, a2 = “SEVENTY-SEVEN ANNUAL CONFERENCES”, and q=
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Algorithm 3.2 Local alignment between two strings q and a. The base index is 0.
Require: input strings q and a, match reward M, mismatch penalty X , insertion/deletion penalty I.
Construct a matrix with (|q|+1) rows and (|a|+1) columns. Let us call a cell Di, j.
D0,0← 0
Di,0← iI; i ∈ {1 . . . |q|}
D0, j← jI; j ∈ {1 . . . |a|}
for i= 1 . . . |q| do
for j = 1 . . . |a| do
Di, j←max

0
Di−1, j+ I
Di, j−1+ I
Di−1, j−1+M(qi−1,a j−1)
[ M(x,x) =M,M(x,y)|x 6=y = X ]
end for
end for
return D|q|,|a|
“ANNUM” and we want the similarity between q and a1 to be the same as that between q and a2. Using
global alignment, a2 would incur more penalty than a1 (assuming non-zero penalty for non-match
operations). To overcome this problem, we can instead use local alignment, which is useful to find
the substring21 with the highest similarity. In local alignment, there is no negative similarity. Refer-
ring to Algorithm 3.1, the value of Di, j is prevented from being negative by putting 0 as a guard. See
Algorithm 3.2. All of these dynamic programming algorithms are O(|q||a|) in time, where q and a
are the matched strings.
There are also other approaches that fall into the dynamic programming class, such as using the
forward algorithm for hidden Markov models (HMMs) [7]. The use of HMMs is shown in previous
research, including Shifrin et al. [128], Dannenberg et al. [21], Meek and Birmingham [88], and
Shifrin and Birmingham [127]. The time complexity of the forward algorithm is O(n2T ) where n is
the number of states (for MIR applications, the number of notes) and T is the number of possible
transitions (for example, from one pitch to another pitch). In this thesis, we use approximate string
matching techniques.
A coarse search technique using n-grams is proposed by Downie and Nelson [31], Doraisamy
and Ru¨ger [25], Uitdenbogerd and Zobel [147], and Suyoto and Uitdenbogerd [138]. Uitdenbogerd
and Zobel [152] compare the effectiveness of dynamic programming and n-grams. The n-gram class
21The string x = x0x1x2. . .x|x|−1 is a subsequence of X = X0X1X2. . .X|X |−1 if for every n ∈ {0 . . . |x| − 1}, there exists
mn so that xn = Xmn and x = Xm0Xm1Xm2 . . .Xmn . The string x = x0x1x2. . .x|x|−1 is a substring of X = X0X1X2. . .X|X |−1 if
X = AxZ where A and Z are any strings. In plain English, a string is a subsequence of another string if all the symbols
that appear in the first string also appear in the second string in the same order and it is not necessary in the second string
that a symbol appears immediately after its preceding symbol. In order for the first string to be called a substring, in the
second string, a symbol must appear immediately after its preceding symbol. For example, “FOR” is both a substring and a
subsequence of “PIANOFORTE” whereas “ART” is a subsequence but not a substring of “PIANOFORTE”.
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of techniques divides a string into substrings of length n. For example, the 3-grams of “PIANO” are
“PIA”, “IAN”, “ANO”. There are many similarity measurements that can be used. As an example,
coordinate matching (used in Uitdenbogerd and Zobel [152] and Suyoto and Uitdenbogerd [138])
counts the number of common distinct n-grams in two strings. Fanimae22 MIREX23 2005 Edition
uses 5-grams. For example, suppose that we are using a representation called the directed modulo-12
standardisation24 and we have the query “0 2 5 0 2 5”. This is broken into two 5-grams: “0 2 5
0 2” and “2 5 0 2 5”. Suppose that there are three tunes in the collections:
• Tune W : “0 2 5 0 2 1 0 2 5 0 2”. The 5-grams are: “0 2 5 0 2” (also in the query),
“2 5 0 2 1”, “5 0 2 1 0”, “0 2 1 0 2”, “2 1 0 2 5”, “1 0 2 5 0”, and “0 2 5 0 2”
(also in the query). There are two common 5-grams, but only one distinct 5-gram.
• Tune X : “0 2 5 0 2 -2 -1 0 2 5”. The 5-grams are: “0 2 5 0 2” (also in the query), “2
5 0 2 -2”, “5 0 2 -2 -1”, “0 2 -2 -1 0”, “2 -2 -1 0 2”, and “-2 -1 0 2 5”. There
is one common 5-gram.
• Tune Y : “0 2 5 0 2 2 5 0 2 5”. The 5-grams are: “0 2 5 0 2” (also in the query), “2 5
0 2 2”, “5 0 2 2 5”, “0 2 2 5 0”, and “2 5 0 2 5” (also in the query). There are two
common 5-grams, and both of them are distinct.
• Tune Z: “1 2 3 4 5 6”. The 5-grams are: “1 2 3 4 5” and “2 3 4 5 6”. There are no
common 5-grams.
Tune Y is ranked first as it has the largest number of common 5-grams. W and X come second, and
Z the last. The time complexity of n-gram matching is O(n|q||a|) if matching is done exhaustively,
but can be implemented as effectively in O(n(|q|−n)) when the n-grams in the collection tunes are
pre-indexed. For small n (the typical case), this is close to O(|q|).
3.6 Retrieval Evaluation
In Section 3.4, we gave an introduction to information retrieval. Recall that the notion of a match
is relative in the context of information retrieval and a similarity measure is used to measure how
well an answer matches a query. Just like information retrieval measurement in general, to perform
effectiveness evaluation in MIR, we need collections, queries, and for every query, the set of relevant
answers.
22See http://mirt.cs.rmit.edu.au/fanimae/. We developed this software.
23Music Information Retrieval Evaluation Exchange. A venue to compare MIR systems, held annually since 2005 [27].
24In this standardisation, music is represented as a sequence of these values: −12,−11,−10, . . . ,12. See Section 4.1.4.
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Rank q1 q2 q3
1 7 3 3
2 7 3 7
3 7 7 7
4 7 3 7
5 3 7 7
6 7 7 7
7 7 7 7
8 3 3 7
9 7 7 7
10 7 7 3
11 7 7 3
12 7 7 3
13 7 7 7
14 7 7 7
15 7 7 7
16 7 7 3
17 7 7 7
18 7 7 7
19 7 7 7
20 3 7 7
3 relevant answer
7 irrelevant answer
Figure 3.4: Example retrieval runs.
In this thesis, all methods are evaluated consistently using measures designed for a list of ranked
answers. In particular, we measure the precision of retrieval systems [4, page 75]:
P≡ |Rel∩Ret||Ret| (3.1)
where Rel is the set of relevant items (musical pieces for MIR) and Ret is the set of retrieved items.
Every returned item is evaluated using the characteristic function, the result of which is either relevant
(1) or irrelevant (0) [71, page 316].
The retrieval task in this thesis assumes that users wish to find items matching a query and thus
are likely to be more interested in pieces that are highly ranked in the answer list. Therefore, we
use mean precision at N retrieved items 〈PN〉. We limit N in the range of [1 . . .20]. As an example,
Figure 3.4 illustrates fictitious retrieval runs for three queries on a fictitious system. P1 is 0 for q1 and
1 for q2 and q3. P10 is 0.2 for q1, 0.4 for q2, and 0.2 for q3. P20 is 0.333 for q1, 0.2 for q2, and 0.25
for q3. 〈P1〉 is 0.667, 〈P10〉 is 0.267, and 〈P20〉 is 0.261.
To summarise the effectiveness of a technique, mean average precision (MAP) is used. For a
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single query, average precision is the mean precision at each relevant answer retrieved. Relevant
documents that are not retrieved are given a weight of zero in the average. MAP is obtained by
averaging the average precision scores over a set of queries [9]. The average precision (AP) of a
query q is mathematically expressed as:
1
|Relq|
D
∑
Nq=1
PNqB(Nq) (3.2)
where Relq is the set of relevant answers for query q, D is the number of documents in the collection
and B(Nq) is a characteristic function for the answer returned at rank Nq for query q. MAP for the
query set Q is then:
1
|Q|
|Q|
∑
q=1
1
|Relq|
D
∑
Nq=1
PNqB(Nq) (3.3)
Using Figure 3.4 again and assuming that for all the queries, correct answers are retrieved within
top 20, the average precision is 13
(1
5 +
2
8 +
3
20
)
= 0.6 for q1, 14
(1
1 +
2
2 +
3
4 +
4
8
)
= 0.813 for q2, and
1
5
(1
1 +
2
10 +
3
11 +
4
12 +
5
16
)
= 0.424 for q3. TheMAP for the set of queries is 13 (0.6+0.813+0.424)=
0.612.
As we are mostly interested in the overall effectiveness of our methods, we use AP and MAP as
our main effectiveness measure. However, since Pn and 〈Pn〉 values are also important from a user’s
point of view, we also report interesting results as measured by Pn and 〈Pn〉.
Statistical significance tests are conducted to identify whether differences in results are merely
coincidental (that is, caused by random variation) or otherwise. In this thesis, we use the two-tailed
paired t-test at the significance level (α) of 0.05. The null hypothesis (H0) is that the alternative
system does not perform significantly differently from the baseline system (〈B〉 = 〈A〉) and the al-
ternative hypothesis (H1) is that the alternative system performs significantly differently from the
baseline system (〈B〉 6= 〈A〉). Therefore, for every test, two retrieval runs are considered to be sig-
nificantly different if p < 0.05. Sanderson and Zobel [119] show its efficacy to differentiate runs in
information retrieval. We also report p values to indicate how significant the difference of two MAP
values are.
All t-tests in this thesis are carried out by using R version 2.5.x25 with the command:
t.test(B, A, alternative = "t", paired = TRUE, var.equal = TRUE)
with B as an array containing AP values for a baseline system and A for its alternative.
25See http://www.r-project.org.
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3.7 Cross-Domain Format Conversion
The questions addressed in this thesis (see Section 1.2) stem from the main problem in cross-domain
format conversion. Conversion from symbolic-encoded data to audio waveforms (called synthesis)
is not a reversible process. In most cases, converting audio to symbolic (called transcription) auto-
matically generates noise, which in this context means notes that were not actually played when the
music was recorded, but perceived otherwise by the transcriber. As such, automatic transcription is
far less effective than manual transcription by human experts.
Monophonic (one note at a time) audio can be automatically transformed into a sequence of
symbols more accurately than polyphonic (more than one note at a time) audio. In the context of
singing, about 80% of notes can be accurately identified [15]. Because of the perplexing factors of
timbre (the sound of the instruments [45, page 334]), and the acoustic environment where the music is
performed, automatic polyphonic audio transcription is harder. These factors produce harmonics that
can be erroneously perceived as actual notes. For instance, the TS-AudioToMidi software package
that we use in our work, in its default configuration, on average mistakenly adds about three times as
many notes to the symbolic representation of a piece of music than actually exist. Moreover, some
actual notes are missing in the resulting transcriptions. See Figure 4.2 for an example transcription
result.
In monophonic music, the fundamental frequency sounding at any time may be selected as “the
note,” whereas in polyphonic music the distinction between the harmonic frequency of a note and a
fundamental frequency of another note is often unclear. Even with monophonic music, other factors
such as reverberation may cause the transcription process to introduce extra notes. Moreover, the
problem of finding melody lines within polyphonic music is only partially solved [33, 69, 82, 97,
104, 106].
Many heuristics for automatic music transcription have been proposed. Some heuristics are opti-
mised for certain types of music. For example, the heuristics by Ryyna¨nen [114] and Ryyna¨nen and
Klapuri [115] are optimised for singing voice extraction whereas that by FitzGerald and Paulus [39]
is optimised for unpitched percussion transcription. We restrict our discussion to polyphonic tran-
scription by estimating multiple fundamental frequencies.
3.7.1 Short-time Fourier Transform
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the “standard” Fourier transform is insufficient for transcription pur-
poses. Instead, the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) should be used. The basic idea of STFT is
that a given audio signal is divided into frames, and the frequencies within each frame are determined.
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For a signal y(t), the frame at time t0 with window w is [22]:
s0 = y(t)w(t0− t) (3.4)
where w(t) is a window function (of time t). Typically the length of a frame spans from 20 ms to
100 ms for audio processing. y(t) outside this frame becomes 0. The STFT formula for the frames is
similar to FT, except that the signal is multiplied by the window function:
STFT(t0,ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
y(t)w(t0− t)e−iωtdt (3.5)
A naı¨ve transcription algorithm would simply perform STFT in conjunction with running a win-
dow from the beginning of the signal to the end. However, this would also capture all frequencies,
including those other than fundamental frequencies, which should instead be discarded. Therefore,
heuristics should be used to filter out non-fundamental frequencies.
The result of running a window is called a spectrogram, which is a plot of three dimensions:
time, frequency, and amplitude. However, it is commonly plotted in 2D with time on the X axis and
frequency on the Y axis with different amplitudes indicated by different colours.
In the following subsections, we discuss various heuristics intended to improve the effectiveness
of transcription. However, the focus of this thesis is not transcription itself. Rather, it is how we
use transcription results for retrieval. Nevertheless, we intend to give some perspective to the reader
about the difficulty of the task.26 Therefore the discussion is only intended as an overview instead of
a thorough explanation, for which the reader is referred to the given references.
3.7.2 TS-AudioToMidi
In our experiments we use TS-AudioToMidi 3.30, a software package to transcribe audio into MIDI
files. TS-AudioToMidi employs 87 sensors, each of which corresponds to a standard pitch on a
piano [143] (there are 88 standard keys on a piano, however). The output of the set of sensors is
amplified by its equaliser, through which a user can configure the amplification of each frequency.
The output of the equaliser is then filtered according to the harmonic model specified by the user.
In particular, a user can specify the amplitudes of the second up to the fourth harmonics relative to
fundamental frequencies. A user can also specify a threshold to filter pitches based on amplitudes.
Pitches lower than this threshold value are discarded. There is also a parameter that specifies the
26To appreciate even more about the difficulty, the reader is also encouraged to see the results of the “Multiple
Fundamental Frequency Estimation & Tracking” track of MIREX 2007 and 2008, both available at http://www.
music-ir.org/mirex/2007/index.php/Multiple Fundamental Frequency Estimation & Tracking Results
and http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/2008/index.php/Multiple Fundamental Frequency Estimation &
Tracking Results respectively.
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minimum length of notes. If a note is detected whose length is less than the mininum length, the note
is discarded.
We use the recommended default settings for polyphonic music in our experiment. In particular,
the ratio of harmonics amplitudes is f1 : f2 : f3 : f4 = 4 : 3 : 2 : 1 and the minimum note duration is
40 ms. Most transcription results obtained by this software using the default settings are not good (on
average, for each actual pitch, three notes are added to the transcription results). Although this is not
the most optimal configuration for good transcription results, they can be used for effective retrieval
as shown in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Besides, the aim of our task is not obtaining good transcription
results. Rather, we wish to retrieve songs through their transcriptions. In addition, as every timbre
has their own characteristics, and also much music contains multiple timbres, manual tuning is not
practical.
3.7.3 Related Work in Automatic Music Transcription
Barbedo et al. [6] propose a four-stage strategy to identify multiple fundamental frequencies. First,
the input signal is divided into 46.4 ms chunks (2048 samples at 44100 kHz). Second, from every
chunk generated in the first stage, all frequencies in the chunk are determined using a high-resolution
estimate given in Liepins [80]. They claim to have observed that the results of the estimate are better
than those produced by the regular discrete Fourier transform (DFT) although it incurs more compu-
tational cost than the fast Fourier transform (FFT; see Section 2.2.2 for the definitions of DFT and
FFT). Only frequency components with relatively high magnitude are considered relevant. The rele-
vant frequencies are then fed into the third stage, which iteratively determines multiple fundamental
frequencies based on the iterative algorithm suggested by Klapuri [68]. In the final stage, frequen-
cies that are relatively low in occurrence are discarded. Their technique achieves 98.9% fundamental
frequencies correctly identified for monophony and 71.8% for six notes sounding simultaneously.
Klapuri [69] suggests summing harmonic amplitudes to identify multiple fundamental frequen-
cies. The paper discusses three methods. In the first method, a three-stage strategy is suggested. The
first stage is called spectral whitening, which is intended to minimise timbral information prior to the
actual fundamental frequency estimation. The input signal is divided into frames, and every frame
is analysed locally using the DFT to obtain frequencies. Frequencies that are deemed non-critical
are compressed. In the second stage, the salience, that is the weighted sum of the amplitudes of
frequency components, is calculated. The salience indicates the strength of a fundamental frequency.
The weighting function in the salience calculation is obtained through training and it is optimised in
the third stage by multiplying it by other functions of frequency (see the paper for the full formu-
lae). This optimised weighting function in turn affects the salience. Using this salience, the relatively
higher maximum values in every frame are selected as fundamental frequncies.
The second method uses iterative determination of fundamental frequencies based on
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Klapuri [68], from which Barbedo et al. [6] also developed their method. The method iteratively
updates the salience before estimating the next fundamental frequency. The weighting function used
in the first method is also used here for two purposes: improving salience and suppressing harmonics
and subharmonics (frequencies 1n times the fundamental frequency, where n is an integer greater than
one). The third method is called joint estimation, which is a way of combining the first method with
the second one. Readers are directed to the paper for the mathematical details. The second method is
the fastest, but in terms of effectiveness, the third one is superior. For the case of 6 notes sounding at
a time, the third method achieves about 20% error rate (how exactly the error rate is calculated is not
given in the paper) when 93 ms frames are used.
In Ryyna¨nen and Klapuri [116], a note event is modelled as a three-state HMM. The states are at-
tack, sustain, and noise. Silence is modelled as a single-state HMM. The note and silence events form
a network and the transition between them is controlled by a musicological model. Their experiment
shows that their approach results in 41% of the transcribed notes being correct.
The approaches we have discussed so far are intended to extract all the notes that appear in the
input audio. In other words, given a polyphonic input, a polyphonic output is obtained. In the rest of
this section, we will discuss approaches to extract melody lines from the same type of input. Rather
than obtaining polyphonic outputs, these approaches produce monophonic output. This type of task
is often called predominant pitch estimation.
Eggink and Brown [33] suggest a technique that is also used to identify multiple fundamental
frequencies. In particular, the input signal is divided into frames of 3072 samples with 1024-sample
overlaps to allow a sufficient resolution for low frequencies. Frequencies are obtained using FFT
on every frame. Frequencies in the frames that are not peaks are discarded. Some peaks are further
discarded if their power is below a threshold. The strongest peaks are chosen as candidates and con-
nected to form longer tones by running through the frames. In particular, selection of the fundamental
frequency in the next frame is based on the average frequency up to the current frame. As to which
frequency is selected, local knowledge and temporal knowledge are used. Local knowledge states
that:
• The louder a frequency is, the higher the likelihood it is to be the fundamental frequency.
• Frequencies outside the solo instrument range should be discarded. The likelihood of a funda-
mental frequency for the instrument was obtained by counting the number of its occurrences in
MIDI transcriptions of 4 or 5 distinct sonatas and concertos.
• Knowledge of instrument timbre should be used.
Temporal knowledge states that:
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• The different intervals between adjacent notes in a melody have different transition likelihoods.
These likelihoods were obtained from the same MIDI files.
• Relative note usage is used to reduce reverb effects. When there is a note that starts before
another note preceding it ends (reverb can cause this), the note that starts later shall be picked
up by skipping the tail of the reverb of the first note (which likely has a weak sounding of the
fundamental frequency of the note with the reverb tail).
Finally, the search for melody is performed by finding the melody path and estimating silence for the
solo instrument. Longer notes are preferred and notes that are likely to belong to accompaniment are
discarded. Their approach results in 54% of fundamental frequencies to be correctly identified.
Poliner and Ellis [106] investigate the use of a machine learning technique called classifica-
tion [52, pages 285–288] using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [52, pages 337–344]. The input
audio channels are merged into one and downsampled to 8 kHz. This input signal is later transformed
by STFT (see Section 3.7.1 using frames of 1024 sampling points (128 ms) with 944 points overlap-
ping between two adjacent frames. To train the SVM, the vectors generated from the STFT process
are labelled. Every distinguished note is assigned to a class. Various normalisation schemes on the
input vectors were tested. Normalising the STFT for every frame to obtain zero mean and unit vari-
ance over a 51-frame local frequency window, an accuracy of 62.7% was achieved (to calculate the
accuracy, for every pitched frame, the ground-truth frequencies are quantised to the nearest semitone,
and an error is counted if their classifier misidentifies a note or, in some cases, chroma27).
3.8 Related Work in Cross-Domain Matching
Previously, Pickens et al. [103] proposed a harmonic modelling approach for matching polyphonic
audio queries against a polyphonic symbolic collection (this is similar to our full-query task, de-
scribed in Chapters 4 and 5). The queries consisted of human performance recordings and audio
synthesised fromMIDI. Their approach achieved a mean average precision (MAP) of 0.479. We pro-
pose a different approach in this work. Here, we match symbolic queries against an audio collection.
Transcription is applied against the files in our collection, whereas they use transcription for their
queries. Statistical patterns of chords in music were considered in their matching process, while they
are not in ours.
Hu et al. [58] also investigated matching polyphonic audio queries against a polyphonic symbolic
collection using chroma. Their collection contained 259 MIDI files and they used 51 audio queries.
27The terms “chroma” and “pitch classes” can often be used interchangeably, e.g. in Mu¨ller et al. [94]. Audio signal
analysts usually use the former while music theorists usually use the latter. See Section 2.2.1 for the definition of pitch
class.
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Both the collection and queries consisted of songs by The Beatles. The pieces in the collection
were synthesised into audio, from which the chroma were extracted. Their method achieved mean
precision at 1 of 0.49. In our work, pitch classes are extracted directly from both the queries and the
pieces in the collection (after transcription, which introduces extraneous notes, see Section 4.1.1).
We also use a much larger collection.
Aligning a polyphonic audio collection with monophonic symbolic queries has been considered
by Shalev-Shwartz et al. [125] using a probabilistic approach. They used temporal and spectral
features with a collection of 832 one-minute opera performances with orchestra accompaniment and
50 queries. This differs from our approach in that we do not truncate any of the 1808 pieces in our
collection. In addition, we use polyphonic queries instead.
It has been shown that specific recordings can be retrieved using a query of the same version but
with different audio quality [155]. Audio signatures are used for this purpose. Cover or alternate
versions of music are not normally found, however. This technique is implemented in the Shazam
system.28 To match cover versions, other techniques have been proposed. Some early work explored
the use of long-term structure, such as (musical) dynamics [42] or timbral texture [2, 3]. However,
the scalability of these techniques is still subject to further research, as the collections used in the
experiments contained less than 100 pieces. Matching MIDI files with monophonic hummed queries
has proven to be more successful [21, 57, 64, 84, 127].
Audio to audio matching has recently been used for cover version retrieval. With a collection
of just 90 pieces, the cover version detection approach using chroma suggested by Go´mez and
Herrera [46] yielded accuracy of around 50%. Marolt [83] used a combination of melody-based
and chroma representations on a collection of 1820 pieces with 36 of them used as the queries. An
effectiveness of 27% of hits being in the top 5 returned answers was achieved.
A variation of the LCS algorithm has been attempted, however, for monophonic music match-
ing [50]. Variations in speed and inaccuracies in rhythm were simulated, and the LCS algorithm
was modified to handle such problems. The best technique obtained almost 90% of correct answers
ranked in the top 5. However, our results show that the LCS algorithm does not need to be modified
for the effectiveness of our tasks.
Matching polyphonic symbolic queries with a polyphonic symbolic collection can be considered
mostly solved [99, 102, 144, 147]. However, this thesis shows that a technique that works effectively
for matching polyphonic symbolic queries with polyphonic symbolic collections does not perform as
effectively for polyphonic audio collections. This is explained in Chapter 4. We devise an alternative
approach that works effectively in Chapters 5 and 6.
28See http://www.shazam.com.
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3.9 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the fundamentals of digital music storage. Music can be represented in
many ways, depending on the representation purpose. Two major domains of music representations
are symbolic and audio. Symbolic representations encode the blue prints of music, whereas audio
representations encode the waveforms of actual performances of music.
We gave overviews of various formats in both domains. A range of data compression schemes
have been developed to reduce the storage cost of audio, sometimes with the trade-off of infor-
mation loss. To support effective retrieval, special representations called standardisations are used.
Standardisations enable music to be matched using approximate string matching techniques. Global
alignment, local alignment, and coordinate matching are well-known approximate string matching
algorithms, and they have been shown to be also useful for music matching. Music retrieval experi-
ments can be evaluated using standard information retrieval evaluation procedures.
To match symbolic music with audio, the audio needs to be converted to a symbolic represen-
tation through a process called transcription. Transcription is not a trivial process, mainly because
of timbres. To obtain the frequencies in audio, the Fourier transform is applied to the audio. This
process obtains all frequencies, including harmonics and frequencies generated by other acoustic
factors. Heuristics are therefore used to identify fundamental frequencies, which correspond to the
actual intended pitches.
There are various techniques that have been shown to work effectively for matching polyphonic
symbolic queries with polyphonic symbolic collections. In the next chapter, we examine the efficacy
of using one of the techniques on polyphonic audio collections.
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Chapter 4
Retrieval Using Relative Pitches
One of the most important goals in music information retrieval is the ability to retrieve music from
an audio collection using a query that is encoded symbolically. Such a query can be produced, for
example, by playing it on an instrument or writing it as a musical score. In this chapter, we examine
the use of a retrieval technique to find polyphonic music using symbolic queries. The approach was
previously shown to work effectively for retrieving answers in symbolic collections using symbolic
queries on polyphonic audio collections instead. Our problem is more challenging because of the
inherent difference in the two media domains. Instead of synthesising the symbolic queries to audio
and performing audio-to-audio matching, our technique takes the reverse approach: the audio is
transcribed into symbolic sequences and then symbolic-to-symbolic matching is done.
The task described in this chapter is related to score-to-audio alignment. While both tasks may
share similar techniques, the specific objectives of the tasks differ: a retrieval task such as ours
aims to rank correct answers highly. As such, the ability to separate correct answers from incorrect
ones is crucial. In score-to-audio alignment, success is typically determined by how many notes
are correctly or incorrectly identified (such as shown in Mu¨ller et al. [93], Raphael [110], Shalev-
Shwartz et al. [126], and Soulez et al. [131]), an aspect that is not necessarily (or at least, not solely)
considered for retrieval effectiveness. As an implication, structural match is also a matter of concern
in score-to-audio alignment, whereas approximate structural matches are tolerated in a retrieval task.
4.1 Matching Technique
In Section 3.8, we surveyed successful research in polyphonic symbolic retrieval using polyphonic
symbolic queries. In addition, a relative pitch representation, that is the directed modulo 12 (see
Section 4.1.4), has been shown to work very well for this task particularly in conjunction with local
alignment [137, 147] or even coarse search with n-grams [138, 147]. Because of its demonstrated ef-
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Figure 4.1: The first two bars of BWV 1007 Prelude. This piece is composed in G major. However, in this
figure, it is transposed down by one semitone to match the transcription (see Figure 4.2) of a performance
using the Baroque tuning (A = 415 Hz).
fectiveness, we examine this representation for our current task. This section discusses our approach,
which is adjusted for the task of retrieving polyphonic audio using its symbolic equivalent.
The matching process is composed of five stages: transcription (of audio to symbolic data), noise
removal, bass-part extraction, standardisation, and alignment. These are discussed below.
4.1.1 Transcription
In the transcription stage, the audio files in the collection are transcribed so that symbolic data are
obtained. The transcriber we use is TS-AudioToMidi 3.30.1 The transcription results are saved in the
Standard MIDI file format.2 See Section 3.7.2 for an overview on how it works.
Current transcription technology still produces musical symbols with much noise in the form of
extraneous notes, particularly when the audio consists of more than one timbre and is polyphonic.
As an example, one of the tracks in our collection is J. S. Bach’s BWV 1007 Prelude performed by
Carrai. The first two bars of the track are shown in Figure 4.1. The transcription result is shown in
Figure 4.2. It contains many extraneous notes. On average, for one actual note, about three notes are
produced in the transcription.
4.1.2 Noise Removal
As current transcription technology leaves much noise in its symbolic output, we need a noise removal
procedure to help us generate a retrievable sequence. We use a noise removal heuristic that depends
1See http://audioto.com/eng/aud2midi.htm.
2See http://www.midi.org/about-midi/abtmidi2.shtml.
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Figure 4.2: The first few notes of the transcription result of BWV 1007 Prelude performance by Carrai
that corresponds to the first two bars of the score shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Pitch distribution of the transcription result of J. S. Bach’s BWV 1007 Prelude performed by
Carrai. G#3 is the median. Only notes with MIDI velocities of equal to or greater than Vt are included.
on the statistics of a tune, particularly that of pitch. The result of this process is not intended for
listening purposes but for producing “clean” symbolic sequences that can be used for retrieval.
The first step in filtering a tune is removing notes that are perceived as “too soft.” A softness
threshold Vt , where Vt is a valid MIDI velocity value, is used here. Any notes softer than Vt are
discarded. The next step is building a histogram of pitches. As an example, the histogram showing
the number of soundings of pitches in the transcription result of J. S. Bach’s BWV 1007 Prelude
performed by Carrai (excerpt shown in Figure 4.2) is plotted in Figure 4.3. By building a histogram,
the pitch median can be determined. Let us call the pitch median P˜. For each pitch p, if p > P˜, it is
removed so that notes with the higher half of pitches are thrown away. As described in Section 4.1.3,
our approach makes use of lower pitches. The filtered result is shown in Figure 4.4.
We developed these heuristics through observing the typical results of transcription, that is, be-
sides the actual melody pitch, additional notes tend to be also transcribed. These additional notes
include harmonics due to instrument timbre and reverberation effects.
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Figure 4.4: The filtered result of BWV 1007 Prelude performance by Carrai. Note that although as shown
in Figure 4.2 the first note is an F#3, it does not appear here because it is softer than Vt .
Figure 4.5: The bass-line extraction result of the tune shown in Figure 4.4.
If we modify our task to retrieval of audio using symbolic melody queries, extracting the melody
lines from the audio may be beneficial. However, this is subject to further experimentation. The
problem of finding melody lines itself is still only partially solved. Research on this area is active and
this is mentioned in Section 3.7.3.
4.1.3 Bass-part Extraction
From every transcribed tune, a monophonic sequence that represents the tune is extracted.
Uitdenbogerd and Zobel [147] show that the ALL-MONO algorithm is the most effective melody
extraction technique for retrieval purposes. When there is a note or a chord starting to sound, the note
having the highest pitch becomes “the melody note.” If there is a note m of length lm sounding at time
tm and another note n sounding at tn so that lm+ tm > tn, then lm will become l′m← tn− tm. In other
words, note overlaps are removed. For our experiments, we modify the ALL-MONO algorithm so that
instead of taking the highest pitch (which works well for melody extraction), we take the lowest pitch,
as we intend to extract the bass part. In Algorithm 4.1 we show the bass-part extraction algorithm we
use (note duration information however is not extracted, as this is not used in post-extraction stages).
This process is applied to tunes in the collection, and also the query tune. The bass part extracted
from Figure 4.4 is the sequence of notes shown in Figure 4.5. Note that duration information is not
extracted in this step. Consequently, rhythmic patterns have also been removed.
The rationale of modifying the ALL-MONO algorithm is that high pitches are not sufficiently
reliable since most extraneous notes are high in pitch (see Figure 4.2). Also, in classical music
(particularly from older periods such as Baroque), the lower pitches are quite melodic, for example,
J. S. Bach’s Inventions (Baroque period), Mozart’s piano sonatas (Classical period), and Chopin’s
fantasies (Romantic period), compared to three-chord blues tunes, where the chord sequence (and
thus the bass line) follows a common pattern.
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Algorithm 4.1 Bass-part extraction algorithm. A note is expressed as a tuple n = 〈p,o〉 where p is
the pitch and o is the onset time. The base index is 0. P is the sequence of the representative bass
part. “pix” is the relational operator for projecting the x attribute.
Require: array of notes N
Sort N by ascending onset time as the first sort key and descending pitch as the second sort key.
[ Start taking the lowest note at any onset time. ]
for i= 0 . . . |N|−2 do
if (pioni 6= pioni+1) then
Append pipni to P.
end if
end for
Append pipn|N|−1 to P.
[ End. ]
return P
4.1.4 Standardisation
Once a monophonic “melody” has been acquired, we can generate a string that represents it. The
idea is to match the string that represents the query tune with the sequences that represent the tunes
in the collection. To facilitate ranking, there must be a measure that reflects how similar two matched
strings are. This is achieved using the score returned by an approximate matching function.
This stage makes use of a relative-pitch standardisation to represent music, with dynamic
programming for matching. There are many possible standardisations that fall into this class,
such as contour-based standardisations (used, for example, in Suyoto and Uitdenbogerd [137])
and the directed modulo-12 standardisation (which has been shown to work well in various other
work [137, 138, 152]).3
In the directed modulo-12 standardisation, a note is represented as a value R which is the in-
terval between the current note and its previous note, scaled to a maximum of 12 semitones (one
octave) [137, 138, 152]:
R≡ d(1+((∆−1) mod 12)) (4.1)
where ∆ is the interval between a note and its previous note (absolute value) and d is+1 if the previous
note is lower than the current note, −1 if higher, and 0 if otherwise. Using the directed modulo-12
standardisation, the melody shown in Figure 4.5 is represented as 〈+2,−2,+7,−7,+9,−9,0,+9〉.
3For an exhaustive list of standardisations, see Uitdenbogerd [148, Chapter 6].
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4.1.5 Alignment
For the alignment phase of our approach, we apply dynamic programming to the pitch sequences,
a technique that has been previously applied to symbolic music matching [21, 137, 147] and au-
dio [2, 42]. To investigate the ability of manually constructed symbolic sequences being matched
with transcription-of-audio sequences, we use global alignment with custom operation weights. This
calculates the number of edit operations (namelymatch,mismatch, and insertion/deletion) required to
transform one string to another [51, pages 216–217, 224] (see Section 3.5 for details). The query and
the target tune(s) are complete albeit different renditions of the same tune. However, we also inspect
the possibility of using local alignment, which discovers similar regions between two strings [51,
pages 230–223] to find out whether it is possible to issue a query in the form of a short piece of the
target tune. We use both algorithms in our experiment (see Section 4.2) with sequences of directed
modulo-12 representation (see Equation 4.1) of the tunes as the strings.
4.2 Experimental Setup
As our experimental collection, we use the classical music collection of Magnatune4 (as at 28 April
2005), stored as MP3 (MPEG Layer 3)5 files. Multiple versions of some pieces exist in the collection.
For example, three different artists perform J. S. Bach’s Suite I for Cello Solo (BWV 1007). The
audio files were transcribed using TS-AudioToMidi with its default settings.6 It failed to process
some files. Being a black box, it is not clear why the the application could not successfully produce
transcriptions. In total, we obtained 1 808 transcriptions stored as MIDI files.
We formed our query set by collecting MIDI versions of some of the works in the collection. Our
sources are the Mutopia Project,7 Kern Scores,8 and MuseData.9 In total, there are 34 queries, all
having relevant answers in the collection. The same queries are used for all tasks, except we truncated
the queries for the short-query task. Details of the queries are presented in Table 4.1.
Various instrumentations, including orchestra, are used in the target pieces. Two of the 34 queries
are completely monophonic, but the compositions are originally also monophonic. However, since
the noisy transcription process produces polyphonic transcriptions, even from monophonic pieces (as
a real example, see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2), the difficulty of retrieval still holds.
4See http://www.magnatune.com/genres/classical/.
5See http://www.iis.fraunhofer.de/amm/techinf/layer3/.
6Choosing the right settings itself is a hard task when using general multi-timbral music transcription systems (by
general, we mean “not specific for any purpose.” There are transcription systems that are specialised for, e.g. transcribing
sung voice only, or piano performance only.) Whatever settings are used will garble a portion (in the worst case, all) of the
transcriptions of the audio collection.
7See http://www.mutopiaproject.org.
8See http://kern.humdrum.net.
9See http://www.musedata.org.
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Table 4.1: The queries and the number of relevant covers in the collection (C). (KS: Kern Scores, MD-1:
MuseData [optimised for printing], MD-P: MuseData [optimised for listening], MP: the Mutopia Project.)
Query Title Source C
b1007_a BWV 1007 Allemande MP 3
b1007_c BWV 1007 Courante MP 3
b1007_g BWV 1007 Gigue MP 4
b1007_m BWV 1007 Menuets MP 3
b1007_p BWV 1007 Prelude MP 3
b1007_s BWV 1007 Sarabande MP 3
b1010_a BWV 1010 Allemande MP 3
b1010_b1 BWV 1010 Bourre´e I MP 3
b1010_b2 BWV 1010 Bourre´e II MP 3
b1010_c BWV 1010 Courante MP 3
b1010_g BWV 1010 Gigue MP 3
b1010_p BWV 1010 Prelude MP 3
b1010_s BWV 1010 Sarabande MP 3
b1011_c BWV 1011 Courante KS 3
b1011_s BWV 1011 Sarabande KS 3
b1042_aa BWV 1042 Allegro Assai MP 1
b1042_ad BWV 1042 Adagio MP 1
b1042_al BWV 1042 Allegro MP 1
b846_f BWV 846 Fugue MP 1
b846_p BWV 846 Prelude MP 1
b860_f BWV 860 Fugue MP 1
b860_p BWV 860 Prelude MP 1
b870_f_md1 BWV 870 Fugue MD-1 1
b870_f_mdp BWV 870 Fugue MD-P 1
b870_p_md1 BWV 870 Prelude MD-1 1
b870_p_mdp BWV 870 Prelude MD-P 1
cor_o1n7_1 Corelli, Trio Sonata Op. 1 No. 7 in C Maj. (Mvt. 1) KS 1
cor_o1n7_2 Corelli, Trio Sonata Op. 1 No. 7 in C Maj. (Mvt. 2) KS 1
cor_o1n7_3 Corelli, Trio Sonata Op. 1 No. 7 in C Maj. (Mvt. 3) KS 1
duf_acb Dufay, Adieu Ces Bons Vins De Lannoys KS 1
jop_stoptime Joplin, Stoptime Rag KS 1
k238 K 238 KS 1
k545_1 K 545 Movement 1 KS 1
k545_2 K 545 Movement 2 KS 1
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Figure 4.6: The distribution of pre-truncation query lengths. The dashed line indicates the average.
J. S. Bach composed BWV 1007 Menuets as two parts. Our audio collection contains three
covers, with both parts stored in a single file. Originally, we obtained the symbolic version from the
Mutopia Project with both parts separated. We concatenated these to construct a single query. Bach
also composed BWV 1010 Bourre´es as two parts. Again, our audio collection contains three covers,
with both parts stored in a single file. However, we used two queries, for BWV 1010 Bourre´e I
and BWV 1010 Bourre´e II respectively. We use these differences to examine the robustness of our
full-query methods in such cases. BWV 1042 in the collection is polyphonic whereas the queries
(b1042_ad, b1042_al, and b1042_aa) are monophonic. We shall see whether our approaches work
in this condition.
The queries in the set differ greatly in length. This is visualised in Figure 4.6. The average
number of symbols across the set is 814.15.
In our experiment, we used Vt = 48 for filtering (see Section 4.1.2). This was applied to both the
tunes in the collection and the query tunes. We tested four alignment procedures:
• Global alignment on whole tunes and whole queries. We call this SBDG.
• Local alignment on whole tunes and whole queries. We call this SBDL.
• The query tunes were truncated to a maximum of 50 symbols (if q is the original query, then
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Table 4.2: The MAP values for various match scores (M) for global alignment. The mismatch and
insertion/deletion scores are fixed at −1 and −2 respectively. The best MAP score is highlighted.
M MAP
1 0.176
2 0.219
5 0.301
10 0.374
15 0.346
Table 4.3: The MAP values for various mismatch (X) and insertion/deletion (I) scores for global align-
ment. The match score is fixed at 10. The best MAP score is highlighted.
X I MAP
0 −2 0.360
0 −1 0.274
0 0 0.023
−1 −2 0.374
−1 −1 0.271
q0 . . .q49 is used) and matched using local alignment. We call this SBDL50.
• The query tunes were truncated to a maximum of 100 symbols (if q is the original query, then
q0 . . .q99 is used) and matched using local alignment. We call this SBDL100.
The alignment parameters we used for match, mismatch, and insertion/deletion operations are 10,
−1, and −2 respectively (see Section 4.1.5). This combination of values was determined by pre-
liminary experiments using global alignment on whole tunes and whole queries. The mismatch and
insertion/deletion scores were fixed at −1 and −2 respectively (these values have been used in previ-
ous work on symbolic-to-symbolic matching [137, 152]). The match scores tested were 1 (also used
in the same work [137, 152]), 2, 5, 10, and 15. The MAP values corresponding to those match scores
are shown in Table 4.2. Based on these values, we chose 10 to be the match operation score. We
also tried varying the mismatch and insertion/deletion scores while fixing the match score at 10. The
MAP values corresponding to the combinations are shown in Table 4.3. Using a mismatch score of
−1 and an insertion/deletion score of−2 gave the best result. Therefore, we used 10, −1, and−2 for
match, mismatch, and insertion/deletion operations respectively.
We have experimented with different values of the softness threshold Vt . We have analysed the
data to investigate whether there is a pattern for “good” Vt values in a few pieces, but have so far
not found a method for automatically choosing parameter values. In particular, using SBDG with the
alignment parameters 10 (match), −1 (mismatch), and −2 (insertion/deletion) on 5 pieces, we found
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the following top 5 optimal Vt values:
1. BWV 1011 Courante performed by Carrai; Vt = 39, followed by 38, 41, 40, and 43.
2. BWV 1011 Courante performed by Meneses; Vt = 40, followed by 41, 43, 42, and 46.
3. BWV 1011 Courante performed by Paternoster; Vt = 16, followed by 17, 18, 32, and 27.
4. Corelli’s Trio Sonata Op. 1 No. 7 in C Maj. (Mvt. 1); Vt = 48, followed by 49, 47, 46, and 45.
5. Joplin’s Stoptime Rag; Vt = 54, followed by 53, 50, 51, and 52.
The optimal value of Vt seems to vary from one piece to another piece. Fixing Vt = 48 was done in
our experiments. We suggest future work on finding a method for automatically choosing this value.
4.3 Results
The results of our retrieval experiments are shown in Figure 4.7. Based on the mean precision at
N values in the figure, the most effective method is SBDG, followed by SBDL, both achieving P1 =
0.382, and then SBDL100 (P1 = 0.324), and finally SBDL50 (P1 = 0.176). SBDG seems to be just
marginally more effective than SBDL (P10 is equal to 0.097 for SBDG and 0.076 for SBDL). Using
SBDG, 53% of all queries successfully retrieved an answer in the top 10, whereas with SBDL, 47% of
all queries successfully retrieved an answer in the top 10. Using SBDL50, 26% of all queries retrieved
an answer in the top 10, and 32% in the top 20 of returned results, whereas with SBDL100, 47% of
all queries retrieved an answer in the top 10, and 53% in the top 20. The PN values show that shorter
queries tend to sacrifice effectiveness.
The overall performance of the methods as measured by MAP is shown in Table 4.4; the best
performing method, SBDG, is not statistically significantly better than SBDL, the second best method
(p > 0.05, paired t-test). However, SBDG is statistically significantly better than the other two tech-
niques (p< 0.01).
Analysis of per-query retrieval reveals interesting trends; the results are shown in Table 4.5. The
per-query retrieval performance for BWV 1007 was among the best. Using SBDG, all of the queries
produced the first correct answer in the first place, except b1007_m, which produced the first correct
answers at rank 2. All of the queries retrieved at least two correct answers in the top 10. They also
retrieved all correct answers in the top 20, except b1007_mwhich only retrieved two of them (at ranks
2 and 3, the other one at rank 35). Using SBDL, all of the queries produced the first correct answer at
the first place with no exception. Only b1007_s failed to retrieve all correct answers in the top 20.
The polyphonic piano pieces BWV 846, BWV 860, and K 545 were also retrieved in the first place
using SBDG. The retrieval performance of SBDL is the same except for b846_f, which produces the
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Figure 4.7: The mean precision at N (〈PN〉) curves for SBDG, SBDL, SBDL100, and SBDL50.
Table 4.4: The MAP values for SBDG, SBDL, SBDL100, and SBDL50. The best value is highlighted.
Method MAP
SBDG 0.374
SBDL 0.340
SBDL100 0.229
SBDL50 0.121
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Table 4.5: The ranks of correct answers for SBDG, SBDL, SBDL100, and SBDL50.
Query SBDG SBDL SBDL50 SBDL100
b1007_a 1, 2, 4 1, 2, 11 1, 90,100 1, 19, 57
b1007_c 1, 2, 4 1, 2, 3 1, 32,118 1, 8, 29
b1007_g 1, 3, 5, 6 1, 6, 13, 16 1, 162, 273,370 1, 28, 41, 42
b1007_m 2, 3, 35 1, 2, 20 77, 81,134 1, 115, 121
b1007_p 1, 2, 3 1, 3, 5 132,445, 588 1, 32, 55
b1007_s 1, 10, 16 1, 4, 26 2, 174,199 1, 2, 22
b1010_a 2, 7, 93 3, 19, 29 11, 14,58 3, 11, 121
b1010_b1 24, 79, 740 28, 56, 91 3, 10,299 18, 79, 81
b1010_b2 1187, 1220, 1556 2, 529, 1024 2, 769, 883 1, 510, 1000
b1010_c 35, 39, 112 38, 67, 139 22, 92,129 164, 349, 356
b1010_g 10, 82, 527 21, 25, 73 15, 148, 296 5, 39, 217
b1010_p 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 164,1433, 1489 25, 209, 1229
b1010_s 361, 465, 668 49, 163, 167 161,272, 624 49, 166, 171
b1011_c 32, 108, 353 101, 249, 653 22,636, 751 75, 565, 847
b1011_s 1, 3, 640 1, 20, 1730 1, 230,1209 1, 17, 1624
b1042_aa 842 978 554 788
b1042_ad 1107 1488 1629 1649
b1042_al 67 75 769 851
b846_f 1 3 391 5
b846_p 1 1 158 5
b860_f 1 1 1 1
b860_p 1 1 191 2
b870_f_md1 35 42 65 29
b870_f_mdp 32 40 73 21
b870_p_md1 10 29 518 26
b870_p_mdp 10 29 518 26
cor_o1n7_1 1092 396 917 1089
cor_o1n7_2 92 1454 423 429
cor_o1n7_3 925 1178 1218 549
duf_acb 647 350 220 424
jop_stoptime 1354 488 1623 1492
k238 135 211 127 65
k545_1 1 1 700 1
k545_2 1 1 1 1
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correct answer at rank 3. These good results may be partly due to the relatively low amount of noise
in the transcriptions. The ratio of the number of notes in the transcriptions to the number of notes in
the query is less than 1.3 for those pieces.
The retrieval performance for BWV 1010 was more variable. For b1010_a, the correct answers
were retrieved at ranks 2, 7, and 93 (using SBDG) and 3, 19, and 29 (using SBDL). For b1010_p,
all the three covers were retrieved in the top 3. For b1010_c and b1010_s, both failed to retrieve
answers in the top 20 using any of the methods. b1010_b2 with SBDL however retrieved a correct
answer in the second rank position.
Retrieval performance was poor for duf_acb, jop_stoptime, b1042_ad, b1042_al, and
b1042_aa using all methods. All of them could not retrieve a correct answer in the top 90. b1042_ad
could not even retrieve a correct answer in the top 1000. This is actually not surprising since the query
contains the high pitches and lacks the “bass part.”
b1011_c performed poorly but b1011_s retrieved the correct answer in the first place using all
methods.
Referring to BWV 1010 Gigue and BWV 1011 Sarabande, it should be noted that even though
an audio performance is monophonic, its transcription result is polyphonic (Figures 4.1 and 4.2 serve
as an example).
All the mostly or fully polyphonic audio, with the exception of the piano pieces, were hard to
retrieve. Our simple filtering heuristic still cannot filter out the noise from the transcription results
of these pieces well. However, where actual notes and extraneous notes are separated well by the
median of the overall pitch distribution, this makes low pitch audio tend to be retrieved more easily.
The results for SBDG and SBDL show that it is possible to align a whole piece of audio music file
with its symbolic equivalent representation by using dynamic programming techniques However, the
effectiveness is quite low. We shall see that using pitch classes as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 is
more appropriate for full-query and short-query tasks, respectively.
4.4 Summary
The relative pitch representation called directed modulo-12 has been shown to work well for retrieval
involving symbolic polyphonic collections and symbolic polyphonic queries. In this chapter, we have
shown that it is also possible to match audio with symbolic music using this representation. However,
the effectiveness is quite low.
We have identified that long queries are more effective than short ones. Extraneous notes included
in transcription results tend to degrade retrieval effectiveness. As they are typically highly pitched,
removing those notes using the median of the pitch distribution only works well when they are sepa-
rated well enough from the correctly transcribed notes (by the median). As such, a different technique
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to work with musical pieces where the correctly transcribed notes and the extraneous ones are not
well separated needs to be devised. Using a heuristic that recognises melody lines accurately may
yield better results. This is supported by the evidence in our experiment that fairly cleanly transcribed
audio can be retrieved by its equivalent symbolic versions.
Chapters 5 and 6 discuss better alternatives to address the same problems discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 5
Retrieval Using Full Scores and Pitch
Classes
In Chapter 4, we investigated using a relative-pitch standardisation to retrieve audio using its symbolic
equivalent. However, the effectiveness of the approach is quite low.
Considering that a relative-pitch standardisation is not resilient to noise generated by transcrip-
tion, in this chapter we examine the use of an absolute-pitch standardisation for the same task. In
particular, we use pitch classes to represent notes. As has been discussed in Section 3.8, the use
of pitch classes (or chroma) is also common in the score-and-audio alignment task. We investi-
gate whether this technique can also be useful for retrieval (the differences between score-and-audio
alignment and retrieval are outlined in the introduction of Chapter 4).
The technique proposed in this chapter employs a transcription process similar to the technique
examined in Chapter 4. However, here we use a simpler technique, in that noise reduction and
melody-line extraction are not used. Despite the simplicity, this technique yields much higher effec-
tiveness.
5.1 Matching Technique
The matching process involves three stages: transcription (of audio to symbolic data), standardis-
ation, and alignment. The transcription stage here is the same as the transcription stage explained
in Chapter 4: the audio files in the collection are transcribed using TS-AudioToMidi 3.30 and the
transcriptions are saved as MIDI files. For full details, please refer to Section 4.1.1.
The following subsections discuss the remaining two stages: standardisation and alignment.
CHAPTER 5. RETRIEVAL USING FULL SCORES AND PITCH CLASSES
Figure 5.1: A melody from “A Wish for the Better” by ade ishs. It is represented as “G A E E D C D G
G”.
Figure 5.2: Chords from “Little Butterfly” by ade ishs. It is represented as “B[ D F B[ D F B[ D F B[
D F B[ C E[ G B[ C E[ G B[ C E[ B[ D F”.
5.1.1 Standardisation
After the transcription results are obtained, they are transformed into strings in this standardisation
stage. This enables approximate string matching techniques to be applied.
A pitch is encoded as an absolute value by using its own pitch name, without the octave. Rest
notes are ignored. For example, the melody shown in Figure 5.1 is represented as “G A E E D C D
G G”.
A chord is represented as if it were an arpeggio, by sorting the notes in ascending order by actual
pitch (the octave is taken into account for sorting). For example, in Figure 5.2, the first chord consists
of B[3, D4, and F4, so it is represented as “B[ D F”.1 The whole score is represented as “B[ D F B[
D F B[ D F B[ D F B[ C E[ G B[ C E[ G B[ C E[ B[ D F”.
The disadvantage of this standardisation is that the string representation is not transposition-
invariant. Therefore, in the alignment process, transposition needs to be incorporated as part of
matching (this issue is addressed in more detail in Section 5.1.2). However, as we shall see in Sec-
tion 5.2, this approach supports much higher retrieval effectiveness compared to the relative-pitch
standardisation (see Chapter 4).
5.1.2 Alignment
The alignment step involves the use of dynamic programming. In this method, the longest common
subsequence (LCS) score between a query and an answer is used as a candidate score. The LCS
algorithm identifies the number of symbols common in two strings and appearing in the same se-
quence, without adjacency requirement [51, pages 227–228] (see Section 3.5 for details). Since the
representation is not transposition-invariant, the query is then transposed by one semitone. This is
1It can also be written as “A# D F”. Our approach does not differentiate enharmonic equivalents (the same pitch classes
having different spellings) such as B[ and A#.
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Algorithm 5.1 The algorithm to calculate S(q,a). t(q,s) is a function transposing q by s semitones
(s ∈ {0,1,2, . . . ,11}). LCS(T,a) is the LCS score between T and a.
Require: query q, answer a
s← 0
for k = 0 . . .11 do
q′← t(q,k)
s′← LCS(q′,a)
if s′ > s then
s← s′
end if
end for
return s
done 11 times. For example, if the query is “C E G C”, it is transposed to “C# F G# C#”, and then
to “D F# A D”, up to “B D# F# B”. The answer remains untransposed. The transposition causes the
answer to be scanned 12 times, resulting in 12 candidate scores. The score with maximum similarity
is picked as the final score for the answer. Mathematically, if S(q,a) is the similarity between query
q and answer a:
S(q,a) =max
s
(LCS(t (q,s) ,a)) (5.1)
where t(q,s) is a function transposing q by s semitones (s ∈ {0,1,2, . . . ,11}), and LCS(T,a) is the
LCS score between T and a. The full algorithm is specified in Algorithm 5.1.
This method assumes that the queries are proportional to the correct answers in terms of length,
expressed as the number of symbols. Theoretically, a problem with using S(q,a) as a similarity
measurement is that longer songs that may not be correct answers have a higher chance to yield
(almost) maximum scores. This implies that S(q,a) is not sufficient to discriminate between a relevant
answer and an irrelevant one. This is shown in our training-phase experimental results in Section 5.2.
We hypothesise that the scores should be normalised as a function of answer length to solve the
problem. We explored various normalisation approaches:
SI(q,a) =
S(q,a)
|a| (5.2)
SK(q,a) =
S(q,a)
|a| ln |a| (5.3)
Sy(q,a,y) =
S(q,a)
(ln |a|)y (5.4)
where y is a tunable parameter, which we explore empirically in the next section. We found Sy(q,a,y)
to be highly effective. SI(q,a) and SK(q,a) perform very poorly; they achieve MAP values less than
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Figure 5.3: The mean precision at N (〈PN〉) curves for SBDG (the baseline), S(q,a), and Sy(q,a,2.0).
0.01 with the setup given in Section 4.2.
5.2 Training Phase
To determine the best value of y for the Sy(q,a,y) function (Equation 5.4), we used the experimental
setup described in Section 4.2. As the baseline benchmark in this section, we use SBDG, the best
variant reported in Chapter 4.
We experiment with the S(q,a) similarity function (see Equation 5.1) and Sy(q,a,y) (see Equa-
tion 5.4) with y ∈ {1.0,1.1,1.2, . . . ,3.0}. Figure 5.3 shows the mean precision at N curves for S(q,a)
and Sy(q,a,2.0). The per-query results are given in Table 5.2. This conforms our hypothesis in Sec-
tion 5.1.2 that LCS scores without normalisation, that is S(q,a), do not have sufficient discriminatory
power. Sy(q,a,2.0) far outperforms S(q,a), and even the benchmark SBDG. The MAP values for
various similarity measurements are presented in Table 5.1. Values of y in the range from 1.3 to 2.3
give excellent performance, statistically significantly better than the baseline (p< 0.0001).
For the queries b1010_b1 and b1010_b2, the target answers contain both parts of the song com-
bined into one song file. With the Sy(q,a,y) approach, the queries were penalised too much so that
they performed poorly (see Table 5.2). This made the lengths of the answers disproportional to the
lengths of the queries. Comparing this with the query for b1007_m, which contains the two parts of
BWV 1007 Menuets like the target audio pieces, shows that it did not suffer from the same problem.
We also see that b1042_ad also performed poorly. However, this seems to be just a patho-
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Table 5.1: The MAP values for SBDG (the baseline), S(q,a), and Sy(q,a,y);y ∈ {1.0,1.1,1.2, . . . ,3.0}.
The best value is highlighted. Sy(q,a,y);y∈ {1.0,1.1,1.2, . . . ,3.0} is significantly better than the baseline
(paired t-test, p< 0.05).
Method MAP p
SBDG 0.374 N/A
S(q,a) 0.053 0.000
Sy(q,a,1.0) 0.688 0.005
Sy(q,a,1.1) 0.695 0.004
Sy(q,a,1.2) 0.738 0.001
Sy(q,a,1.3) 0.782 0.000
Sy(q,a,1.4) 0.818 0.000
Sy(q,a,1.5) 0.803 0.000
Sy(q,a,1.6) 0.802 0.000
Sy(q,a,1.7) 0.801 0.000
Sy(q,a,1.8) 0.794 0.000
Sy(q,a,1.9) 0.817 0.000
Sy(q,a,2.0) 0.826 0.000
Sy(q,a,2.1) 0.809 0.000
Sy(q,a,2.2) 0.790 0.000
Sy(q,a,2.3) 0.761 0.000
Sy(q,a,2.4) 0.730 0.001
Sy(q,a,2.5) 0.708 0.002
Sy(q,a,2.6) 0.689 0.003
Sy(q,a,2.7) 0.676 0.004
Sy(q,a,2.8) 0.655 0.009
Sy(q,a,2.9) 0.645 0.013
Sy(q,a,3.0) 0.636 0.016
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Table 5.2: The ranks of correct answers for SBDG, S(q,a), and Sy(q,a,2.0).
Query SBDG S(q,a) Sy(q,a,2.0)
b1007_a 1, 2, 4 32, 64, 114 1, 2, 3
b1007_c 1, 2, 4 65, 195, 265 1, 2, 3
b1007_g 1, 3, 5, 6 470, 477, 532, 548 1, 2, 3, 5
b1007_m 2, 3, 35 49, 67, 97 1, 2, 3
b1007_p 1, 2, 3 16, 22, 41 1, 2, 3
b1007_s 1, 10, 16 362, 433, 964 1, 8, 14
b1010_a 2, 7, 93 25, 70, 93 1, 2, 3
b1010_b1 24, 79, 740 143, 205, 321 186, 250, 1039
b1010_b2 1187, 1220, 1556 367, 374, 788 1449, 1479, 1520
b1010_c 35, 39, 112 110, 204, 216 1, 2, 3
b1010_g 10, 82, 527 70, 85, 103 1, 2, 3
b1010_p 1, 2, 3 6, 10, 19 1, 2, 3
b1010_s 361, 465, 668 195, 395, 408 3, 20, 112
b1011_c 32, 108, 353 138, 170, 174 1, 2, 3
b1011_s 1, 3, 640 77, 81, 110 1, 2, 3
b1042_aa 842 38 1
b1042_ad 1107 41 98
b1042_al 67 1 1
b846_f 1 685 1
b846_p 1 518 1
b860_f 1 145 1
b860_p 1 417 1
b870_f_md1 10 317 1
b870_f_mdp 32 314 1
b870_p_md1 35 260 1
b870_p_mdp 10 260 1
cor_o1n7_1 1092 96 3
cor_o1n7_2 92 1329 7
cor_o1n7_3 925 566 1
duf_acb 647 176 1
jop_stoptime 1354 13 1
k238 135 236 1
k545_1 1 7 1
k545_2 1 45 1
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logical case where the target answer length is not optimal against y = 2. In fact, when we tried
y ∈ {1.0 . . .1.4}, the target piece is ranked in the first position. This suggests that the relative amount
of noise in the target answer is different to that in most other target answers.
It has been shown that the Sy(q,a,y) approach is superior to SBDG. This is due to two aspects:
alignment algorithm and representation. The LCS algorithm—which is similar to global alignment
and local alignment but with no penalty for non-match operations—is more appropriate as the amount
of noise between matching symbols is very high, thereby lowering the effectiveness of applying
penalties for non-match operations. Global alignment with non-match penalties is appropriate if the
number of non-matches in supposedly relevant answers is far lower than that of matches, or at least
is predictable and approximately uniform across relevant answers. Therefore, global alignment with
non-match penalties is not suitable for this task. As for representation, as is explained in Section 4.1.1,
the transcription process inserts a lot of noise; this renders an interval-based representation unreliable.
5.3 Testing Phase
We gathered a set of test queries to examine the robustness of Sy(q,a,2.0). This was done to inves-
tigate the robustness of the approach, and to ensure that it was not overfitted to the training queries.
A total of 51 test queries were downloaded from Augusto Ce´sar’s website,2 the Classical MIDI Con-
nection,3 Mozart Midi Page,4 and the Mutopia Project.5 The queries are listed in Table 5.3 together
with the number of relevant items in the collection.
With these test queries, the performance of Sy(q,a,2.0) measured with MAP is 0.683. While this
is lower than for the training set, upon inspecting the per-query results, 32 queries yielded an average
precision (AP) of 1. For the sake of brevity, we only show queries that do not achieve an average
precision value of 1 in Table 5.4. If we consider a query that yields no correct answer in the top 20
(that is, an AP of less than 0.05) to be poor, there are 14 (out of 51) queries that performed very
poorly. This means that more than 70% of the queries are successful in retrieving correct answers
within the top 20 ranks.
Queries b1009_b and b1009_p were successful in obtaining a correct answer in the first rank po-
sition, with the second correct answers in the third rank position. Query b1009_swas also successful
in obtaining a correct answer in the first rank position, but with the second correct answer in the 6-th
rank position. While these queries did not produce a MAP score of 1, they performed very well as
they were successful in retrieving correct pieces as the first answer (in other words, they achieved
P1 = 1). Moreover, the remaining correct answers were in the top 10 ranks.
2See http://www.fortunecity.com/tinpan/lennon/301/.
3See http://www.classicalmidiconnection.com.
4See http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/1791/mozart.html.
5See http://www.mutopiaproject.org.
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Table 5.3: The test queries and the number of relevant covers in the collection (C). (AC: Augusto Ce´sar,
CMC: the Classical MIDI Connection, MMP: Mozart Midi Page, MP: the Mutopia Project.)
Query Title Source C
b1009_a BWV 1009 Allemande MP 2
b1009_b BWV 1009 Bourre´e MP 2
b1009_c BWV 1009 Courante MP 2
b1009_g BWV 1009 Gigue MP 2
b1009_p BWV 1009 Prelude MP 2
b1009_s BWV 1009 Sarabande MP 2
b1043_1 BWV 1043 Movement 1 MP 1
b1043_2 BWV 1043 Movement 2 MP 1
b1043_3 BWV 1043 Movement 3 MP 1
b847_p BWV 847 Prelude MP 1
b848_f BWV 848 Fugue MP 1
b848_p BWV 848 Prelude MP 1
b849_f BWV 849 Fugue MP 1
b849_p BWV 849 Prelude MP 1
b851_f BWV 848 Fugue MP 1
b851_p BWV 851 Prelude MP 1
b853_f BWV 853 Fugue MP 1
b853_p BWV 853 Prelude MP 1
b855_p BWV 855 Prelude MP 1
b856_f BWV 856 Fugue MP 1
b856_p BWV 856 Prelude MP 1
b861_f BWV 861 Fugue MP 1
b861_p BWV 861 Prelude MP 1
b865_f BWV 865 Fugue MP 1
b865_p BWV 865 Prelude MP 1
b870_f BWV 870 Fugue MP 1
b875_p BWV 875 Prelude MP 1
k299_1_BF K 299 Movement 1 (B. Fisher) CMC 1
k299_1_JAG K 299 Movement 1 (J. A. Govias) CMC 1
k299_2_BF K 299 Movement 2 (B. Fisher) CMC 1
k299_3_BF K 299 Movement 3 (B. Fisher) CMC 1
k313_1_BF K 313 Movement 1 (B. Fisher) CMC 1
k313_2_BF K 313 Movement 2 (B. Fisher) CMC 1
k313_3_BF K 313 Movement 2 (B. Fisher) CMC 1
k570_1 K 570 Movement 1 MMP 1
k570_2 K 570 Movement 2 MMP 1
k570_3 K 570 Movement 3 MMP 1
rv269_1 RV 269 Movement 1 MP 1
rv269_2 RV 269 Movement 2 MP 1
rv269_3 RV 269 Movement 3 MP 1
rv293_1 RV 293 Movement 1 MP 1
rv293_2 RV 293 Movement 2 MP 1
rv293_3 RV 293 Movement 3 MP 1
rv297_1 RV 297 Movement 1 MP 1
rv297_2_AC RV 297 Movement 2 AC 1
rv297_2 RV 297 Movement 2 MP 1
rv297_3 RV 297 Movement 3 MP 1
rv315_1_AC RV 315 Movement 1 AC 1
rv315_1 RV 315 Movement 1 MP 1
rv315_2 RV 315 Movement 2 MP 1
rv315_3 RV 315 Movement 3 MP 1
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Table 5.4: Test queries that do not achieve an average precision of 1. High values (within the range
[0.05 . . .1)) are highlighted.
Query Average Precision Ranks of Correct Answers
b1009_b 0.833 1,3
b1009_p 0.833 1,3
b1009_s 0.667 1,6
k299_1_BF 0.038 26
k299_1_JAG 0.018 57
k299_2_BF 0.003 301
k299_3_BF 0.013 80
k313_1_BF 0.006 165
k313_2_BF 0.002 621
k313_3_BF 0.004 227
rv269_1 0.023 44
rv269_2 0.005 219
rv297_1 0.200 5
rv297_2_AC 0.019 53
rv297_3 0.010 102
rv315_1_AC 0.023 43
rv315_1 0.091 11
rv315_2 0.001 1353
rv315_3 0.038 26
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While query rv297_1 failed to retrieve a correct answer in the first rank position, it was still
successful to retrieve a correct answer in the 5-th rank position, resulting in P10 = AP = 0.200.
Therefore, it is not considered to perform poorly, as the correct answer is in the top 10 ranks and the
AP value is greater than 0.05.
It is interesting to note that there are two queries for RV 297 Movement 2, that is rv297_2_AC
and rv297_2, yet they achieved very different effectiveness. rv297_2 achieved a MAP score of 1
whereas rv297_2_AC only achieved 0.019 (a correct answer in the 53rd rank position). rv297_2_AC
seems to have been written for listening purposes. It contains an orchestration more complex than
rv297_2 does. As such, there are more symbols in rv297_2_AC than rv297_2. Consequently, the
standardised sequence for rv297_2_AC (length= 1977) is about twice as long as rv297_2 (length=
851), significantly too long so that it boosts the chance for incorrect answers to score highly. A
similar case occurred with rv315_1_AC (length = 6660) and rv315_1 (length = 3621). rv315_1
performed reasonably well with a MAP value of 0.091 (a correct answer in the 11th rank position),
but rv315_1_AC only yielded 0.023 (a correct answer in the 43rd rank position).
All queries that perform poorly are relatively complex in orchestration. While the extra symbols
required for more complex orchestration are justified for quality of the MIDI files, and more notes
also mean a greater chance to obtain a higher LCS score, the extra length does not work well in
conjunction with the Sy(q,a,2.0) normalised function. The amount of orchestration in the higher
scoring test queries and almost all training queries seems to be just right. To give a perspective,
rv315_1_AC uses 10 musical tracks for orchestration, whereas rv315_1_AC uses only 5.
For the test queries that fail to perform effectively, using queries with reduced orchestration may
yield better effectiveness. This is subject to further experimentation. The amount of orchestration
may be reduced by extracting only the supposedly predominant melody lines, either in queries, col-
lection tunes, or both. This is also to be considered in future work.
5.4 Scaling Phase
We wished to see how well our technique works on a bigger collection. To examine this, we enlarged
our collection by adding to it songs from the world and rock music collections of Magnatune (as at
28 April 2005), also as MP3 files, giving us a total of 3059 songs in our enlarged collection. These
new songs are intended as noise only. We still used the testing query set (Table 5.3) in this phase.
With this enlarged collection, the performance of Sy(q,a,2.0) dropped significantly (p < 0.01)
from MAP of 0.683 to 0.678. The per-query results for queries that did not achieve an average
precision value of 1 are given in Table 5.5. Referring to the table, although there is a significant
overall performance drop, the number of queries that performed poorly did not increase. That means
that even in this enlarged collection, more than 70% of the queries were successful in retrieving
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Table 5.5: Test queries that do not achieve an average precision of 1 on the enlarged collection. High
values (within the range [0.05 . . .1)) are highlighted.
Query Average Precision Ranks of Correct Answers
b1009_b 0.833 1,3
b1009_p 0.833 1,3
b1009_s 0.667 1,6
k299_1_BF 0.014 69
k299_1_JAG 0.006 170
k299_2_BF 0.001 972
k299_3_BF 0.004 233
k313_1_BF 0.002 519
k313_2_BF 0.001 1594
k313_3_BF 0.001 746
rv269_1 0.008 125
rv269_2 0.002 573
rv297_1 0.167 6
rv297_2_AC 0.009 115
rv297_3 0.003 339
rv315_1_AC 0.006 179
rv315_1 0.026 38
rv315_2 0.000 2564
rv315_3 0.009 113
correct answers within the top 20 ranks.
The overall performance drop was mainly caused by the queries that had already performed
poorly in the testing phase. Their target answers were pushed even lower in the rankings. Queries that
had performed well in the testing phase still performed well in this scaling phase, with the exception
of rv315_1, which was pushed down 27 positions. Some (noise) answers managed to score better
than the target answer, but the highest score remained unaltered.
On a 2.8-GHz Intel Pentium 4, matching a 487-note query—that is, b1009_a—against the larger
collection (after standardisation, the transcriptions occupy about 9 megabytes) takes approximately
5 minutes. This makes our approach, though effective, impractical. Section 5.5 contain discussions
related to practicality.
5.5 Practical Considerations
The approach discussed in this chapter has been proven to be highly effective in our testbed. However,
it is still far from ready for being used for a practical retrieval system. The main reason is that the
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processing time is relatively high, even higher compared to the dynamic programming approach
discussed in Chapter 4. As we mentioned in Section 1.2, efficiency is outside the scope of this thesis.
Therefore, we just highlight this problem but do not solve it here. Instead, we outline what can be
done in future research to solve this efficiency problem.
The main reason this algorithm is slow is that it caters for transposition invariance. To handle
it, for every query, 12 alignments are performed, one for each key. As transposition invariance is an
important requirement, eliminating it may cause retrieval effectiveness to drop significantly. Recall
that in our testbed, a few songs have cover versions played in different keys. As such, we consider this
feature to be essential and that eliminating it is unacceptable. However, we propose future research
to explore the following strategy to reduce the number of alignments. The first few notes from the
answer and the first few notes from the query are taken. To maximise the chance that the two set of
notes actually match, for every set, the number of notes should be proportional to the whole piece.
Perhaps, the first 5% of the notes in the answer are matched with the first 5% of the notes in the
query. After that, the optimal transposition, that is, the transposition that yields the highest score,
is obtained. The answer is then aligned with the query transposed by the optimal transposition. In
the case of two or more transpositions obtaining the same score, the answer is then aligned with the
transpositions of the query. A pathological case for this approach happens if the actual transposition
is not in the beginning of the answer piece. However, when an actual match is obtained, this approach
would take about 13% of the time taken by Sy.
5.6 Summary
We have demonstrated in this chapter that an absolute pitch representation facilitates better retrieval
than a relative pitch representation (investigated in Chapter 4). Moreover, the technique devised in
this chapter uses fewer processing stages prior to matching than the technique discussed in Chapter 4.
Despite its simplicity, the LCS algorithm facilitates effective retrieval (in conjunction with an
absolute pitch representation), although LCS scores cannot be used on their own. Instead, they should
be normalised. We have found that normalising the LCS score between a query and a candidate
answer by dividing it with the squared natural logarithm of the answer length to be highly effective.
However, this also means that in order for retrieval to be successful, the answer length (|a|) must be
at an appropriate length so that the ratio of the number of symbols common in a query and its correct
answers to lny |a| is greater than that for incorrect answers.
This chapter considered queries that are full-length pieces of music. The next chapter investigates
techniques for scenarios where queries are relatively short.
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Chapter 6
Retrieval Using Short Queries and Pitch
Classes
In Chapter 5, we investigated a retrieval technique employing an absolute-pitch standardisation using
full scores as queries. In this chapter, we propose a retrieval technique that enables a user to issue only
a short query to retrieve full audio music pieces. In essence, this is a different approach to the problem
discussed in Chapter 4 as SBDL100 and SBDL50, that is, whether it is possible to retrieve full audio
music pieces using only the first notes of their symbolic equivalent. However, our experimental
results show that the technique explained in this chapter outperforms SBDL100 and SBDL50.
These techniques examine a fundamental problem in music retrieval: a user remembers a portion
of the melody of a song and wants to find the whole piece. However, users do not always know the
first notes of a song. Sometimes, they only remember a portion in the middle or the ending of the
song. Considering this, we also conduct experiments varying the song portions used in the queries.
6.1 Matching Technique
The matching process involves three stages: transcription (of audio to symbolic data), standardisation,
and alignment. The transcription and standardisation stages here are the same as the transcription
and standardisation stages explained in Sections 4.1.1 and 5.1.1 respectively, that is, we use the
TS-AudioToMidi software package for transcription, and pitch classes for standardisation. We only
discuss the matching stage in detail in this section.
In this task, we simulate the scenario when a user has a query which is only a short portion
of a full piece. In Chapter 4, we investigated the SBDL100 and SBDL50 methods (both methods
use a relative pitch representation and local alignment, as described in Section 4.1) and the results
show that the technique is not effective (see Section 4.3). We also investigated using the longest
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Algorithm 6.1 The algorithm to calculate Sd(q,a,d). t(q,s) is a function transposing q by s semitones
(s ∈ {0,1,2, . . . ,11}). LCS(T,a) is the LCS score between T and a. We use 0 as the base index.
Require: query q, answer a, parameter d
W ← d2d|q|e
s← 0
for k = 0 . . .11 do
L← 0
q′← t(q,k)
while L+W < |a| do
s′← LCS(q′,aL. . .aL+W )
if s′ > s then
s← s′
end if
L← L+ dde
end while
end for
return s
common subsequence (LCS) between a query and an answer (defined as S(q,a) in Section 5.1.2) in
our preliminary experiments for the current task. However, the results showed that the technique is
not effective (MAP = 0.008) if the symbolic query is much shorter than the desired piece. Instead,
we propose the use of a sliding window technique.
To calculate the similarity score for a query q and a possible answer item a, we use a sliding
window on the candidate answer. We devise this technique because query lengths are not proportional
to answer lengths. Therefore, we cannot use the technique explained in Chapter 5, as it assumes that
they are proportional. Our algorithm uses a window size parameter d. The window size functionW
is:
W = d2d|q|e (6.1)
The actual window size itself is W + 1. For a string z = a0 . . .aW , the LCS length between z and
q is calculated, giving a score s. The window then slides by dde positions, so that z becomes
adde . . .adde+W . Again, the LCS between z and q is calculated, giving a new score s′. If s′ > s, s
is updated to the new value, s′. The window slides again by dde, so that z becomes a2dde . . .a2dde+W .
The LCS score between z and q is calculated again and assigned to s′. If s′ > s, the current value of s
is updated to a new value of s′. This is repeated as long as ndde+W < |a|, n is a non-negative integer.
After that, the query is transposed by one semitone. The whole process is repeated for all keys, that
is for transpositions over up to 11 semitones. The score of the alignment between query q and answer
a with the parameter d is expressed as Sd(q,a,d) and the value is the final value of s. The algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 6.1.
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As an example of how to apply Algorithm 6.1, suppose we want to align the query q= “E A C#”
(hence |q|= 3) with the answer a= “F F C F# D A# D C C C A A# A# G” (hence |a|= 14). Let
us choose d = 1.3. This gives W = d2× 1.3× 3e = 8, hence the window size of 9. The current
window is highlighted.
F F C F# D A# D C C C A A# A# G
The LCS score between “E A C#” and the highlighted substring is 0. This becomes s. The window
then slides by d1.3e= 2:
F F C F# D A# D C C C A A# A# G
The LCS score between “E A C#” and the highlighted substring is 1. The candidate score is now 1
since 1> 0. The window then slides by 2 again:
F F C F# D A# D C C C A A# A# G
The LCS score between “E A C#” and the highlighted substring is 1. Next, the query is transposed
by one semitone, becoming q= “F A# D”. We rewind the window starting index.
F F C F# D A# D C C C A A# A# G
The LCS score between “F A# D” and the highlighted substring is 3. The candidate score is now 3
since 3> 1. This is repeated until q is transposed up to 11 times.
6.2 Training Phase
There are two core aspects of our approach that are evaluated by our training-phase experiments:
1. The minimum length required for effective retrieval. We performed an experiment where query
lengths are varied (see Section 6.2.1).
2. Effective values for the parameter d. We began investigating coarse-grained settings (see Sec-
tion 6.2.2), and then we fine-tuned the value (see Section 6.2.3).
To carry out these experiments, we used the experimental setup described in Section 4.2. As the base-
line benchmark in this section, we use SBDL100, the best-performing approach reported in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6.1: The mean precision at N (〈PN〉) curves for Sd(q,a,d);d = 1, |q| ∈ {20,50,100} and
Sy(q,a,y)|y=2.
6.2.1 Varying |q|
The average number of symbols across all queries is 814.15 (see Figure 4.6 for the distribution of
query lengths). In this step, we experimented with different query lengths: queries were truncated
to 20, 50, and 100 symbols. If a query was shorter than a specified post-truncation length, that query
was left untruncated.
Figure 6.1 shows the mean precision curves for |q| ∈ {20,50,100} and d = 1. The MAP values
are shown in Table 6.1. It can be seen that lengthening queries yields higher effectiveness. Once
the length is 100 and d = 1, the mean precision at 1 value does not differ from that when using
full queries with Sy(q,a,2.0). However, using full-length queries with Sy(q,a,2.0) does result in a
higher MAP value (0.826), significantly higher than that of Sd(q,a,1); |q|= 100 (0.745). Compared
to the baseline, the MAP of using Sd(q,a,1); |q| = 100 is statistically significantly better (paired t-
test, p < 0.0001). We stopped lengthening the queries beyond 100 symbols as the effectiveness is
already sufficiently high, and close to the theoretical maximum.
It seems that 100 notes form a long query. However, in the context of polyphonic music, such an
amount is not necessarily equivalent to a long period of music. To achieve 100 notes, we only need
the first 4 bars of Chopin’s Nocturne Opus 9 Number 21 or the first 8 bars of Mozart’s “Alla Turca”
Round,2 although admittedly, we need longer periods for pieces with sparse note playings, such as
1See http://www.mutopiaproject.org/cgibin/piece-info.cgi?id=1590.
2See http://www.mutopiaproject.org/cgibin/piece-info.cgi?id=108.
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Table 6.1: The MAP values for SBDL100 (the baseline) and Sd(q,a,1); |q| ∈ {20,50,100}. The best
value is highlighted. Sd(q,a,1); |q| ≥ 50 is significantly better than the baseline (paired t-test, p< 0.05).
Method MAP p
SBDL100 0.229 N/A
Sd(q,a,1); |q|= 20 0.303 0.384
Sd(q,a,1); |q|= 50 0.575 0.000
Sd(q,a,1); |q|= 100 0.745 0.000
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Figure 6.2: The mean precision at N (〈PN〉) curves for Sd(q,a,d);d ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}, |q|= 100.
Satie’s “Gymnope´die”.3 Much shorter queries with the lengths of around 20 notes are reasonable for
monophonic music, but may only form a very short portion of polyphonic music.
6.2.2 Varying d
In this step, we experiment with varying the window-size parameter d ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}, while holding
a fixed query length |q|= 100. Figure 6.2 shows the mean precision at N curves for d ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}.
The MAP values are shown in Table 6.2. It can be seen that lengthening the window size and the step
size (by increasing the value of d) lowers the effectiveness.
3See http://www.mutopiaproject.org/cgibin/piece-info.cgi?id=37.
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Table 6.2: The MAP values for SBDL100 (the baseline) and Sd(q,a,d);d ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}, |q|= 100. The
best value is highlighted. Sd(q,a,d);d ≤ 2 is significantly better than the baseline while Sd(q,a,d);d = 5
is significantly worse than the baseline (paired t-test, p< 0.05).
Method MAP p
SBDL100 0.229 N/A
Sd(q,a,1) 0.745 0.000
Sd(q,a,2) 0.495 0.005
Sd(q,a,3) 0.250 0.772
Sd(q,a,4) 0.112 0.075
Sd(q,a,5) 0.025 0.001
6.2.3 Fine-tuning
From Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we have determined through coarse tuning that good effectiveness
can be achieved by |q| = 100 and d = 1. In this step, we tune the value of d by varying it in the
range [0.5,0.6,0.7, . . . ,1.5]. The results are shown in Table 6.3. While the optimum value of d
changes for different levels of N, it can be seen that the precision values vary only slightly within a
range of good performance (1.0 ≤ d ≤ 1.4). When the aim is to maximise performance in the high
ranks (N = 1 or 2) or even overall performance, d = 1.1 is the best value. The per-query results
for Sd(q,a,1.1) are compared with those for the baseline SBDL100 in Table 6.4. It can be seen that
for almost all queries, Sd(q,a,1.1) was successful in returning correct answers in high ranks and far
outperformed SBDL100.
6.2.4 Varying Song Portions for Queries
So far, we have determined that 100 symbols is an appropriate query length and d = 1.1 is an ap-
propriate window size parameter for Sd(q,a,d). Now we examine whether Sd(q,a,1.1) is resilient to
various song portions picked as queries. This is worth investigating because users do not necessarily
memorise or remember the first notes of a song. There are times they only memorise a portion in the
middle or the ending of the song. Taking this into account, we experiment further by varying the song
portions used in the queries. In particular, we use the middle 100 notes (qb|q|/2c−50. . .qb|q|/2c+49) and
the last 100 notes (q|q|−100. . .q|q|−1). As with the previous experiment, if a query is shorter than 100
symbols, it remains untruncated. The mean precision at N curves are shown in Figure 6.3 with the
per-query results in Table 6.5. Table 6.6 shows the MAP values for these retrieval methods. Using
the first 100 notes is better overall than the ending 100 notes (paired t-test, p < 0.05) but not better
than the middle 100 notes (paired t-test, p > 0.1). There is no evidence that using the middle 100
notes is better than the ending 100 notes (paired t-test, p> 0.1).
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Table 6.4: The ranks of correct answers for SBDL100 and Sd(q,a,1.1).
Query SBDL100 Sd(q,a,1.1)
b1007_a 1, 19, 57 1, 2, 3
b1007_c 1, 8, 29 1, 2, 3
b1007_g 1, 28, 41, 42 1, 2, 3, 4
b1007_m 1, 115, 121 1, 2, 3
b1007_p 1, 32, 55 1, 2, 3
b1007_s 1, 2, 22 1, 2, 4
b1010_a 3, 11, 121 1, 2, 3
b1010_b1 18, 79, 81 1, 3, 1014
b1010_b2 1, 510, 1000 1, 177, 874
b1010_c 164, 349, 356 1, 2, 3
b1010_g 5, 39, 217 1, 2, 3
b1010_p 25, 209, 1229 1, 2, 4
b1010_s 49, 166, 171 1, 3, 17
b1011_c 75, 565, 847 1, 2, 14
b1011_s 1, 17, 1624 1, 2, 3
b1042_aa 788 372
b1042_ad 1649 933
b1042_al 851 122
b846_f 5 1
b846_p 5 110
b860_f 1 1
b860_p 2 1
b870_f_md1 29 1
b870_f_mdp 21 1
b870_p_md1 26 1
b870_p_mdp 26 1
cor_o1n7_1 1089 1
cor_o1n7_2 429 831
cor_o1n7_3 549 44
duf_acb 424 1
jop_stoptime 1492 1
k238 65 1
k545_1 1 1
k545_2 1 1
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Table 6.5: The ranks of correct answers for Sd(q′,a,1.1) using the beginning, middle, and ending notes
of the full query.
Query SBDL100 Sd(q,a,1.1)
b1007_a 1, 19, 57 1, 2, 3
b1007_c 1, 8, 29 1, 2, 3
b1007_g 1, 28, 41, 42 1, 2, 3
b1007_m 1, 115, 121 1, 2, 3
b1007_p 1, 32, 55 1, 2, 3
b1007_s 1, 2, 22 1, 2, 4
b1010_a 3, 11, 121 1, 2, 3
b1010_b1 18, 79, 81 1, 3, 1014
b1010_b2 1, 510, 1000 1, 177, 874
b1010_c 164, 349, 356 1, 2, 3
b1010_g 5, 39, 217 1, 2, 3
b1010_p 25, 209, 1229 1, 2, 4
b1010_s 49, 166, 171 1, 3, 17
b1011_c 75, 565, 847 1, 2, 14
b1011_s 1, 17, 1624 1, 2, 3
b1042_aa 788 372
b1042_ad 1649 933
b1042_al 851 122
b846_f 5 1
b846_p 5 110
b860_f 1 1
b860_p 2 1
b870_f_md1 29 1
b870_f_mdp 21 1
b870_p_md1 26 1
b870_p_mdp 26 1
cor_o1n7_1 1089 1
cor_o1n7_2 429 831
cor_o1n7_3 549 44
duf_acb 424 1
jop_stoptime 1492 1
k238 65 1
k545_1 1 1
k545_2 1 1
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Figure 6.3: The mean precision at N (〈PN〉) curves for SBDG, SBDL100, and Sd(q′,a,1.1) using the
beginning, middle, and ending notes of the full query.
Table 6.6: The MAP values for SBDG, SBDL100, and Sd(q′,a,1.1) using the beginning, middle, and
ending notes of the full query. The best value is highlighted.
Method MAP pSBDG pSBDL100
SBDG 0.374
SBDL100 0.229
Beginning 0.768 0.000 0.000
Middle 0.651 0.003 0.000
Ending 0.566 0.034 0.000
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6.2.5 Discussion
Our experiments on query length show that queries consisting of 20 or 50 symbols do not have
enough discriminatory power when used in conjunction with the algorithm we devise here. However,
the results show that queries of lengths 100 are sufficiently effective. Only one query in our set has
a length of less than 100 symbols. Given an average query length of 814.15 symbols, only 100814.15 =
12.3% of the average query length is needed for effective retrieval. Therefore, our new approach
results in a substantially lower burden on users when creating queries.
As the LCS algorithm does not penalise non-matches, using greater d increases the probabil-
ity that a query obtains the maximum possible score, that is the length of the query itself or the
length of the answer, whichever one is shorter. However, from our experimental results in Sec-
tion 6.2.2, it can be seen that using greater d also leads to many incorrect answers being scored
highly. In turn, this also greatly narrows the separation between correct answers and incorrect ones.
For example, using d = 1.1 and |q| = 100 lowers the score for incorrect answers even further com-
pared to, say, using d = 2.0 and the same query length, causing the correct answers to be pushed
up to the top ranks. To illustrate this, suppose that we have a query q = “A B C” (hence |q| = 3)
to be matched against a1 = “A A E E B D B C G G F G A” (assumed to be the correct answer)
and a2 = “D E D F A A F# F# D G D F B F# F C A G”. Suppose that d = 1.8, so using Equa-
tion 6.1, the window size is W + 1 = d2× 1.8× 3e+ 1 = 12. The window that gives the highest
possible score—equal to |q|= 3—in a1 is:
A A E E B D B C G G F G A
In a2, there is also a window that gives the highest possible score:
D E D F A A F# F# D G D F B F# F C A G
Now, if we set d = 0.3, using Equation 6.1,W = d2×0.3×3e= 2, hence a window size of 3. There
is no 3-symbol window in a1 that gives the highest possible score. The best score produced by a1
is 2, given by:
A A E E B D B C G G F G A
However, the best score produced by a2 is even lower, 1. There is no 3-symbol window that contains
at least two symbols from q in sequence. Therefore, smaller windows sizes lead to a greater level of
discrimination between good and poor answers.
Different to Sy(q,a,y) (discussed in Chapter 5), the Sd(q,a,d) measure is not affected by answer
length. Rather, Sd(q,a,d) is affected by window length, which, in turn, is affected by query length
and d. In Section 5.2, we mentioned the challenge presented by the queries b1010_b1 and b1010_b2,
that is the target answers contain both portions of the song combined into one song file. The Sy(q,a,y)
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approach penalises the queries too much due to their disproportionality to the lengths of the answers.
The Sd(q,a,d) measure does not suffer from this problem, and it can retrieve a correct answer in the
first rank position in this situation.
In comparison with SBDL100 mentioned in Chapter 4, Sd(q,a,d) performs much more effec-
tively than method SBDL100 (which, in turn, is shown to be more effective than SBDL50). There
are two issues here: alignment algorithm and representation. The LCS algorithm—which is equiv-
alent to local alignment but with no penalty for non-match operations—is more appropriate as the
amount of noise between matching symbols is very high, thereby lowering the effectiveness of ap-
plying penalties for non-match operations. Local alignment with non-match penalties is appropriate
if the length of the query is not much shorter than the matching subsequence in the answer. Therefore,
local alignment with non-match penalties is not suitable for this task. As for representation, as is ex-
plained in Section 4.1.1, the transcription process inserts a lot of noise; this renders an interval-based
representation unreliable.
It has been discovered by inspecting theMAP values that using the first 100 notes is better than the
ending 100 notes but not better than the middle 100 notes and that there is no evidence that using the
middle 100 notes is better than the ending 100 notes. However, if we look at mean precision at 10,
our statistical tests reveal that varying the song portions for the queries does not cause significant
difference in effectiveness. Using a paired t-test, the p value for all comparisons is greater than 0.05.
This shows that we cannot draw the conclusion that using the beginning portion of the songs as
queries is consistently better than using other portions of the songs. Therefore, the result of this
approach reveals that users do not need to use the first few notes of a song to form effective queries,
although using the beginning portion is more likely to be optimal if high overall performance is
sought.
Recall that in Section 4.2 we mention that for BWV 1042, the pieces in the collection are poly-
phonic whereas the queries as monophonic. Generally, our method performs poorly for these. There
is an exception for using the middle portion of bwv1042_aa, which successfully retrieves a correct
answer in the first rank position. However, this seems to be coincidental and generally, Sd(q,a,1.1)
fails for the monophonic cases. The retrieval effectiveness for this case may be improved by setting
a different appropriate window size. This investigation is left for future work.
6.3 Testing Phase
To examine whether Sd(q,a,1.1) was not overfitted to the training queries, we investigate perfor-
mance on a set of test queries using the optional parameter settings from the training set. This set of
test queries is the same as the one used in Chapter 5 and is described fully in Section 5.3. As using the
beginning portion of the training queries yielded the highest MAP value, we also use the beginning
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portion of the testing queries here.
With these test queries, the performance of Sd(q,a,1.1) as measured using MAP is 0.522. The
per-query results are given in Table 6.7 (only queries that did not achieve the average precision of 1
are shown). 22 queries (43%) yielded average precision of 1, and 34 queries (67%) were successful
in retrieving correct answers within the top 20 ranks. Only 33% of the test queries performed poorly.
As discussed in Section 6.2.5, the value of d should be carefully selected so that retrieval perfor-
mance is maximised. Increasing d means that more answers, both correct and incorrect, are likely
to be scored higher, whereas decreasing d means that less answers are likely to be scored higher.
Decreasing |q| maximises the chance for answers to score closer to the maximum score (in all cases,
the maximum score for an answer is equal to |q|), whereas increasing |q| minimises the chance for
answers to score lower (see again the discussion in Section 6.2.5). The results for the test queries
shown in Table 6.7 reveal that the combination of d = 1.1 and |q| = 100 is not suitable for some
queries. These queries do not have enough discriminatory power under such conditions.
Recall that in Chapter 5, the orchestration complexity of queries impacts the retrieval effective-
ness of Sy(q,a,y). It seems to also impact the effectiveness of Sd(q,a,d). Since the queries are
limited to a certain length (as measured in the number of symbols), more complex orchestration in
the original query means that there are fewer actual notes in its truncated version. This, in turn, means
that there is less chance for correct answers to score highly. Although it is also still possible for cor-
rect answers to score higher than incorrect ones, the chance for incorrect answers to score higher
than the correct ones also increases. For our current experiment, both cases occurred. rv297_2
has less orchestration than rv297_2_AC and rv297_2 performed better, whereas rv315_1 has less
orchestration than rv315_1_AC and rv315_1 performed worse.
6.4 Scaling Phase
In this phase, we examine the scalability of Sd(q,a,1.1) on a bigger collection, as described in Sec-
tion 5.4. We also used the test query set as given in Table 5.3.
With this enlarged collection, the performance of Sd(q,a,1.1) is maintained. It achieved a MAP
value of 0.512. Our significance test revealed that this is not significantly different (p > 0.05) from
the performance on the smaller collection. We can see in Table 6.8 and compare it to Table 6.7 that
the AP values do not change much notwithstanding the existence of noise answers in the collection.
Only one query, b855_p, had its performance drop from satisfactory (MAP = 0.143) in the testing
phase to poor (MAP= 0.034) in the scaling phase. Queries that had already performed poorly in the
testing phase still performed poorly in the scaling phase, whereas those that had already performed
well in the testing phase, with the exception of b855_p, still performed well in the scaling phase.
On a 2.8-GHz Intel Pentium 4, matching a 100-note query against the larger collection (after
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Table 6.7: Test queries that do not achieve an average precision of 1. High values (within the range
[0.05 . . .1)) are highlighted.
Query Average Precision Ranks of Correct Answers
b1009_a 0.643 1,7
b1009_p 0.511 1,87
b1009_s 0.273 2,43
b1043_2 0.013 76
b1043_3 0.062 16
b847_p 0.002 532
b853_p 0.200 5
b855_p 0.143 7
k299_1_BF 0.019 52
k299_1_JAG 0.023 44
k299_2_BF 0.003 328
k299_3_BF 0.002 649
k313_1_BF 0.001 1257
k313_2_BF 0.001 1754
k313_3_BF 0.001 1556
k570_2 0.500 2
rv269_1 0.250 4
rv269_2 0.002 518
rv269_3 0.008 133
rv293_1 0.500 2
rv293_2 0.500 2
rv297_1 0.030 33
rv297_2_AC 0.038 26
rv297_2 0.333 3
rv297_3 0.500 2
rv315_1_AC 0.030 33
rv315_1 0.007 146
rv315_2 0.004 269
rv315_3 0.010 100
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Table 6.8: Test queries that do not achieve an average precision of 1 on the enlarged collection. Very high
values (within the range [0.05 . . .1)) are highlighted.
Query Average Precision Ranks of Correct Answers
b1009_a 0.643 1,7
b1009_p 0.510 1,98
b1009_s 0.268 2,56
b1043_2 0.011 94
b1043_3 0.059 17
b847_p 0.001 932
b853_p 0.200 5
b855_p 0.034 29
k299_1_BF 0.012 83
k299_1_JAG 0.011 87
k299_2_BF 0.002 429
k299_3_BF 0.001 1167
k313_1_BF 0.000 2174
k313_2_BF 0.000 2960
k313_3_BF 0.000 2667
k570_2 0.250 4
rv269_1 0.200 5
rv269_2 0.001 882
rv269_3 0.005 190
rv293_1 0.500 2
rv293_2 0.500 2
rv297_1 0.006 177
rv297_2_AC 0.029 34
rv297_2 0.333 3
rv297_3 0.500 2
rv315_1_AC 0.028 34
rv315_1 0.005 208
rv315_2 0.002 643
rv315_3 0.003 399
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standardisation, the transcriptions occupy about 9 megabytes) takes approximately 1 hour and 26
minutes. This makes our approach, though effective, impractical. Section 6.5 contain discussions
related to practicality.
6.5 Practical Considerations
As also discussed in Section 5.5, we now also highlight that although Sd has been shown to be highly
effective in our testbed, it is still far from ready for being used for a practical retrieval system. Just
like the Sy approach (discussed in Chapter 5), the processing time required by the Sd approach is
relatively high compared to the other approaches discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. As we mentioned in
Section 1.2, efficiency is outside the scope of this thesis. Therefore, we just highlight this problem but
do not solve it here. Instead, we outline what can be done in future research to solve this efficiency
problem.
The biggest contributor to the processing time of Algorithm 6.1 is its running window component.
The time complexity of this algorithm depends on the time complexity of the algorithm to calculate
the LCS length. For two strings of lengths m and n, an unoptimised LCS length calculation is O(mn).
In this case, this algorithm takes O(|q|2|a|). However, much work has been done on optimising LCS
calculation or reducing its time complexity. One popular way is by using bit parallelism such as
discussed in Crochemore et al. [19], Hyyro¨ et al. [61], and Lemstro¨m et al. [77]. The algorithms
discussed in those papers are relatively simple for strings of which the lengths are at most the number
of bits in a single computer word (w), and they can reduce the time complexity of LCS calculation to
become O(mnw−1), or in our case, O(|q|2|a|w−1).
Currently, 64-bit computers are probably affordable enough by consumers. If we use d = 1.1,
and we wish to fit a window into the 64-symbol limit so that we can gain up to 64-fold speed-up, our
query must be 29 symbols or shorter (64≥ d2×1.1×29e; see Equation 6.1). Looking at Table 6.1,
if we linearly interpolate a MAP value for |q| = 29, it will be 0.394, far less than 0.745 (this by
no means indicates that we are endorsing the use of interpolation to predict MAP values. Rather,
we are just estimating its magnitude in that condition based on existing results). If we upgrade to a
machine with 128-bit words,4 the query length limit increases to 58. Even if only 50 symbols are
used as queries, Table 6.1 shows that we still obtain a MAP value of 0.505. Given that there are still
very many 32-bit machines being in use, another alternative that can be implemented is the use of
bit vectors. A bit vector contains an array of computer words with an arbitrary number of elements
(possibly abstracted as one large object).
In the approach we are currently devising, the processing window slides by dde positions. An-
4This can already be done now. For example, AMD has 128-bit SSE 5 instruction sets that allow access to 128-bit
registers. See http://developer.amd.com/CPU/SSE5/Pages/default.aspx.
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other heuristic that can be explored for speed gain is varying the step size, probably from d2de up to
dnde such that dnde< |q| (otherwise, there will be symbols that are skipped).
Just as we mentioned in Section 5.5, we also propose future experimentation to reduce the number
of alignments yet still support query transposition-invariance. In the current approach, for every pro-
cessing window, alignment is always performed twelve times. We propose the following approach:
for the first N windows, determine the transposition that obtains the best score in each window. The
transposition that most frequently obtains the best score is assumed to be the optimal transposition
and will be used for the following windows. If there is a tie, the process is repeated for the follow-
ing N windows, but only the transpositions that obtain the maximum frequency are considered. The
process is repeated again until there is only one transposition having the maximum frequency or all
windows are exhausted. N is a tunable parameter. It should be small enough so that a significant
speed gain can be obtained and large enough to allow an accurate optimal transposition estimation.
To illustrate how the reduction of the number of alignments works, we present two examples here
(assume that N = 11):
1. Suppose that the best scores for the 11 windows are obtained with the following transpositions:
〈2,2,5,9,2,2,9,9,2,2,7〉. From here, we can see that when the query is transposed by 2 semi-
tones, high scores are more probable in those windows. Therefore, the remaining windows will
only be matched with the query transposed by 2 semitones.
2. Suppose that the best scores for the 11 windows are obtained with the following transpositions:
〈2,2,9,9,2,2,9,9,5,9,2〉. There is a tie: transpositions of 2 and 9 semitones perform equally
well. Therefore, the succeeding 11 windows will be aligned against just the two transpositions
of the query (other transpositions will not be done). Suppose that the best scores for the second
11 windows are obtained with the following transpositions: 〈9,9,9,2,2,9,2,2,2,9,9〉. We see
that 9 occurs more frequently. Therefore, the remaining windows will only be matched with
the query transposed by 9 semitones.
An obvious weakness of this approach is that it does not cater for the scenario where the actual
transposition is not in the beginning of the answer piece. This can happen, for example, if a piece
starts with an intro in one key, but the rest of the piece is in another key. However, on the best case
scenario, this would reduce the alignment process time up to about its one-tenth.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that retrieving audio with short symbolic queries can be effec-
tively supported by the use of an absolute pitch representation and the Sd(q,a,d) similarity measure,
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where q is the query, a is the answer, and d is a window size parameter. The effectiveness of this
technique is greater than the best technique discussed in Chapter 4.
The basic building block of Sd(q,a,d) is the LCS algorithm. Although it is a simple algorithm,
together with an absolute pitch representation, it is powerful enough to effectively retrieve audio
using only a short portion of a song as a symbolic query. As the LCS algorithm does not penalise
non-match operations, a scheme to prevent incorrect songs to score highly is needed. The calculation
of Sd(q,a,d) involves a sliding window of which the size is d2d|q|e+ 1 and the step length is dde.
Through empirical experiments, we have discovered that using queries of length 100 symbols and
d = 1.1 is highly effective. While the complexity of queries affects the retrieval performance, the
measure has been shown to be highly resilient to noise in the collection.
The next chapter investigates techniques employing summary values to represent songs.
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Chapter 7
Retrieval Using Pitch Class Frequency
Distributions
In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, we investigated the use of approximate string matching techniques to retrieve
audio using its symbolic equivalent. In this chapter, we propose a retrieval technique that uses sum-
maries of songs for matching. More specifically, a song is represented by a normalised distribution of
pitch classes. To match a query with an answer, their pitch class distributions are compared. Answers
that have few differences with the query will be ranked higher. We also examine combining evidence
from the retrieval results of Sy(q,a,2) (that is, the best approximate string matching technique so far,
see Chapter 5).
7.1 Related Work
The use of statistical frequency distributions as summary values has been demonstrated in work in
multimedia retrieval, including music information retrieval (MIR). Here we survey existing work,
including some from outside MIR that is relevant to our current approach.
The technique we propose makes use of pitch class statistical frequency distribution vectors. It
is based on Go´mez and Herrera [46] and Go´mez et al. [47], who use the term harmonic pitch class
profile (HPCP) to describe a pitch class statistical frequency distribution vector, with every element
representing a signal analysis frame. In our experiments, we use the transcription results as the data
source to build the vectors. They show that different versions of a particular composition are highly
correlated based on their HPCP. They also use THPCP, which is a transposition-invariant version of
HPCP. They use four different similarity measures:
1. Correlation of average HPCP (that is, the average of HPCPs across the whole piece).
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2. Correlation of average THPCP.
3. Minimum cost to align a query and an answer using the global alignment algorithm in Ellis [34]
with both the query and the answer represented as matrices of HPCP values.
4. Minimum cost to align a query and an answer using the global alignment algorithm in Ellis [34]
with both the query and the answer represented as matrices of THPCP values.
Rather than using 12 pitch classes (which our approach does), their approach divides an octave into
120 bins, each covering a frequency range of 10 cents. All the bins are normalised so that the largest
value is 1. In both papers, they evaluated their approach using 90 versions of 30 different songs. The
fourth method performs the best, with a precision value of 54.5% and a recall of 30.8% recall.1
In the image IR field, frequency distributions (the term histograms are often used instead) are
also often used as summary values to represent images [8, 41, 142, 158, 159]. Colour is the primary
feature used for image matching.
Tahaghoghi et al. [142] experimented with frequency distributions of colour components in vari-
ous colour spaces.2 The total frequency of every colour component is normalised to 1. For matching
images based on their content using histograms, they found the Manhattan distance to be more accu-
rate than other distance measures. They also examined using multiple example images for querying.
This causes multiple distance values to be produced for every answer image. To determine the final
ranking of answers, they examined three combining functions: MINIMUM (choose the the minimum
of the distance values as the final value), MAXIMUM (choose the maximum of the distance values as
the final value), and SUM (choose the sum of the distance values as the final value). They found the
SUM method to give the best effectiveness result.
In this chapter, we also examine the use of multiple evidence combination, a technique com-
monly used in information retrieval in general when more than one source of evidence for ranking is
available. A well-known work of Lee [74] examines multiple evidence combination which suggests
transforming a rank (r) into a similarity value by the Rank Sim function (also used in Mc Donald and
Smeaton [85]):
Rank Sim(r) = 1− r−1|Ret| (7.1)
where Ret is the set of retrieved documents. This is useful in our work since we combine a set of
similarity values, which are sorted in descending order for ranking, and a set of distance values, which
are sorted in ascending order for ranking. The paper also examined combination functions from Fox
and Shaw [43], some of which are COMBMIN, COMBMAX, and COMBSUM. They are essentially
1Recall (R) is the fraction of retrieved documents (Ret) that are relevant (Rel) over all relevant documents [4, page 75]:
R= |Ret∩Rel|/|Rel|.
2Perhaps the most well-known colour space to computer scientists is the RGB (Red-Green-Blue) colour space, as it is
often used in graphics programming libraries and for the Web.
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the same as the MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, and SUM methods in Tahaghoghi et al. [142], respectively.
The COMBSUM and SUM methods combine similarity with equal weights.
Aslandogan and Yu [1] suggest a weighted sum of normalised individual similarities:
χ = ω1s1+ω2s2 (7.2)
where ωi is the weighting parameter assigned to similarity score si. The individual values of ω1 and
ω2 do not affect ranking. However, the ratio of ω1 and ω2 does affect ranking, since for ranking
purposes, we are interested in the relative similarity values instead of the actual values. Therefore,
we can also use the following formula for the same purpose:
χ ′(ω) = ωs1+ s2 (7.3)
If ω = 1, the equation functions exactly the same as COMBSUM.
Pickens [101] uses the average of two ranks given by two methods. For a task such as ours where
all documents are matched and retrieved (that is, |Ret|= the number of documents in the collection),
this is in principle the same as using the Rank Sim function along with COMBSUM. Suppose that
the ranks are given by r1 and r2. The new “rank” according to Pickens [101] is:
XP =
1
2
(r1+ r2)
Let αP = 12 andCP = 0, so that we can rewrite the equation into:
XP = αP (r1+ r2)+CP (7.4)
The combined similarity score with Rank Sim and COMBSUM is:
XR = Rank Sim(r1)+Rank Sim(r2)
= 1− r1−1|Ret| +1−
r2−1
|Ret|
= − 1|Ret| (r1+ r2)+2+
2
|Ret|
Let αR =− 1|Ret| andCR = 2+ 2|Ret| , so that we can rewrite the equation into:
XR = αR (r1+ r2)+CR (7.5)
The differences between XP and XR are the coefficients of (r1+ r2), αP and αR, and the constants,
CP and CR. These differences do not affect the order of documents as αP, αR, CP, and CR are all
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constants.
7.2 Matching Technique
The matching process involves three stages: transcription (of audio to symbolic data), frequency
distribution calculation, and difference calculation. The transcription stage here is the same as the
transcription stage explained in Chapter 4: the audio files in the collection are transcribed using TS-
AudioToMidi 3.30 and the transcriptions are saved as MIDI files. For full details, please refer to
Section 4.1.1.
The following subsections discuss the remaining two stages: frequency distribution calculation
and distance calculation.
7.2.1 Frequency Distribution Calculation
The transcription stage produces a set of pitch classes for every song. In this stage, the statistical
frequency of every pitch class is calculated and normalised. In our experiments, we attempted various
normalisation approaches, all of which share a common property that the frequencies are normalised
so that the sum of all frequencies are 1. The general normalisation formula is:
φ(c) =
n( f (c))
∑c n( f (c))
(7.6)
where c is the pitch class event, f (c) is the absolute frequency of c (that is, how many notes c actually
occur), n( f ) is a normalisation function, and φ(c) is the normalised frequency of c.
The normalised frequency distribution (NFD) of a song acts as a summary of that song.
7.2.2 Distance Calculation
In this stage, the distances between songs in the collection and the query tune are calculated using
a Minkowski mean [100, page 32] of the differences of normalised frequencies. The Minkowski
mean is a generalisation of a few other means, including the arithmetic mean [132, page 59] and the
harmonic mean [132, page 62]. It has a parameter which we exploit in our experiment.
To anticipate the possibility that the query and the target songs are not in the same key, the
query is transposed to all possible keys. Suppose that the NFD of query q is given as Φq (con-
sisting of φq(C),φq(C]),φq(D), . . .φq(B)), the NFD of answer a is given as Φa (consisting of
φa(C),φa(C]),φa(D), . . .φa(B)) then the distance between q and a is defined as:
DP(q,a,P) =min
s
P
√
1
12∑c
|φt(q,s)(c)−φa(c)|P;P 6= 0 (7.7)
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where t(q,s) is a function transposing q by s semitones (s ∈ {0,1,2, . . . ,11}) and P is the Minkowski
mean parameter.
7.3 Experiment
To determine the best normalisation function (see Section 7.2.1) and the best value of P (see Sec-
tion 7.2.2), we used the experimental setup described in Section 4.2, consisting of 34 queries and
1808 documents.
We attempted these normalisation functions:
nh( f ) = f h;h ∈ {18 ,
1
4
,
1
2
,1,2} (7.8)
nL( f ) = lnL f ;L ∈ {1,2} (7.9)
and the P values of { 18 , 14 , 12 ,1,2,3,4}. The performance of these parameters as measured in MAP
is given in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 with the best value highlighted. Using n( f ) = f
1
4 , that is,
φ(c) = f 14 (c)/∑c f
1
4 (c), and P = 12 yields the highest MAP value of 0.253. However, this is far
less effective compared to Sy(q,a,2) (achieving MAP of 0.826. See Chapter 5). Next, we investigate
whether combining the similarity evidence from Sy(q,a,2) and DP(q,a, 12)|φ(c) = f
1
4 (c)/∑c f 14(c)
yields higher overall effectiveness compared to both of these. As we can see in both Tables 7.1 and
7.2, for every n( f ), there is an optimal value of P. However, there is no strong correlation between
n( f ) and the corresponding optimal P.
7.4 Evidence Combination
We experimented with combining the best approximate string matching method, that is Sy(q,a,2)
(achieving MAP of 0.826, explained in Chapter 5), and DP(q,a, 12)|φ(c) = f
1
4 (c)/∑c f 14(c) us-
ing COMBMIN, COMBMAX, COMBSUM, and χ ′(ω) (Equation 7.3) with various ω values:
20,40,60,80,100,200,400,600,800,1000,1200,1400,1600,1800,2000 and the Rank Sims of the
ranks given by Sy(q,a,2) and DP(q,a, 12)|φ(c) = f
1
4 (c)/∑c f 14(c) as s1 and s2, respectively. The
results are shown in Table 7.3. None of COMBMIN, COMBMAX, and COMBSUM increases the
performance of Sy(q,a,2). χ ′(ω);ω ∈ {1000,1200,1400} yields the MAP value of 0.828, but it is
not significantly better than Sy(q,a,2) (paired t-test, p> 0.05).
We also tested the approach using a different set of queries and a bigger collection with the same
experimental setups described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, each of which yields MAP values of 0.683 to
0.678, respectively, with χ ′(ω);ω ∈ {1000,1200,1400}. There is no change of MAP values at all.
This is because most correct answers are not ranked by DP(q,a, 12)|φ(c) = f
1
4 (c)/∑c f 14(c) highly
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Table 7.1: The MAP values for Dp(q,a) with n( f ) = f h;h ∈ { 18 , 14 , 12 ,1,2}.
n( f ) P MAP
f
1
8 1
8 0.124
1
4 0.190
1
2 0.219
1 0.202
2 0.196
3 0.186
4 0.187
f
1
4 1
8 0.155
1
4 0.208
1
2 0.253
1 0.215
2 0.195
3 0.190
4 0.188
f
1
2 1
8 0.166
1
4 0.196
1
2 0.221
1 0.245
2 0.231
3 0.219
4 0.191
f 18 0.174
1
4 0.186
1
2 0.176
1 0.148
2 0.128
3 0.096
4 0.090
f 2 18 0.121
1
4 0.099
1
2 0.098
1 0.085
2 0.067
3 0.054
4 0.050
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Table 7.2: The MAP values for Dp(q,a) with n( f ) = lnL f ;L ∈ {1,2}.
n( f ) P MAP
ln f 18 0.130
1
4 0.154
1
2 0.204
1 0.216
2 0.225
3 0.207
4 0.187
ln2 f 18 0.115
1
4 0.127
1
2 0.151
1 0.204
2 0.201
3 0.205
4 0.202
Table 7.3: Evidence combination results. The best results are highlighted.
Combination Function MAP
COMBMIN 0.422
COMBMAX 0.624
COMBSUM 0.438
χ ′(20) 0.608
χ ′(40) 0.676
χ ′(60) 0.699
χ ′(80) 0.707
χ ′(100) 0.724
χ ′(200) 0.764
χ ′(400) 0.818
χ ′(600) 0.825
χ ′(800) 0.825
χ ′(1000) 0.828
χ ′(1200) 0.828
χ ′(1400) 0.828
χ ′(1600) 0.826
χ ′(1800) 0.826
χ ′(2000) 0.826
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enough. Therefore, with relatively low ω , the contribution of the Rank Sim of the ranks produced
by DP(q,a, 12)|φ(c) = f
1
4 (c)/∑c f 14(c) has a harmful effect on the ranking produced by Sy(q,a,2)
when the two rankings are combined. To overcome this, the contribution of DP(q,a, 12)|φ(c) =
f
1
4 (c)/∑c f 14(c) should then be lowered. In other words, ω should be increased.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that it is possible to retrieve audio by using its pitch class
frequency distribution, although on our testbed, the effectiveness is quite low compared to the ap-
proaches described in Chapters 5 and 6. We also attempted combining retrieval evidences from
Sy(q,a,2) and χ ′(ω). However, there was no significant gain compared to Sy(q,a,2).
The next chapter examines whether the use of duration-based features can significantly improve
retrieval effectiveness compared to using solely pitch.
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Chapter 8
Retrieval Using Duration-Related
Features
In Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, we investigated retrieval techniques that used pitch as the main feature for
matching, and implicitly for the first three, the relative position indices of notes. Selfridge-Field [123]
mentioned that there are two musical features that are directly representable, namely pitch and dura-
tion. In this chapter, we visit duration and investigate two duration-related features: duration itself
and inter-onset intervals.
Much of previous research has shown that the pitch feature is sufficient to support effective
content-based retrieval of music. The usage of both pitch and rhythm has also been examined in
past work by, for example, Kageyama et al. [65], McNab et al. [86], Chen and Chen [14], Lemstro¨m
et al. [76], Dannenberg et al. [21], Ferraro and Hanna [36], Hanna et al. [53], Typke et al. [145], and
Lemstro¨m et al. [78]. However, the relative value of these features for matching on large polyphonic
collections has not been measured. In addition, the benefit of string-matching approaches in this
scenario have not been thoroughly investigated yet. We discuss each of these papers in Section 8.1.
The objective of the experiment described in this chapter is to determine whether durations can be
a useful feature to increase content-based polyphonic music retrieval effectiveness using pitch-only
matching as the baseline. In addition, we also experiment with using inter-onset intervals.
Unlike the experiments described in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, the experiment presented in this
chapter uses solely symbolic music for both queries and the collection. The reason for this is to
reduce the complexity of the experiment. This way, since the amount of melodic noise is neglegible
in symbolic music, we can focus on actually examining the effectiveness of melodic features.
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8.1 Related Work
A query-by-humming system that took advantage of duration information was described in
Kageyama et al. [65]. The paper mentioned two algorithms, one of which employs note duration
information. It is mentioned that dynamic programming is used, and the similarity between a query
and an answer is the “weighted sum of each note matching score, and note insertion/deletion penal-
ties. The weight for the note matching score is defined by the note duration.” The formulation is not
given. Their experiment used 500 pieces as the collection with 100 queries by 10 musically untrained
people. The average length of the queries is 13.9 notes. Their best approach, the one involving
duration information, resulted into 81% of all queries obtaining a correct answer in the top ten ranks.
McNab et al. [86] investigated what combination of pitch and duration features has the best
discriminatory power to distinguish one musical piece from others. Their collection consisted of
9600 folksongs. They examined both exact matching and approximate matching (using dynamic
programming as given in Mongeau and Sankoff [92]; approximate string matching algorithms are
discussed in Section 3.5). To represent the pitch component of notes, they used pitch interval, which
is the difference in pitch between two adjacent notes, and pitch contour, which is the movement
direction from a previous note to a current note, described further and criticised in Uitdenbogerd and
Yap [151]. They experimented with using exact matching of:
1. pitch interval only;
2. pitch contour only;
3. pitch interval and rhythm; and
4. pitch contour and rhythm.
They also considered approximate matching of:
1. pitch interval and rhythm.
2. pitch contour and rhythm.
They found that for highly effective exact matching with rhythm, five notes are sufficient. Without
rhythm, about seven notes are required. For approximate matching (with rhythm), the number of
required notes increases to twelve.
A technique for retrieval by rhythm was proposed in Chen and Chen [14]. Every piece was
represented by a rhythm string, representing solely the rhythmic patterns in that piece. In particular,
a piece was divided into measures, and the note durations in every measure in a piece were captured
as a unit. Pitches were ignored. Every measure was stored as a node in a tree-based index structure.
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Their paper emphasises the efficiency of their approach, but fails to present how effective it is. Their
test collection only consisted of 102 folk songs (the format of which is unspecified). The relatively
small size of the collection and the lack of effectiveness benchmark make the merit of this approach
questionable.
Lemstro¨m et al. [76] introduced a technique that represents a note as a combination of its pitch
interval (with respect to the note preceeding itself) and duration of a monophonic music sequence,
called relative interval slope. A sequence consists of n notes, each is a pair of its pitch and its duration.
The interval slope sequence consists of n symbols, each is the signed difference between the pitch
of the current note and that of the previous note, over the duration of the previous note. The first
symbol is a special case; it is the pitch of the first note over the the duration of the last note. If
every symbol in the interval slope sequence is denoted by ai;1≤ i≤ n, the relative interval sequence
consists of n symbols, each is ai for 1≤ i≤ 2 or aiai−1 for i> 2. They conducted their experiment on
a collection of 6070 monophonic MIDI tracks. Only exact matches were considered. It is not clear
how many queries were used. It is mentioned that the experiment run consisted of 18000 searches,
but the number of unique queries is not mentioned. For queries with pattern length of 13 up to 20, no
false positive was generated.
In Dannenberg et al. [21], rhythmic information was used for query-by-humming retrieval, with
an answer collection of MIDI files. Three melody encoding approaches were evaluated. In the
first approach, a note is represented using its pitch interval and inter-onset interval ratio. An inter-
onset interval ratio is encoded as a quantised value of five possible values as devised in Pardo and
Birmingham [98], which a pitch interval is encoded as a quantised value of 25 possible values. These
make this encoding tempo-invariant and transposition-invariant. Edit distance was used as the simi-
larity measure. In the second approach, based on Mazzoni and Dannenberg [84], a piece was divided
into frames of equal time length, from each of which the fundamental frequency is estimated. In this
case, note boundaries were ignored. The obtained melody was then transposed 24 times, half a semi-
tone each time. Dynamic time warping was used for matching. In the third approach, based on Meek
and Birmingham [87], a note was represented using its pitch class and inter-onset interval, quantised
based on a log scale. Matching was performed using a hidden Markov model. Two experiments
were conducted. The first experiment involved 160 queries (80 for training and 80 for testing) and
a collection of 10 000 synthetically generated pieces with a mean length of 40 notes as noise and 10
folk songs as targets. How the 10 000 pieces were generated is not described. As the result of this ex-
periment, the third approach caused 73.75% of the test queries to obtain the target answer in the first
rank position, but the results for the other two approaches were not reported. The second experiment
used two query sets. The first query set consists of 131 queries, whereas the second one consists of
165 queries. The first query set was run against a collection of 258 Beatles’ pieces, and the second
query set was run against a collection of 868 popular songs. The third approach was superior for the
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first query set, yielding a mean reciprocal rank value of 27.0% (compared to 21.0% for the second
approach and 13.4% for the first approach). For the second query set, the second approach was supe-
rior, yielding a mean reciprocal rank value of 32.9% (compared to 31.0% for the third approach and
28.2% for the first approach).
Ferraro and Hanna [36] and Hanna et al. [53] explored the use of duration information for mono-
phonic music matching. They examined using duration differences between two notes. It is not
clearly specified which two notes are meant. Combination of similarity evidence is used to combine
the pitch similarity score (spitch) with the duration similarity score (sduration) using the formula given
in Mongeau and Sankoff [92]: stotal = spitch+ ksduration where k is a weighting parameter. They claim
that at k = 0.20, using duration information improves retrieval effectiveness over the use of pitch
only.1 The statistical significance of their result is not reported. Ferraro and Hanna [36] and Hanna
et al. [53] claim to obtain significantly different results from using duration and disagree with our
conclusion [137] that says otherwise. However, they were using monophonic music, whereas our
experiments used polyphonic music. On the improvement significance aspect, we admitted that there
was a slight improvement when duration information was used, albeit not statistically significant. On
the other hand, they have shown no proof of statistical significance of their claim. Moreover, they did
not contrast the input sizes used in both papers. Their work used the training testbed of the “Sym-
bolic Melodic Similarity” task of MIREX 2005,2 which had a collection of 580 MIDI pieces with
only 11 queries. This is clearly much smaller than ours (more than 10,000 pieces in the collection
and 24 queries) and an indication that the complexity of the problem they were discussing was much
smaller.
All work mentioned above involved the use of duration on monophonic collections. There has
been research that attempts to use duration-based information on polyphonic music, such as Typke
et al. [145] and Lemstro¨m et al. [78]. Typke et al. [145] described several retrieval tasks in the
“Symbolic Melodic Similarity” track of MIREX 2006.3 Two of them involved polyphonic music:
1. Symbolic melodic similarity using 1000 polyphonic karaoke files with five queries (referred as
the karaoke task herethereafter).
2. Symbolic melodic similarity using 10000 MIDI files downloaded from theWeb, most of which
are polyphonic, with six queries (referred as the mixed polyphonic task herethereafter).
1The k value is reported in Hanna et al. [53] but not in Ferraro and Hanna [36].
2See http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/2005/index.php/Symbolic Melodic Similarity.
3See http://www.music-ir.org/mirex2006. For the results, see http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/2006/
index.php/Symbolic Melodic Similarity Results.
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In their approach, a melody extraction routine was applied to obtain monophonic representations of
the polyphonic pieces. A skyline algorithm4 was used. Which specific skyline algorithm was not
specified. These monophonic representations are divided into overlapping segments with different
lengths. They used lengths of 5 to 16, except for the second task, where they used 5 to 7. The
segments were then indexed using vantage indexing [154] using the Proportional Transportation Dis-
tance [146] as the distance measure. A note was represented as a two-dimensional point [146], with
pitch and onset time as the dimensions. The duration of the note was used as the weight of the point.
For the two tasks, their method achieved a MAP value of 0.875 and 0.903 respectively.
In Lemstro¨m et al. [78], a geometric sweepline algorithm called P3 was used. Every piece was
represented by its piano roll representation (see Section 3.1.1 for a description of piano rolls). The
features used were pitch and the starting and ending times (which can be used to derive durations)
of notes. To determine the similarity between a query and an answer, the maximum overlap was
determined over keys to ensure transposition invariance. Although this caters for difference in keys,
it will likely fail if the tempi of the query and the answer are different. To address this, they proposed
SCALEDP3, which in principle is similar to P3, but also scales the query tempo in a brute force
manner. The scaling factors they used are 12 ,
2
3 ,
4
5 , 1,
5
4 ,
3
2 , and
2
1 . This approach sounds promising
in theory, as not only is it transposition invariant, it is also tempo invariant. However, in practice it
performed very poorly on the MIREX 2006 symbolic polyphonic retrieval tasks. P3 also performed
very poorly; both methods were very low in effectiveness whatever similarity measures were used.
For the MIREX 2006 karaoke task, both methods achieve a MAP value of 0.000. For the mixed
polyphonic task, the methods achieve MAP values of 0.032 and 0.004 respectively.
8.2 Feature Extraction
Our approach assumes that we are working with polyphonic symbolic music. The string represen-
tations mentioned in this chapter imply that a sequence is one-dimensional, since we cannot have
any overlap in a string. However, in polyphonic music, notes can overlap, and as such, it is two-
dimensional. Previously, Uitdenbogerd and Zobel [147] showed that reducing the two-dimensional
space into one dimension by extracting a representative note for a particular time point can support
effective retrieval. The output from feeding polyphonic music into this process is therefore a mono-
phonic melody, representing the polyphonic music. The ALL-MONO algorithm has been shown to
be a highly effective melody extraction algorithm. If there is a note m of length lm sounding at time
tm and another note n sounding at tn so that lm+ tm > tn, then lm will become l′m← tn− tm. In other
words, note overlaps are removed. The ALL-MONO algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 8.1.
4A skyline algorithm takes from a set of overlapping items the one with the extreme value of a certain feature of set of
features. The ALL-MONO algorithm (Algorithm 8.1) is an example skyline algorithm.
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Algorithm 8.1 ALL-MONO melody extraction algorithm. A note is expressed as a tuple n= 〈p,d,o〉
where p is the pitch, d is the duration, and o is the onset time. The base index is 0. P is the sequence
of the representative bass part. “pix” is the relational operator for projecting the x attribute.
Require: array of notes N
Sort N by ascending onset time as the first sort key and descending pitch as the second sort key.
[ Start taking the highest note at any onset time. ]
for i= 0 . . . |N|−2 do
if (pioni 6= pioni+1) then
Append pipni to P.
end if
if (pioni+pidni > pioni+1) then
d′← pioni+1−pioni
ni← 〈pipni,d′,pioni〉
end if
end for
Append pipn|N|−1 to P.
[ End. ]
return P
8.3 Matching Technique
Similar to the techniques described in previous chapters, to support approximate matching, we con-
vert the melody into standardisations. The pitch standardisation used for the experiments described
in this chapter is the directed modulo-12 approach, described in Section 4.1.4. As our experiments
also make use of the duration feature in notes, we also need to encode the durations into a searchable
representation. For this purpose, we use the extended contour standardisation, to be described in
Section 8.3.1.
8.3.1 Duration Extended Contour Standardisation
The extended contour standardisation is partly inspired by a pitch standardisation called the pitch
extended contour standardisation [148], which encodes a note as a movement direction of the previous
note pitch to its pitch. There are five distinct symbols, each representing a set of pitch intervals: “S”
if the current note is the same pitch as the previous note, “u” if the current note pitch is a little higher
than the previous note pitch, “U” if the current note pitch is much higher than the previous note pitch,
“d” if the current note pitch is a little lower than the previous note pitch, and “D” if the current note
pitch is much lower than the previous note pitch.
Just as in pitch contour-based standardisations, the extended contour standardisations also employ
five distinct symbols to represent a note. In the case of duration, we use “S”, “s”, “R”, “l”, and
“L” for “much shorter”, “a little shorter”, “same”, “a little longer”, and “much longer” respectively.
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Figure 8.1: Duration extended contour quantisation. K = λC/λP where λC and λP are respectively the
current and previous note durations. The current note is represented as “R” if | log2K| < 1; “l” if 1 ≤
log2K < 2; “L” if log2K ≥ 2; “s” if −2< log2K ≤−1; and “S” if log2K ≤ 2.
Figure 8.2: “Melbourne Still Shines” by ade ishs.
Interestingly, Moles [91] describes an approach for encoding duration quantisation. The quantisation
we use in our experiments is based on the encoding given in that literature. Let λC be the current
note, λP be the previous one, and K = λC/λP. A note is represented based on the ranges of log2K as
illustrated in Figure 8.1. The current note is represented as “R” if | log2K|< 1; “l” if 1≤ log2K < 2;
“L” if log2K ≥ 2; “s” if −2 < log2K ≤−1; and “S” if log2K ≤ 2. For example, the melody shown
in Figure 8.2 is represented as “L S R L S R l R R R”.
8.3.2 Alignment
The use of duration information along with dynamic programming was suggested by Kageyama
et al. [65]. They suggested that note durations be used as penalty scores for insertion and deletion
operations. How the scores are calculated is not formally defined however. In this work, we also use
a dynamic programming approach. In particular, we use the local alignment algorithm as given in
Algorithm 3.2 (Section 3.5), which is useful to find the substring with the highest similarity within a
string. Because query tunes typically translate to short strings while tunes in the collection typically
to long strings, the alignment is more suitable than global alignment [147].
For a query-answer pair, two scores are produced: one pitch similarity score, and one duration
similarity score. These scores are to be fused using a similarity evidence combination technique
described in the following section.
8.3.3 Combining Pitch and Duration Similarity Scores
We experiment with a vector model to combine similarity evidence from both pitch and duration
matching. The pitches and durations are symbolised by the respective standardisations. As vectors,
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they are modelled as being perpendicular to each other. The overall similarity is indicated by the
resultant similarity vector. The following formula is based on one in our previous work [136], where
we represent pitch and duration as perpendicular unit vectors. To allow better fine-tuning, we now
also assign weights for both pitch and duration components:
~Σ≡ wpiςpi pˆi+wδ ςδ δˆ (8.1)
where ~Σ is the resultant similarity vector, ςpi is the pitch similarity, ςδ is the duration similarity, wpi
and wδ are both weight constants, and pˆi and δˆ are respectively pitch and duration unit vectors (see
Figure 8.3 for visualisation). Ranking is then based on the magnitude of the resultant similarity
vector, |~Σ|=
√
w2piς2pi +w2δ ς
2
δ .
As an example of how similarity is calculated, suppose that we have a query with its pitch com-
ponent represented as “0 2 -3 -4” and its duration component represented as “RsLS”, and two
answers. Answer 1 has its pitch component represented as “0 2 -3 -4” and its duration component
represented as “RSLs”, and answer 2 has its pitch component represented as “0 2 0 2” and its du-
ration component represented as “RsLs”. Suppose that the score for a match operation is 2, −1 for
mismatch, and −2 for insertion/deletion, all of which are to be used as local alignment parameters.
Let us use the weight for pitch (wpi ) of 4 and the weight for duration (wδ ) of 1. The pitch similarity
between answer 1 and the query is 8 (refer to Algorithm 3.2 to see the full specification of the local
alignment algorithm), while the duration similarity is 3. Therefore, the combined similarity between
answer 1 and the query is
√
82w2pi +32w2δ =
√
(64×42)+(9×12) = 32.14. The pitch similarity
between answer 2 and the query is 4, while the duration similarity is 6. Therefore, the combined
similarity between answer 2 and the query is 17.09. For illustration, see Figure 8.4, which shows two
vectors, ~Σ1 and ~Σ2. Vector ~Σi represents the similarity between answer i and the query. Pitch-wise,
answer 1 is more similar to the query than answer 2, and duration-wise, answer 2 is more similar to
the query than answer 1. As |~Σ1| > |~Σ2|, answer 1 is ranked higher than answer 2. For ranking, we
are not really concerned with the absolute magnitudes. We consider the relative magnitudes instead.
Therefore, the value of wpi is not meaningful on its own, and neither is wδ . However, the ratio wpi/wδ
(or reciprocally, wδ/wpi ) is. So, this is in effect similar to Equation 7.3.
8.4 Experimental Setup
As the aim of our experiment is to identify whether note duration information is useful for melody
retrieval, we use a collection of polyphonic MIDI files and a set of queries manually constructed by
human subjects. The collection contains 14 193 MIDI files, which form a superset of the collection
used in experiments by Uitdenbogerd and Zobel [147, 152] and Uitdenbogerd et al. [153]. A total
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Figure 8.3: Resultant similarity vector~Σ= wpiςpi pˆi+wδ ςδ δˆ .
Figure 8.4: Two similarity vectors with different lengths, ~Σ1 and~Σ2. |~Σ1| is greater than |~Σ2|, hence the
document of which similarity is represented by ~Σ1 is ranked higher than the one of which similarity is
represented by~Σ2.
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Figure 8.5: Scoring matrix for duration extended contour standardisation. “S”, “s”, “R”, “l”, and “L”
respectively indicate a “much shorter”, an “a little shorter”, a “same”, an “a little longer”, and a “much
longer”.
of 24 queries were constructed by a musician5 after listening to a set of polyphonic pieces. The
relevance judgement set was generated by human users.6 They were presented with top answers
from several matching techniques and asked to give a binary relevance judgement. More detail can
be found in Uitdenbogerd et al. [153].
As the baseline of our experiment, for pitch matching, we used M(x,x) = 1 for a match,
M(x,y)|x 6=y = −1 for a mismatch, and I = −2 for an insertion/deletion (see Section 8.3.2) as used
in Uitdenbogerd and Zobel [147, 152]. For duration matching, we used 21 scoring matrices. The
scoring matrices were obtained by varying the variables a,b,c, . . . , i shown in Figure 8.5, as detailed
in Table 8.1. The matrix means if there is a match “S”-“S”, M(“S”,“S”) = c; a mismatch “S”-“s”,
M(“S”,“s”) = d; etc. At any time, a≥ b≥ c≥ d ≥ e≥ f ≥ g≥ h≥ i. The values of these variables
correspond to the rewards/penalties based on the likelihood that there is an actual match when the
symbols do not actually match. In other words, if a symbol is replaced by a substitute, the matrix
values represent how much it will change the rhythmic pattern of the melody. If an “R” matches an
“R” (thus the score a is rewarded), it is very likely that the two notes represented by the symbols have
the same relative duration or inter-onset interval. By an extreme contrast, the likelihood that two
notes, each represented by “S” and “L” (thus the score i is given), have the same relative duration or
inter-onset interval is small.
8.5 Results
In our experiment, queries were matched against all tunes in our collection 23 times, once for pitch
matching using the directed modulo-12 standardisation and 22 times for duration matching using the
22 scoring schemes.
5The anonymised musician had perfect pitch and could replay melodies on a keyboard [153]. She was chosen so
that the queries have high quality, and the scope of the problem did not need to extend into retrieving tunes with erratic
queries [149].
6The human users were varied in their musical knowledge. In this case, it was a perception test rather than a replaying
test [149]. Therefore, the human users did not need to be skilled musicians.
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Table 8.1: Scoring schemes for duration extended contour standardisation. For all scoring schemes,
a≥ b≥ c≥ d ≥ e≥ f ≥ g≥ h≥ i.
Scoring Scheme a b c d e f g h i
1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
2 2 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
3 3 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
4 3 2 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
5 3 3 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
6 3 3 2 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
7 3 3 3 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
8 3 3 3 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
9 3 3 3 2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
10 3 3 3 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
11 3 3 3 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
12 3 3 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
13 3 2 1 0 −2 −3 −3 −3 −3
14 3 2 1 0 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3
15 3 2 1 0 −1 −2 −3 −3 −3
17 3 2 1 0 −1 −1 −3 −3 −3
17 3 2 1 0 −1 −1 −2 −3 −3
18 3 2 1 0 −1 −1 −1 −3 −3
19 3 2 1 0 −1 −1 −1 −2 −3
20 3 2 1 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 −3
21 3 2 1 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 −2
22 3 2 1 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
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Table 8.2: MAP values for various wpi/wδ using durations. The best values for each wpi/wδ are high-
lighted.
Baseline MAP value = 0.326.
Scoring wpi/wδ
Scheme 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0.016 0.143 0.285 0.339 0.346 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353
2 0.019 0.060 0.240 0.276 0.289 0.332 0.338 0.340 0.341 0.346
3 0.012 0.026 0.133 0.259 0.281 0.293 0.291 0.334 0.336 0.338
4 0.004 0.011 0.103 0.247 0.272 0.287 0.293 0.291 0.335 0.338
5 0.002 0.003 0.066 0.224 0.261 0.285 0.290 0.293 0.310 0.337
6 0.005 0.007 0.074 0.241 0.278 0.288 0.291 0.294 0.332 0.335
7 0.006 0.014 0.070 0.228 0.277 0.284 0.284 0.285 0.323 0.327
8 0.019 0.020 0.082 0.199 0.253 0.274 0.279 0.277 0.320 0.325
9 0.014 0.019 0.087 0.236 0.281 0.291 0.296 0.290 0.333 0.338
10 0.006 0.014 0.070 0.228 0.277 0.284 0.284 0.285 0.323 0.327
11 0.004 0.007 0.065 0.223 0.295 0.293 0.291 0.286 0.303 0.336
12 0.002 0.005 0.061 0.219 0.306 0.291 0.292 0.286 0.297 0.337
13 0.003 0.008 0.089 0.263 0.272 0.284 0.288 0.288 0.328 0.331
14 0.003 0.007 0.080 0.261 0.275 0.284 0.288 0.291 0.328 0.330
15 0.003 0.007 0.100 0.254 0.269 0.283 0.286 0.284 0.328 0.331
16 0.003 0.006 0.093 0.233 0.261 0.280 0.285 0.283 0.327 0.330
17 0.003 0.006 0.093 0.233 0.261 0.278 0.285 0.283 0.327 0.330
18 0.003 0.006 0.092 0.234 0.261 0.271 0.280 0.277 0.322 0.324
19 0.003 0.006 0.092 0.234 0.262 0.272 0.279 0.277 0.322 0.324
20 0.003 0.006 0.091 0.234 0.261 0.272 0.279 0.278 0.322 0.325
21 0.003 0.006 0.091 0.234 0.261 0.272 0.279 0.278 0.322 0.325
22 0.003 0.006 0.091 0.234 0.261 0.272 0.279 0.278 0.322 0.325
To combine pitch and duration similarities using Equation 8.1, we used ten different wpi/wδ
values: ∞ and 0,1,2, . . . ,9. The first one is the baseline performance, that is, duration information is
ignored (wδ = 0). The baseline performance has a MAP value of 0.326. The results of using other
wpi/wδ values are shown in Table 8.2. It can be seen that scoring scheme 1 performs consistently
better than the other scoring schemes for various values of wpi/wδ .
The MAP values for 1 and wpi/wδ ≥ 5 appear to be approaching an extreme. Therefore, we
performed further experiments with 10 ≤ wpi/wδ ≤ 20 and obtained the results shown in Table 8.3.
To assist us determining up to which wpi/wδ the MAP value keeps increasing, we use 15 figures
behind decimal point. We can see that the MAP values with wpi/wδ starting from 17 are unchanging.
See Figure 8.6 for the plot of MAP values with scoring scheme 1.
The best obtained MAP value is thus far 0.353. This is slightly higher than the baseline value of
0.326. We analyse further whether the two means are significantly different using a paired t-test as
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Table 8.3: MAP values for 10≤ wpi/wδ ≤ 20.
wpi/wδ MAP
10 0.353106549666292
11 0.353106844200076
12 0.353107176261353
13 0.353107318253242
14 0.353107348886645
15 0.353107350554197
16 0.353107351228809
17 0.353107351475871
18 0.353107351475871
19 0.353107351475871
20 0.353107351475871
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Figure 8.6: MAP values for pitch and duration matching using scoring scheme 1.
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outlined in Section 3.6. It is found that incorporating duration information using the vector model
does not lead to significant performance gain (p> 0.2).
The best scoring method, scoring scheme 1, implies that the “l” is treated the same as “L”, and
“s” is treated the same as “S”. This is evident as b = c = d and e = f = g = h = i. Therefore, if we
were to remove the distinction between “much longer” and “a little longer,” and also “much shorter”
and “a little shorter,” we would obtain representations with three distinct symbols (alphabets). Thus,
the entropy [157], or the minimum number of bits required to store a symbol, defined as:
H =−
n
∑
i=1
P(i) log2P(i) (8.2)
where P(i) is the probability that the symbol i occurs, would be lower. We performed an informetric
analysis as in Downie [28, 29], except that the sequences in our collection were not segmented into n-
grams as our experiment assumed a unigram model. With the five-alphabet rhythm standardisation,
the entropy of our whole collection is 1.858. With the three-alphabet rhtyhm standardisation, the
entropy decreases to 1.491. A decrease in entropy also implies a decrease in information. However,
our result shows that with less entropy, the effectiveness of retrieval increases. While Downie [28]
believed that a higher information content of n-grams should cause retrieval performance to be better,
our informetric analysis of our collection with a unigram model suggests that entropy itself may
not be sufficient as an informetric analysis measure of likelihood that target pieces will be ranked
higher (that is, high effectiveness). However, we are not certain whether Downie was referring to
effectiveness or efficiency. The context hints that it was efficiency. What other measures should be
used for effectiveness remains an open question.
We have shown that with the method we propose, duration information does not significantly
improve retrieval performance. However, as we shall see shortly, using inter-onset intervals yields a
different outcome.
8.6 Using Inter-Onset Intervals
One advantage of using inter-onset intervals compared to durations is that inter-onset intervals are
less susceptible to variations in articulations and are more sensitive to rhythmic variations. As an
illustration, let us suppose that we have three melodic fragments as shown in Figure 8.7.
Our point of interest is the second and third notes. Using durations, the extended duration contour
standardisation is “SL” for the three cases. In other words, rhythmic pattern differences are not
captured. Using inter-onset intervals, the extended duration contour standardisation is “SL” for the
first and second cases, and “Ll” for the third case. The difference between the first and second
melodies is the articulation of the notes in the first bar, yet they both have the same rhythmic pattern.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
Figure 8.7: Melodic fragments with different note durations.
The difference is successfully picked up by inter-onset intervals. A musically-trained user is less
likely to make rhythmic pattern errors when issuing queries. Articulation differences are less often
considered as errors. Therefore, inter-onset intervals are more likely to be viable to improve retrieval
effectiveness.
We modified the ALL-MONO algorithm so that the durations of a note is replaced by the time in-
terval between itself and the following note. This is done indiscriminatively on the highest note at all
onset times (excluding, the last note). Therefore, the difference between ALL-MONO and this algor-
ithm (called ALL-MONO-IOI herethereafter) is that in ALL-MONO-IOI, there is no check whether the
time to finish playing a note is after its following note. ALL-MONO-IOI is given as Algorithm 8.2.
Using ALL-MONO-IOI, we obtained a new set of duration-based representations of the pieces in
our query set and collection. We used the same experimental setup outlined in Section 8.4, with this
new set of representations. The MAP scores are given in Table 8.4.
The MAP values for 13 and wpi/wδ ≥ 5 appear to be approaching an extreme. Therefore, we
performed further experiments with 10 ≤ wpi/wδ ≤ 40 and obtained the results shown in Table 8.5.
To assist us determining whether there is an asymptotic value, we use 15 figures behind decimal
point. We can see that the MAP values with wpi/wδ starting from 38 are consistent. See Figure 8.8
for the plot of MAP values with scoring scheme 13.
The best obtained MAP value thus far is 0.356. This is slightly higher than the baseline value
of 0.326. We analyse further whether the two means are significantly different using a paired t-test
as outlined in Section 3.6. It is found that incorporating inter-onset intervals using the vector model
implies a statistically significant performance gain (p< 0.05).
Our finding poses an interesting question: Can inter-onset intervals be used to improve the effec-
tiveness of retrieving audio through its symbolic equivalence (the tasks presented in Chapters 4, 5, 6,
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Table 8.4: MAP values for various wpi/wδ using inter-onset intervals. The best values for each wpi/wδ
are highlighted.
Baseline MAP value = 0.326.
Scoring wpi/wδ
Scheme 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0.025 0.176 0.322 0.318 0.320 0.319 0.319 0.319 0.319 0.319
2 0.017 0.130 0.236 0.271 0.318 0.324 0.327 0.327 0.327 0.327
3 0.013 0.061 0.213 0.249 0.274 0.277 0.320 0.325 0.327 0.327
4 0.018 0.062 0.202 0.282 0.292 0.295 0.343 0.344 0.345 0.344
5 0.015 0.035 0.183 0.297 0.300 0.293 0.342 0.346 0.346 0.346
6 0.026 0.045 0.194 0.268 0.306 0.323 0.325 0.349 0.348 0.348
7 0.029 0.047 0.163 0.229 0.261 0.306 0.320 0.342 0.343 0.342
8 0.025 0.043 0.148 0.220 0.279 0.301 0.306 0.330 0.330 0.331
9 0.029 0.039 0.158 0.237 0.290 0.318 0.332 0.360 0.354 0.354
10 0.029 0.047 0.163 0.229 0.261 0.306 0.320 0.342 0.343 0.342
11 0.035 0.047 0.158 0.227 0.259 0.314 0.322 0.342 0.343 0.343
12 0.035 0.051 0.156 0.232 0.262 0.314 0.327 0.346 0.348 0.348
13 0.022 0.051 0.207 0.281 0.307 0.313 0.353 0.356 0.356 0.356
14 0.021 0.048 0.202 0.256 0.291 0.311 0.352 0.355 0.355 0.355
15 0.027 0.056 0.225 0.261 0.301 0.311 0.353 0.355 0.355 0.355
16 0.025 0.051 0.222 0.277 0.288 0.296 0.342 0.343 0.344 0.344
17 0.025 0.051 0.222 0.277 0.289 0.297 0.343 0.344 0.345 0.345
18 0.025 0.051 0.222 0.277 0.290 0.297 0.343 0.344 0.345 0.345
19 0.025 0.050 0.222 0.277 0.290 0.297 0.343 0.344 0.345 0.345
20 0.024 0.050 0.221 0.276 0.288 0.294 0.337 0.338 0.339 0.339
21 0.024 0.050 0.222 0.277 0.289 0.294 0.337 0.338 0.339 0.339
22 0.024 0.049 0.222 0.280 0.290 0.296 0.338 0.340 0.341 0.341
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Table 8.5: MAP values for 10≤ wpi/wδ ≤ 40.
wpi/wδ MAP
10 0.355544269543587
11 0.355550207447156
12 0.355571651845875
13 0.355627686532539
14 0.355692217911567
15 0.355701810458298
16 0.355701948192754
17 0.355702060361345
18 0.355702144235560
19 0.355702234134398
20 0.355702396618862
21 0.355702525341658
22 0.355702671105865
23 0.355702825231468
24 0.355702953348088
25 0.355703211467521
26 0.355703548237075
27 0.355703665348138
28 0.355703714267426
29 0.355703782501740
30 0.355703855944385
31 0.355703931475897
32 0.355704034385207
33 0.355704279176857
34 0.355704585979788
35 0.355704849240026
36 0.355704877025967
37 0.355704892461238
38 0.355704894395940
39 0.355704894395940
40 0.355704894395940
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Algorithm 8.2 ALL-MONO-IOI melody extraction algorithm. A note is expressed as a tuple n =
〈p,d,o〉 where p is the pitch, d is the duration, and o is the onset time. The base index is 0. P is the
sequence of the representative bass part. “pix” is the relational operator for projecting the x attribute.
Require: array of notes N
Sort N by ascending onset time as the first sort key and descending pitch as the second sort key.
[ Start taking the highest note at any onset time. ]
for i= 0 . . . |N|−2 do
if (pioni 6= pioni+1) then
Append pipni to P.
end if
d′← pioni+1−pioni
ni← 〈pipni,d′,pioni〉
end for
Append pipn|N|−1 to P.
[ End. ]
return P
and 7)? We do not answer this question in this thesis. Instead, we propose this as a future research
question. Here, we present issues that make this a challenging problem.
Probably the biggest obstacle in applying inter-onset intervals in transcribed audio is the tran-
scription result produced by the current state-of-the-art transcription technology. Much music is
polytimbral, and polytimbral pieces do not transcribe well (see Section 4.1.1). This severely limits
the applicability of inter-onset intervals only to most monotimbral pieces, which can be transcribed
well given a suitable timbral profile.
Related to transcription quality is track separation. Even if the music can be transcribed in a way
so that the amount of noise is minimal or non-existent, track separation is also a difficult problem
and much on-going work on track separation is being carried out, for example, Mesaros et al. [89],
Burred and Sikora [10], and Li and Wang [79]. Another approach that may have higher effective-
ness is extracting the predominant melody line (see Section 3.7.3 for brief discussion of Eggink and
Brown [33] and Poliner and Ellis [106], both of whom discuss techniques to perform such a task). If
this can be done with a very high accuracy, the inter-onset intervals could significantly improve the
effectiveness of retrieval using melody lines.
The ability to separate audio into parts, each with distinct timbres, may also improve transcription
quality. This in turn could allow a relatively clean melody extraction process so that the difficulty of
retrieval can be reduced to that of symbolic music.
In Chapters 5 and 6, we discussed the Sy and Sd approaches that work well for matching symbolic
queries against a collection of transcribed audio. The approaches used the pitch feature only. Is it
possible to also use inter-onset intervals to increase retrieval effectiveness for such a task? With the
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Figure 8.9: Melodic fragments with polyphony.
ways the techniques work, it is very unlikely because of the existence of noise. It makes inter-onset
intervals meaningless. Take again for example Figure 4.2, and see how far different its rhtyhm pattern
is from the one shown in Figure 4.1.
In addition to the noise problem, the way Sy and Sd choose which pitches are used exposes another
obstacle. ALL-MONO and ALL-MONO-IOI are skyline algorithms picking the note with the highest
pitch if multiple notes have the same onset time, whereas Sy and Sd take advantage of all notes being
used due to the underlying longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm. Using Sy and Sd , all notes
with the same onset time are taken into account. A special symbol is needed to encode this scenario,
as none of “R”, “s”, “S”, “l”, and “L” is applicable. Let us call this hypothetical symbol “o”. To
illustrate its possible use, see Figure 8.9. The first melody has its pitches represented as “D C E G
C F A” (refer to Section 5.1.1) and its inter-onset intervals as “l o o l S o” (note that there is one
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less symbol compared to the pitch representation as the first note is not encoded in the inter-onset
interval representation), and the second melody has its pitches represented as “D G E C F A” and
its inter-onset intervals as “l l o S o”. The existence of “o” symbols indicate the existence of
polyphony, and as such, a special treatment is needed. To match the two melodies, we propose two
approaches:
1. Every “o” symbol is ignored, and the pitch and inter-onset interval components should be
matched independently, and the two similarity scores are combined, such as using the way used
in this chapter. The two melodies in question would have their inter-onset interval components
match perfectly.
2. The pitch and inter-onset interval components are matched in conjunction, and therefore, the
“o” symbols must be taken into account. This is achieved by generating possible transition
combinations between notes that have different inter-onset intervals when an “o” is encountered
on a polyphony occurring at a later inter-onset time. Using the two melodies, consider the first
polyphony occurrence in the first melody (C/E/G), which is to be matched with the second
note in the second melody (G). The possible transition combinations in the first melody are
D–C, D–E, and D–G. Since C has its corresponding inter-onset interval symbol “l”, and E and
G has their corresponding inter-onset interval symbols “o”, we can also consider as if D–E
and D–G have their inter-onset interval components represented as “l”. Therefore, we can
find that D–G exists in both melodies and perceive it as a match. A similar treatment is also
applied for matching C/E/G and C in the first melody with G and E/C in the second melody.
A more complex case happens when matching C and F/A in the first melody and E/C and F/A
in the second melody, as in the second melody, we have polyphony followed by polyphony.
Here, the possible transition combinations are E–F, E–A, C–F, and C–A, all of which have
their inter-onset interval components represented as “S”. Two matches can be found here, C–F
and C–A. A problem with this approach is how to score in the cases where polyphony occurs.
One possibility is giving the match score multiplied by the inverse of the number of possible
transition combinations for every matching transition (this means, if all transitions match, a full
matching score will be obtained). Another possibility is giving the same match score regardless
of the number of matching transitions. Other heuristics can of course be considered. Which
one works best is subject to future research.
Whether these two approaches are as effective as each other or one is superior to the other one
is still unknown. Further experimentation is needed to confirm this and even whether any of these
approaches is more effective than using only the pitch feature. However, considering the time com-
plexity, the first approach is theoretically more efficient than the second one. The reason is that the
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first approach simply ignores the “o” symbol, and the second approach needs to consider all possible
transition combinations whenever an “o” symbol is encountered.
8.7 Summary
We have compared two approaches of using duration-based information to improve retrieval effec-
tiveness in this chapter. Unlike in previous chapters, the testbed in this chapter consists solely of
symbolic music to reduce the complexity of the problem.
The first approach employs the durations of notes in the representative melody as extracted by
the ALL-MONO algorithm [147]. Although the use of duration in addition to pitch improves retrieval
effectiveness over the use of pitch only, the improvement is not significant. The second approach uses
a modified version of ALL-MONO called ALL-MONO-IOI, which is similar to ALL-MONO except that
the inter-onset intervals of representative melody notes are calculated. Although the modification
is minor, it has a statistically significant impact on retrieval using duration-based information along
with pitch. The retrieval effectiveness is improved significantly compared to using pitch only.
The next chapter contains the conclusions of this thesis and outlines avenues for future research.
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Conclusions and Suggestions
We have developed effective new approaches for retrieving audio versions of a song using symbolic
queries. In particular, the questions we try to answer in this thesis are:
1. Is it possible to effectively retrieve audio versions of a song using a full score?
2. Is it possible to effectively retrieve audio versions of a song using only the first few notes?
3. Is it possible to effectively retrieve audio versions of a song using only a few notes picked from
any portion of the song?
4. Is it possible to effectively retrieve audio versions of a song using their statistical frequency
distributions?
5. Does using duration-based information in addition to pitch improve retrieval effectiveness?
In this chapter, we present the conclusions of the experiments completed to answer the problems
addressed in this thesis, and we summarise the results. We also suggest future directions for the
research discussed in this thesis.
9.1 Retrieval Using Full Scores
We visited the problem of audio retrieval using its symbolic equivalent in Chapters 4 and 5. In Chap-
ter 4, we attempted using a relative-pitch representation called the directed modulo-12 standardisa-
tion to represent the queries and the transcribed audio pieces in the collection. It had previously been
demonstrated that in matching symbolic queries with symbolic collections is effective when used in
conjunction with local alignment. Our approach adds noise removal and bass-part heuristics, based
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on the physical property that frequencies of harmonics are above those of the fundamental frequen-
cies. We attempted using both global alignment and local alignment for our problem and found that
global alignment was superior. However, the overall effectiveness was low (MAP= 0.374).
In Chapter 5, we revisited the problem, but this time we used an absolute-pitch representation
combined with the longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm. Normalising the LCS score by
dividing it with the square natural logarithm of candidate answers produces effective similarity scores.
We tested this approach in three phases:
1. Training phase
A collection of 1808 audio pieces and 34 symbolic queries are used. The MAP score of 0.826
was achieved.
2. Testing phase
The collection used in the training phase was used again, but with a set of test queries contain-
ing 51 scores. The MAP score dropped significantly to 0.683.
3. Scaling phase
The test queries were used again on an enlarged collection with 3059 audio pieces in it. The
MAP score dropped significantly to 0.678.
Therefore, we have shown that it is possible to effectively retrieve audio by using full symbolic
scores as queries. We have also shown that representing music as sequences of pitch classes is more
suitable for this task compared to using relative pitches, since the former is not susceptible to noise
in transcriptions.
9.2 Retrieval Using the First Few Notes of a Piece
We explored the scenario where a user has a query which is only a short portion of a full piece. In
particular, only the first few notes are used.
In Chapter 4, we first attempted using the same directed modulo-12 standardisation as used for
the task of retrieval using full scores. Local alignment was used. Using the first 100 notes as queries
yields MAP of 0.229.
In Chapter 6, we attempted the problem again using pitch classes to represent notes. A sliding
window is used on candidate answers with alignment on the window using the longest common
subsequence (LCS) algorithm. We also tested this approach in three phases with the same testbeds
specified in Section 9.1. The MAP scores for the training, testing, and scaling phases are 0.768,
0.522, and 0.512 respectively. The performance in the training and testing phases differ significantly,
whereas that in the testing and scaling phases do not differ significantly.
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9.3 Retrieval Using Notes from Anywhere in the Piece
In Chapter 6, we tested the approach that worked well for retrieving music via the first few notes of
the queries with the middle and ending portions of queries. The approach achieved MAP values of
0.651 and 0.566, respectively. However, using the first few notes still proved to be the most effective.
Nevertheless, those values are still very high (> 0.500), reflecting that obtaining a correct answer in
the first rank position occurs most of the time.
9.4 Retrieval Using Pitch Class Statistical Frequency Distribution
In Chapter 7, we attempted using the pitch class statistical frequency distribution as a summary value
for a song and experimented with retrieval using these summary values of songs. We explored various
approaches to normalise the distributions of song features, and various distance measures to match
the normalised distributions of query and song features in the collections. The maximum level of
effectiveness measured by MAP was 0.253.
We tried combining the retrieval results of this method with the best one discussed in Chapter 5.
However, no significant improvement was achieved.
9.5 Retrieval Using Duration-Based Features
We dealt exclusively with the problem of retrieving a collection of audio pieces using symbolic
queries in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7. The pitch feature was used for matching alongside the relative
position indices of notes, using dynamic programming techniques for matching, except for the app-
roach described in Chapter 7, which used pitch statistical distributions instead and Minkowski means
of the differences of normalised frequencies for matching.
Chapter 8 introduced the usage of duration-based features, namely note durations and inter-onset
intervals, for matching. However, in this chapter, symbolic pieces are used exclusively. This is to
reduce the complexity of experiments.
Both durations and inter-onset intervals were successful in improving retrieval effectiveness over
the use of pitch only. The MAP scores produced in our collection were 0.353 and 0.356 respectively
versus the baseline of 0.326. However, for the case of durations, the improvement was not statistically
significant. On the other hand, inter-onset intervals improved retrieval effectiveness significantly.
9.6 Suggestions
We suggest further investigations on the following aspects:
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• Larger collections.
We suggest exploring this technique on larger collections to investigate its scalability. Although
our current collection size is reasonable for MIR experimentation, we feel that this is still not
adequate for a commercial-grade production system. We expect at least an audio collection
size in the order of terabytes (compared to gigabytes which we used in our experiments).
• Efficiency.
We suggest the exploration of indexing techniques to increase the efficiency of retrieval. If this
is successful, we will be able to construct a practical content-based music retrieval system that
accepts partial symbolic input such as segments of musical scores.
• Transcription.
We suggest investigating the effectiveness of our approaches on transcriptions of various ac-
curacy levels. Our approaches have so far been strongly coupled with the transcription tech-
nology we are using. However, a variety of other transcription approaches are possible, for
example, using a timbre classifier such as described in Somerville and Uitdenbogerd [130] to
determine the most dominant timbre in a piece and adjust the transcription heuristic to make
use of the timbral information. If high transcription quality can be achieved, it is also possible
that inter-onset intervals can be used to improve retrieval effectiveness. Other good transcrip-
tion algorithms to explore are the ones submitted to the MIREX 2008 Multiple Fundamental
Frequency Estimation & Tracking task,1 which we think represent the current state of the art
of automatic transcription technology.
• Automatic parameter tuning.
In our experiments, we manually tuned the parameters on training data to achieve the optimal
settings for every scenario. Although we have experimented with different query sets and
collections, it would be preferable for a retrieval system that uses our approaches to be able to
discover the optimal settings automatically, so that it can adjust to various collections.
• Reduced user’s effort.
Our Sd technique has been proven to work well with queries of length 100. Although in the
context of polyphonic audio, that length can be considered reasonably short, we suggest explor-
ing approaches that will enable users to issue even shorter (probably about 20-note) queries,
with the effectiveness of 100-note queries. Shorter polyphonic queries may be a subset of the
full set of notes of the musical fragment.
1See http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/2008/index.php/Multiple Fundamental Frequency Estimation
& Tracking.
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Table 9.1: Comparison of testbeds.
Work Collection Size (Number of Answers) Number of Queries
Go´mez and Herrera [46] 90 30
Hu et al. [58] 259 51
Marolt [83] 1820 36
Pickens et al. [103] 3150 48
Shalev-Shwartz et al. [125] 832 50
This thesis 3059 51
9.7 Summary
In summary, while further research could improve the proposed approaches, we have achieved the
aim of our thesis, that is, discovering techniques to effectively retrieve audio answers given symbolic
queries. We have developed techniques that work for queries that are full scores and those that are
portions of full scores.
Most previous research investigating the same problem has only used very small collections and
very few queries (see Table 9.1). The research presented in this thesis has successfully shown that
accurately retrieving results from a reasonable-sized collection with a large number of queries is
possible. Our experiments also enabled us to identify the strengths and limitations of our techniques,
and we have suggested approaches that give high effectiveness. This thesis shows that cross-domain
content-based retrieval is possible, and serves as a major contribution towards building practical
music information retrieval systems.
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